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Abstract

Concern over soil and groundwater contamination has

created a demand for new and efficient rernediation

technol-ogies. Surfactant-enhanced electrokinetic
remediation is an innovative technique which has the

potential to remove hydrocarbons from contaminated clay

soils faster and more efficiently than conventional

remediation methods. The main objectives of this research

were to (1) evaluate the efficiency of using surfactant-

enhanced electrokinetíc remediation to remove hydrocarbons

from conÈaminated soil columns in the laboratory;

(2) identify the effect of various physical and chemical

factors on the performance of electrokinetic remediati-on;

and (3) develop equations to model surfactant-enhanced

electrokinetic remediation. Research was also conducted on

expanding and improving the analytical methods using the

relatively new solid-phase microextraction technique for the

determination of hydrocarbon concentration in water.

The soil column experiments indicate surfactant-
enhanced electrokinetic remediation with sodium

dodecylsulfate (SDS) is doninated by electrophoretic

transport of miceIles. The application of a surfactant

increased the current through the soil which led to

increased electrolysis of water. Pore fluid flow was also

significantly greater in clay colunns with an applied

voltage potential gradient.
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Values for SDS micelle-water partition coefficients

v¡ere determined as 3.19t 3.42t 3.45t 3.39, and 3.36 for

toluene, ethylbenzene, p-xyIene, m-xyIene, and o-xylene

respectively. À new relationship between the SDS

nicelle-water partition coefficient and the octanol-water

partition coefficient r¡as determined to allow prediction of

surfactant effects for other hydrocarbons. The optinurn SDS

concentration during surfactant-enhanced electrokinetic

remediation should be less than 2å (w/w) 
"

Surfactant-enhanced electrokinetic remediation was

modelled by adapting the classical advection-dispersion-

retardation equation to include a modified retardation

factor and electrokinetic effects. The model results v¡ere

highly dependent on the input pararneters chosen. Mode1ling

results indicate that electrophoretic transport of

hydrocarbons in SDS micelles is the dominant factor

influencing transport during surfactant-enhanced

electrokinetic remediation. In order to utilize

electroosmotic flow, the voltage potential gradient should

be greater than J. V/cm.

Surfactant-enhanced electrokinetic remediation is still

an emerging technology and a greater understanding of the

factors involved is necessary before decontamination can be

confidently applied in the fie1d" Hotirever, this research

significantly adds to the knowledge of surfactant-enhanced

electrokinetic remediation.
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"l have yet to see any problem, however complicated, which, when

you looked at it in the right wây, did not become more complicated."

Ànderson's Law,

Ground Water Monitoring and Review,

Fall 1994 p.148-158
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Scope

Hydrocarbon contamination of soil and gTroundwater has

become a major environmental- concern in recent years due to

increased environmental- awareness and knowledqe of the

widespread occurrence of hydrocarbon contamination.

Contamination by organic liquids originates from many

sources ranging from leaking underground storage tanks at

gasoline service stations to accidental spi11s at J-arge

industrial- f acil-ities. It has been estimated that hundreds

of thousands of gasoJ-ine leaks to the subsurface may be

presently occurring from the seven to eight mil-l-ion

underground storage tanks found in the United States (Hoag

and Marley 1986). With over half of the U.S. population

depending on qroundwater as a potable water supply

(Putnam 19BB) and the high demand for clean groundwater in

Canada, the potential impact of hydrocarbon contamination is

enormous.

Concern over soil- and sroundwater contamination alono

with the cost and l-imitations of current remediation methods

has created a demand for new and efficient remediation

technol-ogies. El-ectrokinetic remediation with a surf actant

is an innovative technigue which has the potential to remove

hydrocarbons from contaminated clay soils faster and more



efficientJ-y than other techniques. However, limited

research has been done in usinq electrokinetic remediation

with a surfactant and the complicated chemical and physical

interactions involved have not been adequately understood.

The scope of this research is to evaluate the performance

of using surfactant-enhanced electrokinetic remediation to

remove hydrocarbons from contami-nated soil_ col_umns in the

laboratory and to identify the effect of various physical-

and chemical- factors on the performance of

surfactant-enhanced electrokinetÍc remediation. In

addition, equations which combine electrokinetic and

surfactant effects are to be developed to model contaminant

transport during surfactant-enhanced electrokinetic

remediation.

1.2 Surfactant-Enhanced Electrokinetic Remediation

El-ectrokinetic remediation is an innovative in situ

remediation technique which promotes the movement of

contaminants through soil by applying a l-ow-l-evel voltage

potentiaJ- gradient. The application of an el-ectrical-

gradient causes the movement of cations (positiveJ-y charged

particles) which drag the pore fluid toward the negatively



charged cathode (Fig. 1.1). This bulk flnr¡ nf rrnro flrrirì! f uJu,

q i rrn i f i nanf 'ì r-*'*-----/

^^.: 'ì ^ÞUI-Lù.

electroosmotic flow, can

i- hrnrlrrh 'l r¡r^¡ r'rarmaal-ri I i f rr¿f LJ

fl-ow transports the contaminants toward the

the aqueous phase.

referred to as

i-ncrease f low

Electroosmotic

cathode within

water
velocity
profile

@@@9 q @@

Electroosmotic Flow

Figure 1.1 Schematic of el-ectroosmotic flow in a charge
porous media (adapted from Shapiro et aI. 1989).

Another transport phenomena called electrophoretic fl-ow

occurs when comblning eJ-ectrokinetics with a processing

fl-uid consisting of an ionic surfactant (enhanced

electrokinetic remediation). Electrophoretic fl-ow is the

movement of charged particles toward the oppositeJ_y charged

el-ectrode wi-th the application of a voltage potential



gradient. -Above a certain surfactant concentration called

the critica] micel-l-e concentration, surfactant mo]ecules

combine together to form charged particles cal-l-ed micel-l-es.

These charged particles form an orqanic pseudo-phase which

attracts hydrophobic compounds and increases their agueous

so1ubilities. By using an anionic surfactant, the

surfactant micell-es wil-l- have a negative charge and wil-l be

rêrìê'l 'ì od l-rr¡ f he necfaf ivel v r.harcrcrì r-l av narti r-l es - ThiS¡¡uYqYvVv¿uJ

repulsion minimizes surfactant loss due to sorption. The

annl i orl al a¡-J. ri ¡=l na{-anJ-ì 2l rrrarli onl- mô\zêe .l-ho nê.fâi- irzol rzqvvrrçu çaçuL!I(-O,l IJUL(:IILfq¿ y!qgrç¡¡u ¡!!vvçJ urre ¡¡u\,survgrY

charged micel-l-es and attached hydrocarbons toward the anode.

The rel-ative dominance of electroosmosis and electrophoresis

is compJ-ex and depends upon the chemistry of the soil-/water

svsf em wh i r-h r:hanoes ô\/êr time.

In a field situation, electrokinetic remediation with a

surfactant removes hydrocarbons by placing electrodes wlthin
borehol-es surrounding the contaminated soil (Fig. I.2) .

Hydrocarbons are transported toward the el-ectrodes by

el-ectroosmotic and el-ectrophoretic fl-ow. The contaminants

can then be removed from the borehol-es by pumping

continuously or periodically and treated above ground. Once

the hydrocarbons are removed from the soil, the soil can be

flushed with water to remove the surfactant J-eaving a clean

soil- behind. Since the surfactant is biodegradable and

non-toxic, any remaining surfactant in the soil system woul-d

pose no environmental- threat.
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Figrure L.2 Schematic of surfactant-enhanced electrokinetic

remediation in a field situation showing e.l-ectroosmotic and

electrophoretic transport phenomena,



1.3 Limits of Conventional Remediation Methods

There are manv conventional remediation techniques such

as excavation with disposal, pump-and-treat, vapour

extraction, jn sjtu biorestoration, and surfactant-enhanced

aquifer remediation (SEAR) which can successfully remove

hydrocarbons from contaminated soils. However, each

technique has limitations which prevent successful-

remediation of ¡-'l ar¡ qn'i I e contaminated with heavj-er-weight

organics such as diesel- fue].

Excavation with disposal at a regulated l-andfill- has

been the most coÍÌmon remediation al-ternative for diesel-

contamínated soil over the past 10-15 years (Dineen 1991) .

The main probJ-em of excavation with landfill disposal- is

cost, l-andfill- access, and impracticality with large areas

of contamination. There is al-so a desire todav to have an

in situ treatment of the contaminated soil- to prevent

spreading the contamination to another area (Pamucku and

Wittle 1"992) . In addition to cost and the potential for

further contamination, excavation and disposal of

contaminated soil at a regulated landfill can create

prob]-ems with long-term liability (Dineen 1991) .

Pump-and-treat is a widely used remediation technique

which uses hydraulic control- to move contaminants toward

extraction wel]s where contaminants are removed and treated



above ground. Pump-and-treat strategy is often unsuccessful

j-n heterogeneous soils because of difficulties encountered

j-n recovering the contaminants from relatively immobile

zones in the porous medium. These regions of undissolved

hydrocarbons bl4passed using the pump-and-treat method can

form long term sources of jn sjtu contamination. fn

addition, since contaminant transport is restricted to the

aqueous phase, 1ow aqueous solubilities and sl-ow desorption

rrrôñêqqêq .ân j ncrease the dUfatiOn Of the nl:mn-anrJ-f f eatl/rvvvuvvv vsuL u¡ru uulsLJv¡¡ v! L¡¡u y4rry srrv u

met.hod and limit the efficiency of cJ-ean-up. Therefore,

heavj-er weight hydrocarbons such as diesel- fuel- cannot be

easily remediated by the pump-and-treat method. Another

l-imitation of the pump-and-treat technique is the

restriction to soil-s of rel-atively high hydraulic

conductivities because of prolonged remediation times in l_ow

permeabiJ-ity soils. Pump-and-treat can be effective for

containment but complete aquifer restoration may take many

decades (Wunderl-ich et aI. 1992\ .

Soil- vapour extraction has been proven to be a

cost-effective remediation alternative in removing voJ-atil-e

organic chemical-s from soil- in the unsaturated zone.

However, vapour extraction has littl-e use for the

remediation of low permeabiJ-ity clay soii-s contaminated with

heavier weight organi-cs.



Biorestoration is another technique which is wideJ-y

annl'i crì f o rcmedi af e hvdroCarbOn-COntaminated SOil_S.

Biorestoration cleans a soil by using microorganisms to

break down the contaminant into non-toxic products.

Biorestoration is generally cost-effective and can be used

for large areas of contamination. However, biorestoration

is limited to acting on the dissolved phase or at the

aqueous/hydrocarbon interface (Aronstein et al. 1,99I;

Wunderlich et al-. L992) . Therefore, organj-c compounds

sorbed onto clay particles are not (bio) available for

breakdown by microorganisms. The sl-ow mass transfer rate

for the sorbed compounds to the aqueous phase is a limiting
nr^^ôc a 'i n Þ''i Of eStOf atiOn WhiCh l_eadS tO I nnrr tro:i-mo¡l¿vqsu uv !v¡¡Y u! 9q L¡ttç

times (Vol-kering et aI. 1995) . fn addition, the

effectiveness of in situ biorestoration i-s reduced in the

presence of varj-ous organic compounds such as tol-uene which

inhibit microbial growth, especial-Iy at high concentrations

(Frankenburger 1,992) . The main disadvantage of

biorestoration is the rel-atively long treatment time

(Dineen 1991) .

Surfactant-enhanced aquifer remediation (SEAR) is a

remediation method that uses a biodegradabl-e, non-toxic

surfactant to wash hydrocarbons from soil-. Interest in SEAR

has grown i-n recent years but SE.AR is still an emerging



remediation technique with probJ-ems which need to be

addressed before successful field appfication. One

disadvantage of SEAR is the need to col-l-ect and dispose of

or treat the surfactant hvdrocarbon effluent mixture after

soil washing. SE.AR is al-so inefficient in low permeabil-ity

and heterogeneous soils where the surfactant cannot

infiltrate into the entire soiI.

The cost and limitations of current conventional

remediation methods restrict the restoration of

hydrocarbon-contaminated clay soils. Problems such as soil

heterogeneity, l-ow soiÌ permeabiJ-ity, low compound aqueous

solubility, and prolonged remediation time cannot al-i- be

handl-ed with current conventional remediation technoloqies.

1.4 Adrrantages of Surfactant-Enhanced Electrokinetic

Remediation

Surfactant-enhanced el-ectrokinetic remediation has the

potential to overcome the limitations of conventional-

remediation techniques by combining the advantaqes of

el-ectrokinetic remediation with surfactant-enhanced aquifer

remediation. El-ectrokinetic remediation with a surfactant

is a promising method that can efficiently remove both the

light weight and the heavier weight organics, such as

polyaromatic hydrocarbons found in diesel fuel, from }ow

permeability soil-s.

9



By using an eÌectrical potential gradient, fl-ow through

fine-grained soil-s can be dramatically increased compared to

flow caused by a hydraulic gradient. For example, with the

application of similar hydraulic and el-ectrical gradients to

a ¿-lar¡ qni'l r^¡'i fh e frrninal l'rrÄr-rr'ìi¡ ^^'rdrrr-fir¡'i fr¡ andq urqy ùvrr wrL¡r q LJvr9qr IIi/LrraLaff\- L.\.¡It\.tLIULrvrLf/ arlu

coefficient of el-ectroosmotic conductivitv of l-xl-0-8 cm/sec

and 5xl-0-s (cmlsec) / (V/cm) respectiveJ-y, the flow caused by

the electrical gradient will be 5000 times greater than the

hydraulic fl-ow. The increase in pore fluid fl-ow with an

el-ectrical- gradient ]eads to an increase in the efficiency

of soil- decontamination, especially in low permeability

^^.: 1 ^ÞLJJ--L>.

The wideJ-y accepted el-ectrokinetic theory of Hel-mhol-iuz

and Smoluchowski shows that el-ectroosmosis is not a function

of pore size. Therefore, a heterogeneous soil- mass with

varying hydraulic conductivity and pore size will have the

same fl-ow rate throuqhout the entire soil- mass. The uniform

flow distribution can l-ead to hiqh contaminant recoveries

even in heterogeneous soils.

By incorporating a surfactant into the pore fl-uid,

hydrocarbon solubilities are increased leading to a further

reducti-on in remediation time and number of pore volumes

required to clean the soiI. Residual hydrocarbons absorbed

onto the soil can also be removed with a surfactant which

leads to enhanced aguifer cl-ean-up. Electrokinetic

10



remediation with a surfactant is more advantageous in clayey

soils contaminated with heavier weight organics over a

relatively smal-1 volume. Electrokinetics can al-so be used

to remediate contaminated soils under buildinqs which are

inaccessible to other remediation methods. Electrokinetic

remediation wilI j-mprove soil strength by stabilizing the

soil with dewatering and consolidation (Lo and Ho 1,99I;

Morris and CaIdwell 1985) . Wide applicability, relatively

smali-er pore vol-umes, increase in pore fluid f1ux, uniform

flow distribution, higher recoveries, and reduced clean-up

time makes surfactant-enhanced el-ectrokinetic remediation a

cost-effective and promising remediation al-ternative.

1.5 GoaLs of the Research

The main obiective of the research was to evaluate the

performance of surfactant-enhanced electrokinetic

remediation in removing hydrocarbons from contaminated

soil-s. To meet this objective, laboratory equipment was

designed and constructed. Än extensive l-iterature review

hras carried out and an annotated bibliography was completed.

The research also developed analytical- methods using the

relatively new solid-phase microextraction (SPME) technique

to all-ow the determination of a wide ranse of hvdrocarbon

concentrations and to improve the efficiencv of conventionaL

11



SPME. The development of anal-ytical techniques was required

to use SPME for eval-uation of contami-nant removal- for

indi r¡.i rìlla'ì h\/^-^^^vr^^ñ ^^*nnilnrìs. These anal vti cal methods!¡rgr v ruuqr ¡rJ\rru\-a!l/\./ll t/LrltlvvutruÐ . rlrçJ9 u¡rsrJ urvur lli

allow the simple, fast, and cost-effective SPME technique to

be used to determine hydrocarbon concentrations in other

envj-ronmental investigations. The three goals of the

research were the fol-lowinq:

'i ) f o eva'ì uaf c fhc ncrfñrmance of surfactant-enhanced

el-ectrokinetic remediation in removing hydrocarbons from

contami-nated soil cofumns in the l-aboratorv.

2) to identify the effect of various physical- and chemical-

factors on the performance of surfactant-enhanced

electrokinetic remediation.

3) to develop equations that can be used to model-

contaminant transport during surfactant-enhanced

el-ectrokinetic remediation.

I2



2.O Literature Revi-ew

2.t Introduction

A l-iterature review of the processes involved in

applying surfactant-enhanced electrokinetic remediation was

separated into the two remediation methods,

surfactant-enhanced aquifer remediation and el-ectrokinetic

remediation, which combine to form the surfactant-enhanced

el-ectrokinetic remediation method. The review of

surfactant-enhanced aquifer remediation incl-udes the effects

of a surfactant in removins hvdrocarbons from contaminanted

soil- and the revj-ew of electrokinetic remediation comprises

the processes invoked during the application of a voJ_tage

potential- gradient to a soil-. A summary of the processes

encountered in applying analytical- methods using solid-phase

microextraction (SPME) to determine hvdrocarbon

concentration is presented in chapter 4.0 al-ong with the

experimental- research on SPME.

Surfactant-Enhanced Aquifer Remediatj-on

Introduction

SurfacLant-enhanced aquifer remediation (SEAR) has

recently recej-ved increased attention as an alternative

method for remediating hydrocarbon-contaminated soils (Abdul-

et al-. 1992; Abdul et aI. 1990; .Abdul and Gibson 1991; Brown

2.2

2.2.L
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and Pope 1994; Clarke et al. 1991; Fountain et aI. 1991,' Kan

and Tomson 1986; Pennel- et al-. !994; Rixey et aI. 1991; Sale

and Pitts 1989; Vigon and Rubin 1989; West and Harwell 1992;

Wunderlich et aI. 7992) . Although SEAR j-s primarily in the

developmental stage (Peters et aI. 1,992), it has been used

to remove automatic transmission fluid (Abdul et a]. 1990),

polychlorinated biphenyJ-s (PCBs) (Abdul et al. 1,992; Abdul

and Gibson 1991; Clarke et al. 1-99L), anthracene (Roy et aI.

L994) , naphthal-ene (Kan and Tomson 1986), residual-

tetrachl-oroethylene (Pennel- et al-. 1994), and BTEX (Rixey et

al-. I99I) from sandy soils in the J-aboratory.

There are two general \^rays in whÍch surfactants can

enhance remediation of hvdrocarbon-contaminated soil-s. One

is micel-1ar sol-ubiÌization which refers to the increase in

hydrocarbon solubility due to micel-Ies and the other is the

mobilization of the hydrocarbon by lowering the interfacial

tension (Sal-e and Pitts 1989; West and Harwell- L992) . In

enhanced oil recovery with surfactants, the mechanism of

lowering of interfacial- tension is more important (Vigon and

Rubin 1989) . However, in SEAR, surfactants are sel-ecLed to

increase solubiì-ity whil-e minimizing the reduction in

interf acial- tension (Wunderlich et al-. 1992) . This al-Ìows

for maintaining hydraulic control and prevents mobil-ization

of contaminants to uncontaminated areas (Wunderl-ich et al.

L992) . Micell-ar so]ubilization is the main mechanism bv

t4



which hydrophobic organic compounds have been removed from

contaminated sand (Pennel et a]. 1994; Roy et aI. 1.994).

Therefore, the success of SEAR is directly attributed to the

capacity of surfactants to j-ncrease the solubilities of

hydrophobic compounds (Pennel et aI. 1994).

2.2 -2 Surfactant Theory

A surfactant is a surface active agent consisting of a

hydrophilic head group and a hydrophobic hydrocarbon tail

(Myers 1992) . Surfactants are cl-assified according to the

properties of the hydrophil-ic head group (West and Harwel-l-

1992) . The head group can carry a negative charge

(anionic), a positive charge (cationic), both negative and

positive charges (zwitterionic), or no charge (nonionic)

(West and HarweÌl- 1992\ .

At a specific concentration known as the critical-

micell-e concentration (CMC), the hydrophobic tail groups of

excess surfactant molecul-es are attracted to each other in

sol-ution forming micelles (Edwards et aI. 1991a) . A micel-l-e

is a conglomerate of surfactant molecules consisting of a

hydrocarbon corer ârr outer ì-ayer with the ionic head qroups

al-ong with their counter ions, and an intermediate area

termed the palisade layer (Valsaraj and Thibodeaux 1989).

The CMC is a function of the surfactant structure and

15



composition, temperature, ionic

and type of organic additives in
l-Ml-q {- rm'i ¡a I 'l r¡ rârrrrô f rnm 0. 1 tO!!v¡tl \

7992) .

strength, and the presence

sol ¡f ion lMvers 199?\ - The

10 mmol-/L (West and Harwell-

Tlta nracence of ân oroanic solrrfc can reduce the CMC ofq¡¡ v!yq¡¡¿v 9vIuLç I

the surfactant (Pennel et al. 1993). The reduction i-n the

CMC increases the amount of hydrocarbon that wil_l_ partition

into surfactant micel-1es at a qiven surfactant concentration

above the CMC. Therefore, knowJ-edge about the impact of
trr¡rìrn¡= rl-rnn c On the CMC iS i mnortanf i n nrerì.i r-f i nn f h6v¿¿v f r !¡Lt/v! uqtr Ç ¿¡¡ }/! çgr9 Lr¡¡v ur¡

performance of SEAR.

The application of SEÄR is influenced by temperature.

At a specific temperature known as the Kraft point the

sorubility of an ionic surfactant becomes esua] to the cMC

(West and Harwell- 1992) . Therefore, when the temperature

drops below the Kraft point, the surfactant sol-ution l-oses

its ability to form micelles. This is important in the

field application of surfactants since the temperature of

the giroundwater can be lower than the Kraft temperature of

some surfactants (West and Harwell 1992) . However, it is
possible to reduce the Kraft point by branching the

hydrocarbon tail and by using a co-solvent (I,üest and Harwell

L992) .

The solubility of an organic compound may be enhanced

at surfactant concentrations below the CMC. For exampfe,

1-l_o



DDT has exhibited a significant increase in sol-ubil-ity below

the CMC for severaf surfactants (Kile and Chiou 1989) . At

the CMC, the apparent sol-ubility may increase by a factor of

up to two to three for polycyclic aromatj-c hydrocarbons

(Edwards et al. 1991a) . General-l-y the more hydrophobic a

compound the greater the increase in apparent soJ-ubility

below the CMC. However, it has been reported that bel-ow the

CMC a surfactant has minimal effect on the solubilitv of

most hydrocarbons (Pennel et al-. 1993) .

Hydrocarbon distribution in the aqueous phase of a soil-

system varies in the presence of a surfactant. üüith no

surfactant in the agueous phase, the hydrocarbon

partitioning onto organic carbon in the soil- can be

determined using standard equations. However, in the

nraeÃnñô nf â cìrrf¡¡Èanl- the amOUnt Of hvclrocarbon sOfbedsvss¡¡u, ¡¡Jsrvvqlvv¡¡ t

onto the soil is decreased and the partition coefficient of

a compound between organic carbon and the agueous phase,

Ko.¡ is decreased (Fig. 2.I) . A modified organic

carbon-aqueous phase partition coefficient is needed in the

presence of a surfactant at concentrations equal to or at

the CMC to take into account the increase in hvdrocarbon

solubility and the decreased Ko. val-ue.

1,1
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Figure 2.1 Distribution of hydrocarbons and anionic

surfactant in a soil/aqueous system (adapted from Edwards et

al. (1991a) ): HC = hydrocarbon, SDS = sodium dodecylsul-fate

surfactant, Ko". "*. = modified partition coefficient of a

compound between organÍc carbon and the aqueous phase taking

into account surfacLant effects.
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2.2.3 l"ficellar Solubilization

At surfactant concentrations above the CMC/ the aqueous

sol-ubil-ities of organic compounds are greatly increased.

The increase in solubil-ity caused by the partitioning of

hydrophobic compounds within surfactant micel-l-es is called

micel-lar sol-ubilization (West and Harwell 1992) . KnowJ-edge

of mice]Iar sol-ubil-ization can be used to predict the

eJ-ectrophoretic transport of hydrocarbons in micelles during

surfactant-enhanced remediation.

Micellar sol-ubil-ization can be characterized bv the

mol-ar sol-ubilization ratio (MSR) . The MSR is defined as the

number of mol-es of organic compound sol_ubilized per mofe of

surfactant added to solution (Edwards et al-. 1991c). It has

been shown that there is a l-inear relationship between

sol-ubility and surfactant concentration at concentrations

above the CMC (Edwards et aI. 199Ic; Gannon et al-. 7989;

Rouse et al-. 1993; Valsaraj et aI. 19BB). In the presence

of excess free-phase, the MSR can be obtained from the slope

of the l-inear l-ine fitted through a plot of hydrocarbon

concentration (mol/L) as a function of surfactant

concentration (moI/L) above the CMC,

t/- _/- \ tt- _r- \tv v / \v v I. .5A E CMC' SA E CMC'=-
DSmtc

(1)MSR = (c -- ct4c\- su-rr
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wrrere:

MSR = mol-ar sol-ubil-ization ratio (dimensionl-ess),

C=u. : apparent hydrocarbon solubility in sol-ution at a

particuJ-ar surfactant concentration greater than the

CMC (mol-/L) ,

C"." : apparent hydrocarbon solubility at the CMC (mol/L),

C=u,r : surfactant concentration at whj-ch C,u. is eval-uated

(mol-,/L),

CMC : critical- miceÌIe concentration (mo1/L),

DS : mnl cs Of SUrfaCtant in miCellar form ner I i tre Of""mlc !v!¿rl yv! r¿ulv

solution, i. e. , (C"u,r CMC) (mol /L) .

Ä¡rother approach j-n reporting the amount of hydrophobic

compound which partitions into surfactant micell-es is the

determination of the micell-e-water partition coefficient.

The micel-l-e-water partition coefficient, expressed as

dimensionl-ess units on a mol-e fraction basis, K*, is the

ratio of the mole fraction in the micel-l-ar pseudo-phase r X^t

to the mole fraction of compound in the aqueous phase, X"

(Edwards et aI. 1991c).

^Jl=-nun x
a

(2)

The dimensionless micel-l-e-water partition coefficient can be

calcul-ated using the MSR by (Edwards et al. 1991c)

LV



K
mrt

MSR

cmc V^oj 1+MSR
(3)

wnere:

4* : micel-l-e-water partition coefficient (dimensionl-ess)

MSR : mo.l-ar sol-ubil-ization ratio (dimensionl-ess),

V,or : the molar vol-ume of water (0.01805 L/moI at 25"C) ,

C.,n" : apparent hydrocarbon sol-ubiJ-ity at the CMC (mol/L) .

The val-ue of K* is constant in the presence or absence of

separate phase hydrocarbon compounds whereas the value of

the MSR in the absence of separate phase hydrocarbon

compounds varies with surfactant concentration as a result

of changes in the aqueous pseudo-phase hydrocarbon

concentration (Edwards et al-. 1991c) .

The choice of units to express the micel-l_e-water

partition coefficient has caused confusion in reported

l-iterature val-ues. Since micell-es are actuatty pseudo-

phases and not isotropic liquids, the choice of units has

been inconsistent (Jafvert 1991). Val-ues of the micelle-

water partition coefficient have been reported as a

dimensionl-ess mole fraction ratio as described above and in

concentration-based units (L/moI). It is bel-ieved that when

micelles are considered as a separate pseudo-phase, the

concentratlon-based unit is used and when miceli_es are

2I



considered as part of an isotropic sol_ution, the

dimensi-onl-ess mole fraction ratio is used. confusion mav

occur because octanol--water partition coef ficients , Ko*,

often used in remediation studies, are reported as a

dimensionless concentration ratio (Domenico and schwartz

1990) . The dimensi-onless concentration ratio is used for
Ko, since octanol is not considered as a separare

pseudo-phase as are micel_l_es. Reported micelle-water
n:rÈi'l-'inn nnaffjgients are môrê ofl- pn n'i ven l-lv the!¿v¿çr¡u9 q!ç tttvrg v! Lgtf yt vLt¡ vj Lrrç

dimensionl-ess mole fraction ratio (Edwards et ar. 1991a;

Edwards et al-. 1991b; Edwards et al. I99Lc; Jafvert I99I;
Valsaraj et al-. 198B) as compared to the concentration-based

unit (Almgren et a]. 1919; Clarke et al. 1991,. Gannon et aI.
1989) but the choice of units is not alwavs indicated,

Therefore, care must be taken in usinq mÍce1l_e-water

partition coefficients reported in the l_iterature.

2.2.4 Selection of Surfactant

The selection of an optimum surfactant depends upon a

number of factors such as the type of soil, tlpe and

concentration of contaminant, cost and avaitabilitv of

surfactant, and the method to be used to recvcle the

surfactant effl-uent. Laboratory studies have been conducted

to eval-uate the rel-ative suitability of various surfactants

¿¿



to wash automatic transmission fl-uid, diesel fuel-, and other

hydrocarbons from contaminated soil (Abdul et al-. 1990;

Abdul and Gibson 1991; Edwards et al-. I997c; Kile and Chiou

1989; Laha and Luthy 1991; Lui et al-. 1991; Pennel- et al-.

1-994; Peters et al-. 1992) . A comparison of individual-

anionic, nonj-onic, and cationic surfactants found that

anionic surfactants resul-t in the sreatest mobilization of

diesel- fuel (Peters et al. 1,992) . B1ends of surfactanrs

have been shown to remove hydrocarbon contaminants more

effectively than individual anionic and nonionic surfactants

(Peters et al. 1992). Furthermore, twin head group ionic

surfactants have l-ess tendency to precipitate in sol_ution

than single head group surfactants due to increased

solubi]-ity (Rouse et al-. 1993) . Since the economics of SEAR

is affected by the loss of surfactant because of sorption

and precipitation, anionic surfactants are preferred because

of their resistance to sorption in clay soil-s.

The anionic surfactant sodium dodecvlsul_fate was

sel-ected because it is inexpensive, non-toxic, and readily

availabl-e (Gannon et al-. 1989) . Sodium dodecyj_sulf ate (SDS)

is also a popular surfactant which has been widely

researched (Myers 7992) . Nonionic surfactants have low CMC

vai-ues and increased solubilj-zation powers (Kite and Chiou

1989) . However, an anionic surfactant is preferred because

of its resistance to sorption by cIays. In addition,

23



solvent extraction, a promising effluent treatment

technique, cannot be used with nonionic surfactants. The

surfactant SDS has been used for in situ soi] washins

because solvent extraction can then be used to recvcfe the

surfactant sol-ution (Underwood et aI. 1993). The advantages

of using nonj-onic surfactants might be outweighed by the

abil-ity of using sol-vent extraction to handle the critical-

problem of treating the ef fl-uent (Gannon et al-. 1989) .

However¡ ârr anionic surfactant can l-ead to dispersion of

clay particles which can clog soil pores and reduce flow.

2.2.5 ProperÈies of Sodium Dodecylsulfate

Sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) is an anionic surfactant

from the sulfate ester family of surfactants (Myers 1,992) .

SDS is al-so referred to by its product name sodium lauryl

sul-fate (SLS) and by the abbreviations NaLS, NaDDS, DDS, and

NaDS. SDS is a simple straight chain aliphatic

with the mol-ecular structure C4(CH2) n O SO; Na *.

dodecyl chain has a very low water solubility while

sul-fate group has a very high water soJ-ubiJ-ity (West

Harwel-l 1992) . The CMC for SDS is B mmol-/L (A1mgren

1979; Mukerjee and Myse]-s 1-9'71,; Vold and VoId 1983) .

a reported Kraft point of l-s'C (Myers 1992) .
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2.2.6 Field Àpplication of Surfactant-Enhanced Àquifer

Remediation

The field application of surfactant-enhanced aquifer

remediation is simil-ar to the pump-and-treat method except a

surfactant sol-ution is used as the infruent. contaminants

are pumped to borehol-es and treated above ground by air
stripping or other methods as in traditional- pump-and-crear

remediation. rt is becoming apparent that the cost J-imiting

factor in sEAR is the abiJ-ity to recycle the surfactant and

the technology to clean up the extracted pore fluid (Cl-arke

et al-. 1993; Cfarke et a]. 1991).

One advantage of the fiel-d application of SEAR is that

the addition of a surfactant to a soil- l-eads to increased

biological- breakdown of the contaminants (Aronstein et al_.

1991i Bury and Miller 1993; Laha and Luthy 1991) . The

presence of a surfactant increases the amount of organic

compound in the aqueous phase and, therefore, increases the

amount of organic compound (bio)avail-abre to mj-croorganisms

(Lui et al-. 1995). The additional decontamination bv

biological breakdown increases the success of SEAR.
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2.3

2.3

Electrokinetic Remediation

.1 Introduction

trnoinêêrs har¡e hcen rsino electrokinetics forsv ¿¿¡Y

dewatering and stabil-izing clay soil-s since the 1930rs

(Mattson and Lindgren 1994; Putnam 19BB). However, interest

in applying electrokinetics to remediate soil- began when

.Sco¡l I cj- al /1oan\ rannr{- ed increased concentrations ofvvYs¿¿ \¿revl rvyv!,

heavy metals and organj-c material in electroosmotical-Iy

generated l-eachate from dredged sJ-udges. With the growing

concern over hvdrocarbon contamination of soil and

groundwater in recent years, interest in el-ectrokinetic

remediation has i-ncreased but it is still considered an

emerging technology (Acar et al. 1993b). Electrokinetic

remediation has been used to remove inorqanic and orqanic

contaminants from soil-s in the Iaboratory by utilizíng the

ionic charge on the compounds and el-ectroosmotic fl-ow (Acar

et al-. 1992; Bruell et al-. 1,992; Hamed et al. I99I; Mattson

and Lindgren 1,994; Pamucku et al. 1990; Pamucku and Wittle

1992; Runnells and Larson 1986,' Runnel-ls and Wahli 1993;

ÇÌrrni rn :nrl probstein 1993; Shapiro et aI. 1989) .

El-ectrokinetics has been used in many areas including

remediating radio-nuclides in agricul-tura1 soil- surrounding

Chernobyl, Ukraine (Mattson and LÍndgren 1994) and forming

electrokinetic barriers to contaminant transport through
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compacted clay liners (Mitchell_ and yeung 1990) . It is al_so

bel-ieved that el-ectrokinetics courd be used for a number of

other purposes such as (1) diversion schemes for water

plumes, (2) injection of grouts, (3) injection of

microorganj-sms and nutrients into soil (segall and Bruel1

1992), (4) dewaterinq and consolidation of waste water

sludges, mine taitings t ot dredged material_s (Alshawabkeh

and Acar 1,992) . El-ectrokinetic remediation is also

appricable to both saturated and unsaturated porous media

(Mattson and Lindgren 3'994) but is more efficient in soils
with high water contents (MitchelI 1,9j6) .

2.3.2 Electrokinetic Processes

El-ectrokinetic remediation invokes three main

el-ectrokinetic processes: el-ectroosmosis, electrophoresis,
and el-ectrolytic mÍgration of ionic and polar species

(Pamucku and wittle 1992). Bl-ectroosmosis invol-ves the

transport of pore fluid such as water relative to the

charged soil- surface; whereas, electrophoresis j-nvol-ves the

transport of charged particles such as micel-l-es through the

pore fluid (Hachisu 1984). The third el_ectrokinetic
process, erectrorytic migration, refers to the transport of
ionic and polar species. This is the migration of charged

ions such as hydrogen ions in the pore fluid under the

inf luence of an el-ectrj-cal potential gradient. Another
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el-ectrokinetic phenomena, the streaming potentiaÌ, is the

formation of a potential difference across the upstream and

the downstream ends of a stationary solid phase (Gopinath

1994) . There is al-so a sedimentation potential- caused by

the movement of a sol-id phase through a stationary J-iquid

phase induced by the gravitational- field. The

electrokinetic processes are summarized in Table 2.I.

2.3.2.L Electroosmosis

In a porous medium, electroosmotic fl-ow is caused by an

electric field acting on the charged double layer at the

particl-e surface. In clay soils, cations are attracted to

the negatively charged surface of the clay particles. The

diffuse J-ayer of cations and associated anions that form at

the solid-liquid Ínterface is referred to as the "diffuse
doubl-e J-ayer". The double J-ayer is the region near the pore

wal-l- in which the fluid possesses a charge density that

bal-ances the surface charge on the pore wal-I (Shapiro et al_.

1989) . When a direct-current (DC) is applied to a moist

soi1, the mobile cations associated with the diffuse double

layer migrate to the cathode and the water mol-ecules are

dragged along with them (Mitchell 79'76). Extraction of

contaminants by electroosmosis is based on the assumption

that the advection generated by el-ectroosmotic flow carries

the contaminants within the liquid phase toward the cathode.
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Table 2.1 sumrnary of Erectrokinetic Transport processes

Electrokinetic DescrÍption Cause

ê ¡êf-rrrl^em^ar e n^rê f 'ì rr i rl
t/vr e

f r:n qnnr1-

relative to a

charrrcrl srrrfar-c

drag of cations
with the
application of
avf orna I 'l rz

applied voJ-tage
^*^,t.i ^*fv ! o.Lr-L crr L

electrophoresis charged particle
transport through
a fluid

application of
er¿1- orn:'l I r¡

applied voJ-tage
nraåi anl-

ionic migration i on'i r: anri no'ì ar
species transport

appl-ication of
ovf arna I I r¡

applied voltage
ctraå'i anl-

streaminq r>otential formation of
*^]-^*r.: ^ IP\J L Cr.r L.! d r

difference across
fhe rnsfrpâm andglr'v9l

downstream sides
of a stationary
qnl i d nlr:qa

movement of a
I ì ^,,ì,1 *r^^^^¿¿YUIU IJtrO.ùE
{-1-e^,,^LLrl! \.' Lr9rJ, é

stationary phase
induced by an
ovi- orna I I r¡

applied hydraulic
rrrerli ont*

sedimentation

ñ^f ^*{-i ^tPU Lgll L-Ld _L

movement of solid

phase through a

stationary liquid

phase induced by

a gravitational

! rgfu

movement of a
solid phase
f Ì. -^,, -LLr¡! \,rLr9J.J. d

stationary fiquid
phase induced by
the gravitational-
field*

* From: Gopinath (1994)
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A number of theories have been proposed for
el-ectroosmotic flow by Schmid (1950), Spiegler (1958), Acar

et al-. (1990b), Pamucku et al. (1991), Shapiro and probstein

(1989) , and Hel-mholtz-Smol_uchowski. One theory by Spiegler

takes into account the interactions of the mobile components

of soil- (water and ions) and the friction interactions of
these components with the pore wal_ls (Spiegter 1958) .

Spiegler (1958) measured the electroosmotic fl_ow as the

difference between the total- water movement and the amount

of hydrated water movJ-ng with ions (Pamucku and Wittle
1992) . This is important to el-ectrokinetic remediation with

a surfactant sj-nce it suggests that water fl-ow caused by the

migration of anions in the opposite direction of
el-ectroosmotic flow can retard erectroosmotic fi-ow when the

anion concentration exceeds the cationic concentration
(Pamucku and Wittle 7992).

One of the earliest and widely accepted theoretical
description of el-ectroosmotic flow is the Hel_mholtz-

Smol-uchowski theory (H-S theory) . The H-S theory suggests

that the el-ectroosmotic velocity depends upon the el-ectrical-

potential gradi-ent, viscosity, and permíttivity of the pore

f]uid, and the zeta potential- of the surfaced charged porous

medium that the fluid passes through. The Helmholtz-

smoruchowski theory estimates that the electroosmotic flow

produced by an applied electricaJ- potential gradient is
given by the expression
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t, /s \ ^k
- 

O 'SO!! vD
cu 4nn dx

(4)

wnere:

v"o : el-ectroosmotic fi-ow velocity (m/sec) ,

n : viscosity of the pore fluid (Pa sec),

D = trêrmiJ.f ir¡ij-r¡ nf l-ho nnra f'lrri¡l lr/\I/m nr \T/t¡2\uO t/ç!¡rl¿uL¿v¿uJ v! L¡¡ç yV!g lJLla(l \\,/ V/ Itt (JI L\{/ V ),

(soir : zeta potential of the soil- (V) ,

dE,/dx: voÌtage potentiat gradient (V/m) .

The permittivity represents the ability of a liquid to

transmit charge and the zeta potential is the potential

across the diffuse double laver or the potential of the

slipping plane where static forces are overcome and fluid
movement starts to occur (Stumm and Morgan 1981). Due to

the negatively charged zeta potential of soil_r (soir.r

electroosmotic flow is toward the cathode. The H-S theorv

does not al-ways fit experimental results since ("o' varies

with pH and j-onic concentration of the pore fluid (Eykhort

and Daniel- 1994,' Mitchell 1,97 6) . In addition, the

el-ectrical potential gradient changes over time with the

changing resistivity and oxidation/reduction state of the

soil (Pamucku and Wittle t992) .
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-An equation simil_ar in form to Darcy's Law is used to

describe the electroosmotic flow,

t,Y^^ ãH:
-12eoAeodx /q\

where:

Q.o : el-ectroosmotic fl-ow rate (m3/sec),

K.o = coefficient of el-ectroosmotic permeabiJ-ity

(m2/ (v sec) ) ,

dE/dx: voJ-tage potential gradient (V/m) ,

A : cross sectional_ area (m2) .

Va1ues of K"o are relativeJ-y independent of soil type

varying within one order of magnitude between 1O-e and

10-10 m2l (V sec) (Bruell et al. Igg2) .

where:

Ki : coefficient of water-transport efficiency
(m3lamp sec) ,

fn el-ectroosmosis, the electroosmotic fl_ow rate can be

related to the crrrrent lAr-ar et al. 1990a; Hamed et al-.

1-99I ) as

dtrKa-^ = K-^ # ¿ = K, I - --"o f (6)eaeodxto
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I - current (amp) ,

o = el-ectricaÌ conductivity of the pore fluid (mS/m) .

va]ues for K, range from 0 to 1.0x10-3 L/ (amp sec) for a wide

range of soils (Acar et al. 1990a).

Electroosmotic flow is a function of manv variables.

Comparing the He1mholtz-Smoluchowski equation (4) and

equation (5) shows that K.o is a function of zeta potential,

viscosity of the pore fl-uid, and el-ectricaÌ permittivity of

the soil- medium. The coefficient of electroosmotic

conductivity is al-so accepted as being a function of

porosity (Acar et aI. 1993b). rt is important to note that
K.o is not a function of pore size as is hydrauJ_ic

conductivity. Therefore, eJ_ectroosmotj_c flow can be

significant Ín fine-grained soils and the flow distribution
wil-l- be uniform even in heterogeneous soil-s. rn addition,

el-ectroosmotic fLow increases with i-ncreasinq water content

but decreases with increasing ionic concentration of the

pore fluid in most soil-s (Pamucku and Wittle L992) . When

the ionic conductivity of the pore fl-uid is high or when the

pH is .l-ow (2 to 3), very little el-ectroosmotj-c fl_ow occurs.

rt has been shown that the erectroosmotic fl-ow can reverse

when the pH is reduced below the isoel-ectric point of the

clay (Acar and Al-shawabkeh 1993) . The isoelectric point is

the pH where the molecul-e bears no net charge so that the
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zeta potential- is zero and no migration is produced by the

application of an electrical potential gradient (Stumm and

Morgan 1981). It has been generally found that the

el-ectroosmotic flow is sreater when the ratio of the current
¡¡rri arl ì-rrz t- ì.r6 rr^rê f I rri rì tO the eIeCtfOl Vf i r: cllrrentu¡¡v vv!v !Ju¡g uv ur¡ç ç!çuu!vrj Lr9 uu!!ç¡¡u

(current by the j-ons in the pore fluid) is large due to

reduced concentration of ions in the pore fluid (Pamucku and

Wittl-e 7992) . Therefore, surfactant addition shoul-d

decrease the efficiency of electroosmotic flow.

2.3.2.2 Electrophoresis

I''l anf rnnþg¡gg j5 fefers to the mi oraf i on nf r-harc1g6lu Lv u¡¡u ¡LLrv! q u¿vr¡ v! 9¡¡qt y

particles such as micell-es and clay particJ_es through fluid

under an electrical- potential- gradient. Charged particÌes

are attracted to one el-ectrode and repel_l_ed by the other.

The mobility of cJ-ay particles which varies from 1_xl-ro to

3xl-0-e (m/sec) / (V/m) is less than the el-ectroosmotic

mobiJ-ity (Lageman et a1. 1989). Therefore, electrophoresis

becomes significant in el-ectrokinetic remediation onJ_y when

surfactants at concentrations above the cMc are introduced

into the pore fluid.



2.3.2.3 Electrolytic Migration

EÌectrolytic migration is the migration of pol_ar and

'i nni n qna¡i oc rìrêqanf i n i-he nnrc f I ¡.i rl ThiS inCIUdeS theL¡¡ç }/V!ç !¡UfU.

migration of hydrogen ions and hydroxide i-ons which are

responsible for the current in the soil water system in the

absence of charged surfactant micelles. Electrol_ytic

migration does not transport water except for the water of

hydration surrounding an ion. The amount of electrol_ytic

migration is rerated to the ionic concentration in the pore

fluid and the charse on the ion.

Electrolytic migration is rel-atively more important in

the removal- of heavy metals such as lead and iron from soil_

due to their high el-ectric charge. The average mobility of

ions is approximate]_y 5x10-8 (m,/sec) / (v/m), which is ten

l-imaq nra:i-or than that of the el-ectroosmotic mobilitvu¡¡su v!

(Lageman et al-. 1989). However, organic compounds often

have J-ow poJ-arity and, therefore, el-ectrol_ytic migration is
not expected to inf l-uence their transport.

2.3.3 ElectrochemisÈry

During the application of an el-ectric field to a soil,

oxidatj-on (efectrons removed) and reduction (electrons

gained) reactions occur at the electrodes. The electrol-vsis

reactions of water are the prlncipal reactj-ons which affect
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the el-ectrokinetic remediation process. The electrolysis

reactions l-eads to a change in the pH of the soil/water

system. The importance of the effect of pH changes on

el-ectroosmosis has been reported by many researchers

(Pamucku et aI. 1990; Putnam 19BB; Shapiro and Probstein

1993). Various model-s have been developed to predict the pH

changes in a soil- system during electrokinetic remediation

(Acar et al-. 1990a; Acar et al-. 1990b; Alshawabkeh and Acar

1992; Datla 1-994) In the electrochemical reactions,

hydrogen ions and hydrogen gas are produced at the cathode

and hydroxide ions and oxygen gas are produced at the anode

(Acar and Ai-shawabkeh 1993; Acar et al-. 1990a; Acar et al.

7992\ .

Ànode

2H2o - 4e- + o, 1l + AHr

CaÈhode

2H2O + 2e- + H, 1T + zOH-

These reactj-ons can be used to determine the production of

hydrogen ions, hydroxide ions, and gas for a known current.

Acidic conditions are created by the hydrogen ions

produced at the anode and basic conditions are created by

the hydroxyl ions produced at the cathode. However, the
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soil system becomes acidic over time since t.he ionic
velocity of the hydrogen ion is approximately 1. B times

higher than that of the hydroxyl ions (Acar and Al-shawabkeh

1993) . In addition, electroosmotic flow transports the

hydrogen ions toward the cathode. This l-eads to a drop in
pH of the soil system with time except at the cathode. The

pH can drop at the anode to below 2 and it can increase ar

the cathode to above 3,2 depending on the totar- current

applied, the buffering capacity of the soil, the total flow

rate and the presence of processing fl_uids (Acar and

Alshawabkeh 1993; Acar et al. 1993b; Acar et aI. 1990a; Acar

et al-. 1990b) . The change in pH affects the soil- surface

properties such as cation exchange capacity and zeta

potential (Pamucku and Witt1e 1992) . Reduction in the zeta

potentiar with decreasing pH can cause erectroosmotic fl_ow

to stop and possibry reverse (shapiro and probstein 1993).

Secondary reactions may occur depending upon the

concentration of avail-abIe specj-es such as metal_s (Acar and

Alshawabkeh 1993). Electrode reactions may be minimized by

isolating the electrodes from the soil- surface and,/or bv

using inert el-ectrodes (Pamucku and wittle 1,992). Electrode

reactions shourd be prevented because other ions generated

at the el-ectrodes can enter the so1I and interfere with the

remediation process.
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The minimum theoretical- voltage required to cause

electrolysis of chemical species in an agueous sol_ution is

determined by the summation of the standard voJ_tages of the

appropriate anode/cathode half-reactions (Segall and Bruell

L992) . However, a higher voltage is sometimes needed for

electrolysis than indicated by the reduction potential

voJ-tages (GilJ-espie et a1. 1989) . This additional voltage
rôñr'i raÄ l-n ^ause el_ectro]_vsi.s i s r-al I crì rìvêr-\¡ôl taoevsuuv ur99u!vrjJ¿u ¿u uq¿Içg vvç! vvrLqyç

(GiJ-J-espie et aI. 1989) . Over-voltages are required to

overcome ion-concentration polarization occurrinq at the

el-ectrodes (SegalJ- and Bruell 1992). The over-vol_tage leads

to l-ower voltage application than the voltage supplied from

a constant power source.

2.3.4 Field .Application of Electrokinetic Remediation

Various pilot projects have been conducted using

electrokinetic remediation in the field (Banjaree et aÌ.

t99I; Lageman 1993; Lageman et aI. 1989; Trombly 1994).

El-ectrodes can be installed at any depth, either

horizontally or vertj-caIIy in deep directionatty drilled

tunnels or in trenches around the contaminated soil- (Laqeman

1993; Lageman et al-. 1989). Electrodes can also be placed

within boreholes install-ed into the contami_nated soil_

(Runnel-l-s and WahIi 1993) The contaminant is pumped,
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either continuousJ-y or periodical-ly, from the boreholes to

the surface for treatment.

El-ectrokinetic remediation can atso be combined with

other methods such as pumping (Banjaree et al_. 1991) and

biorestoration (Lageman 1993) . fn relatively high

permeabÍJ-ity soiJ-s, a combination of hydraulic and

el-ectrokinetic techniques will- l-ead to the most economic

resul-ts (Lageman et al-. 1989) . lnert electrodes composed of

graphite, carbon t or pratinum shoul-d be used to reduce the

formation of secondary corrosion products (Acar et al_.

1993b) . Steel- reinforcing bars have been used as electrodes

in field application (Banjaree et aI. 1991).

El-ectrode spacing will depend upon the type and

concentration of the contaminants (Acar et al_. 1993b) .

some research indicates that a voltage gradient of 1 v/cm is
preferred with el-ectrode spacing up to 3 m (Acar and Hamed

1991). However, el-ectrode spacing between 4 and 10 m have

been found to be more practical in the field (Baniaree et

a]. 1991). One challenge in the fiel_d application of

el-ectrokinetics is the number of el_ectrodes and spacing

required (Runnel-l-s and Í[ahli 1993). A current density of
about 30-50 pÄ/cm2 has been shown to be the most efficient
(Acar et al-. 1993b) . A substantiar decrease in efficiencv

may occur with the temperature j_ncrease caused by higher

voltage potential gradients associated with J-arger ei-ectrode
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spacing (Acar et aI. 1993b) . There should not be a depth

l-imitation in the process beyond practicaJ- probrems that may

be encountered in el-ectrode instarlation (Acar and Hamed

1991). The soil material should not contain any metai- or

isol-ati-ng obj ects which can cause pref erentiar- f r-ow f or

electrical- current (Lageman 1993) .

2. 4 Surfactant-Enhanced Electrokinetic Remediation

surfactant-enhanced el-ectrokinetic remediation is a

promising technique to remediate hydrocarbon*contaminated

Soils more eff i¿-ien1- lrz fhe¡ cOnventional_ remediation

methods. However, i-imited research has been done and

conseguentry an understanding of the complex effects of
various physical and chemicat factors on the performance of

surfactant-enhanced eÌectrokinetic remedi-ation has not been

achieved. Literature review indicates that no research has

used surfactants to remediaf e cl av .soi'l s and there have been

no reported data on combining electrokinetics with a

surfactant in remediating hydrocarbon-contamj-nated cl-av

soils. The combination of two emerging remediation

technol-ogies is a major chaltenge and has a number of

unknowns. The successful apprication of el-ectrokinetic

remediation with a surfactant rê.nriros 'i.ntegrating knowledge

from many disciplines including hydrology, organic
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chemistry, physical chemistry, electrical_ chemistry,

anaÌytical chemistry, engineerJ_ng, and soil science.

Surfactant-enhanced el-ectrokinetic remediation invol-ves

a complex interaction of many physical and chemical factors.

The foj-lowing factors which must be considered are hvdraul-ic

conductivity, eÌectrolysis reactions, zeta potential of the

surfactant micelles and soil_, ionic mobi]_ity, efectrical
conductivity of the pore fJ-uid, cJ-ay interactions with the

surfactant, surfactant sorption, surfactant concentration,

vo]-tage potential- gradients, pH changes, effects of organic

^n +-ho r-Mr- -etafdatiOn and sornf ion nf the oroanir-ss ç¿vlr q¡¡s ov!¡J LIVII v! Ltrv v! yq¡¡ru

compounds, and miceÌl-ar solubiÌization of the orsanic

compounds. sufficient information on the effects of these

factors is vet to be established.
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3.1

3. O E>çerimental Materials and Methods

Laboratory Equipment

The l-abOratO¡rr .<af-rrn rrqorl fOr the eleCtrokinetiC

remediation studies consisted of six speciarry designed

glass columns, a constant head flow device, a flow rate

measurinq system, a constant voltage source, and a computer

control-led data acquisition system coupled with a vol_tmeter

and a 24-channel multiplexer (Fiq. 3.1). Soil_ was packed

into 3O-cm lonq, 5.08-cm o.D., 4.76-cm r.D. (cross sectional-

area : 17.8 cmz) glass col-umns (Fig. 3.2) . El-ectrokinetic

treatment was appfied to three soil- columns, referred to as

el-ectrical- col-umns, and hydraulic treatment was applied to
the other three soil columns, referred to as hvdrauric

coi-umns. The soil was secured in place using Tefron-backed

plexiglass endcaps and stainless steel tie rods. The

endcaps were separated from the sandy soil by a thin nyron

mesh and from the cray soil-s by a thin mesh and g]-ass beads.

An o-ring was used to ensure the endcaps seal-ed comp]-etery

with the glass col-umns.

Specially fused ports made from 2-mI screw-cap vial_s

were incl-uded along the length of the col-umns to al-l-ow for
vo]-tage drop measurements and sampling of organic compound

concentrations. The sampling ports were locaLed 2, 8.5, 15,

2r.5 and 28 cm from one end of the coLumn. The I vor-taqe
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24-channel
multiplexer

computer

Figure 3.1 Schematic of l-aboratory set-up. CoÌumns A, Cl

and E are electrokinetic treatment col_umns and col_ix'ìns B, D,

and F are hydraulic columns. Set-up for vottage drop

measurements is only shown for el_ectrical- col_umn A.
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plexlglass
end plate

sampllng
ports

filler

potential electrodes
for measuring

glass
beads

glass
column

0.625 cm
thick Teflon

platinum
electrode

platinum
electrode

voltage drop

Figrure 3.2 Schematic of gl-ass col_unn packed with clay soil_

as in experiment No.4.

drop measuring ports were spaced 3 cm apart starting 4.5 cm

from the one end of the col-unn. The vol_tage potential was

appfied to the el-ectrokinetic treatment samples using active

platinum electrodes consisting of a 0.51-mm diameter

platinum wj-re. Pratinum wire was al-so used to measure the

voltage gradients in the electrical columns.

A zå-channel multiplexer coupled with a mul_timeter and

computer control-l-ed data acquisition system was used to

measpre the CUrrent and vO_'ll- :no rlrnnc ìn the SampIeS. The

computer control- system can apply a DC electrical field

continuously or in a cycle. The constant poi^¡er supply was a
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BK Precision DC Power supply 1610. The mul-timeter was a

Hewl-ett Packard 344104. The 24-channel mur-tipJ-exer is a

device which controls channel switches for vortase control
and for vortage drop and current measurements. channels r,
9, and L'7 were used to control_ voltage on/ of f time.

channel-s 8, 16, and 24 were used to measure the voltage drop

across a 1000 ohm resistor in series with each el_ectrical_

corumn. ohm's Law was then used to determine the current in
each column. The remaining channels measured the vol-tage

drops within the el-ectrical columns. The C++ program

"current2.c" given in Appendix A was used to control_ the

24-channer mul-tipJ-exer and the data acquisition system.

The set-up had the capability to run six sampJ_es

simurtaneously. The use of six columns all-owed test
replicates to be completed at the same time and under

simil-ar conditions for both the el-ectrical and hydraul_ic

columns. Thus, experimental variabitity could be

establ-ished with the use of six columns.

The constant head device in the first preliminary

experiment and part of the second preliminary experi-ment

with sand was a Mariotte siphon. The Mariotte siphon l_ed to
probrems achievj-ng constant fl-ow in al,l six corumns in the

preJ-iminary sand experiments. Therefore, a specially

designed constant head device consistlng of an inverted

carboy over a cylinder with six independent fittings for



tubing was designed and buil-t for use in further

experiments.

Column hol-ders were also designed and constructed to be

able to rlrn experiments with the soil col_umn in both the

horizontal- and vertical positions.

3.2 Soil Column Preparation

3.2.1 Preliminary Experiments No.1 and No.2 on Sand

The glass col-umns were packed with a fine sil_ica sand

in the preJ-iminary experiments No.l_ and No.2. The sand

col-umns were prepared by pouring dry fine Selkirk sil-ica

sand (60-100 mesh) through a funnel_ and steel_ mesh apparatus

which al-lowed for uniform packing. The stee.l- mesh appararus

consisted of a 32-cm long 3.5-cm I.D. tube with two mesh

screens spaced 3 cm apart at the end of the tube. This is
known as the constant kinetic energy packing method. The

repeatabiJ-ity of parameters such as bul_k density was

measured usJ-ng the ? rel-ative standard deviation (Z RSD)

computed by

Z RSD
samp-le standard der¡jatjon x 100

- --- I ^ ^samp-¿e average
(1) .

After packing, the soil columns had a dry bulk density of

1.59 g/cm3 (Z RSD: 1.363) in experiment No.1 and 1.60 g/cm3
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(Z RSD : 0.758) in experiment No.2. Using a particle

density of 2.65 g/cm3, the porosity of the sand columns was

1 6ôdetermined as 40e" (1 - 
-; 

x 100)which is in the typical
¿.03

range for sandy soil-s (Freeze and Cherry 7919) .

The sand columns were first slowlv saturated with

distil-1ed and de-aired water to minimize air entrapment

before the hydraulic conductivity was measured. fn

experiment No.2 the sand columns were al-so flushed with co,

gas before wettÍng to further minimize the possibil_ity of

air entrapment. Care was taken to saturate all tubinq

compJ-ete1y. In the sand experi_ments, a period of

approxlmately one month eJ_apsed prior to the hydrauJ_ic

conductivity determination to ensure saturatj-on. fn

experiment No.1-, the hydrauric conductj-vity was determined

by measuring the effl-uent flow rate when app]-ying a constant

hydraulic gradient of 0.5 lrsino a Marint-fg siphon. Two

Mariotte siphons, one for the electrical- columns and one for
the hydraulic columns, were used to apply a hydraulic

gradient of 0.333 to measure the hydraul-ic conductivity in
experiment No.2. The initiar hydrauJ-ic conductivities of

the sand columns in experiment No.l- and No.2 were determined

as 1.70"10-s m,/sec (Z RSD = 1.358) and 3.48x10-s m/sec

(U RSD : 73.1,2) respectively.
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3.2.2 E>q>eriment No.3 on Clay

The clay col-umns in experiment No. 3 were prepared by

packing the glass col-umns with a wet soir paste made from

reconstituted clay core samples obtained from Manitoba

Hydro. The cray core samples were placed in tared 600-mL

beakers, wej-ghed, and then oven dried at 105"c to determine

their gravimetric wat,er contenf hv rs'i no ecrìrâf inn lg)

(l,lt. of wet soif + tare) - (Wt. of oven dry soit + tare) (g )

(Vlt. of oven dry soil + tare) - (tare)

samples were all-owed to cool in a desiccator after removj_nq

from the oven to prevent sampl-es from absorbing moisture

from the ¿l¡¡¡ocnhoro Tha vsf¡¡¡ss of the cyrindrical- cores

\^rere measured to carculate the dry butk density (mass of
sol-id/volume total-) . In experiment No.3, the core samples

used to prepare the clay col_umns (pine Fa1ls: pFOI2, Sec

'A', S-1, S-3; PFO11, Sec .A', S-3, S-5, S-6, S-J, S-8, Sec

'B', S-5, S-6, S-B) had a gravimetrj_c water content of 492

(Z RSD: 79.12) and a dry bulk density of I.2B g/cm3.

After the soil cores were dried, they were ground into
partJ-cles which would pass through a 60-1OO mesh sieve.

soi] cores were combined together before a portion was taken

to prepare the cray soil- corumns. Distill-ed water was mixed

with the dry cl-ay partlcles to make a clay paste with a
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gravimetric water content of 80.0u. The clav paste was

spooned into the gÌass col_umns over the anode mesh. A
tamping tool was used to carefulfy tap the soil down

throughout the coj-umn packing procedure to minimize air
entrapment and al-l_ow for uniform bulk densitv. After
packing, the corumns were slowly saturated with d.istirled
and de-aired water. Dry burk density of the soil- columns

were determined by taking the amount of dry soil added to

the col-umns and dividing by the vorume of the soir within
the col-umns . rn experiment No. 3 the ctay columns had a bulk

density of 0.84 g/cm3 (U RSD : 3.562). Assuming a particle
density of 2.65 g/cm3, the porosity of the c]-ay cor-umns was

determined to be 68.3? which is in the tlpical range for
unconsoi-idated clay soils (Freeze and Cherry L919) . To

reduce the possibility of entrapped air, the c]-ay corumns

were fl-ushed with water for two months prior to

meaSurements. Tha hrrrlrerrì is cOnductivj_ty was determined as

3.31x10-e m/sec (U RSD : 22.02) by measuring the outf l_ow

rate at a constant hydraulic gradient of 2.

3.2.3 E:q>eriment No.4 on Clay

Gl-ass columns hrere packed with clay similar to

experiment No.3 by adding distilled water to the ground

Manitoba Hydro clay core samples. However, the distilled
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water \^/as mixed with mercuric chl-oride at a concentration of

500 mglI, to inhibit microbial growth. This is similar ro

other work which used 38 and 1000 ppm HgCl, solutions to

prevent microbial- growth (Fletcher and Kaufman 1980,' Foreman

et al,. 1992) . Mercuric chloride was chosen as a microbial_

growth inhibitor because it effectivery prevents microbiar

growth while causing no physical and chemical- changes to the

soil- (worf et a]. r989). rn addition, the added mercuric

chl-oride did not l-ead to any analytica]- interferences in the

determinatiOn nf hr¡rlrnr.a.hon Contamination. The added

mercuric chloride was equivarent to 1-80 mg of Hgclr/g of dry

soil- or 663 mmol /kg of soil. The Manitoba Hydro soil- cores

used to prepare the clay columns (pine Fal-Is: pFOO9,

Sec'B', S-1, S-2, S-3, S-4, S-5, S-6; pFO1O, Sec.A', S-1,

S-2, S-3, Sec'B', S-1, S-2, S-3) had a bul_k densitv of
1.31 g/cm3 (8 RSD:15.0U) and a gravimetric water content

of 44.42 (Z RSD = 2"Ì .32) . Distill-ed water with mercuric

chl-oride was added to reconstituted dry cJ-ay particJ-es to a

gravimetric water content of 70.03. The cJ-ay paste was

packed into the columns similar to experiment No.3 as

described in section 3.2.3. The drv bufk densities of the

experiment No.4 clay col_umns were 0.85T g/cm3

(Z RSD = I.29e"). With a particle density of 2.65 g/cm3, the

porosity was cal-cul-ated as 61 .72. Hvdraulic conductivities

of the samples were determined after fl-ushinq with distilled
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and de-aired water for a period of two months to reduce air
entrapment. The average hydraulic conductivity of the six

col-umns was determined to be 2.96x10-7 cmlsec

(å RSD : 42 .4e") .

3.3 Mode1 Diesel FueI Composition

A model diesel- fuel- was devel_oped to determine the

efficiency of removing diesel compounds from contaminated

soil- using el-ectrokinetic remediation with a surfactant.

Since diese] fuel is a compl-ex mixture of more than 200

compounds (Bl-ock et al-. \99I) , a simplified diesel_ fuet was

needed to enable the anaJ-ysis of individuar compounds. The

compJ-ex composition of diesel fuel- not only changes between

sources but also between shipments which makes the exact

ChemiCal deSC-'in{- inn nf Äie.se'ì fllel imnoss.i b'ì e lMi lner et

al. 1992). The most abundant (65-85?) compounds found in
diesel fuel- are normal-, branched, and cycJ_ic alkanes

(paraffins) (Block et aI. 1991). Aromatic compounds

represent 10 to 30? of a No.2 diesel_ fuel (Bl-ock et al_.

1991) . The individual components of diesel- fuel which are

of environmental and public hearth concern are the volatire

aromatic hydrocarbons and the polycycJ_ic aromatic

hyd.rocarbons (PAHs) . The volatile aromatic compoundsvv¿rll/v u¡¡su ,

benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and the xylene isomers
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(para- ' meta-, and ortho- ) (BTEX) have low concentrations in

diesel fuel. However, the BTEX compounds are frequent

target analytes in environmental investigations due to their
carcinoqenic or suspected carcinogenic nature (Dineen 1991,;

Stone 1991) . The PAHs, naphthal_ene, 2-methylnaphthalene,

and phenanthrene are most commonl-v found in diesel fuel and

individually pose the highest calcul-able health risks
through ingestion (Dineen 1991). The model diesel fuel was

prepared with BTEX and the three conmon pÄHs which pose the

most significant environmental and heal_th threat.. The

chosen compounds were at concentrations in the model diesel

fuer representative of their concentrations in a typical-

No.2 dieseÌ fuel- (Mil-ner et al. 1,992; Stone 1991) . The

model- diesel fuel- compounds along with their concentrations

and some of their physical- properties are shown j_n

'l ârì lê < |

The model- diesel fuel was prepared by adding the above

organic compounds to acetone at the given concentrations.

Acetone was chosen as the base sorvent because the organic

compounds are sol-uble in acetone and acetone is miscible
with water. Hexane was originalJ-y tried but hexane's row

agueous solubility (9 mg/L) (Yaws et aI. 1993a) Ied to
analysis problems with the solid-phase microextraction

technique. The presence of acetone reduced the retardalion
of other compounds by increasing their aqueous sol-ubi j-ities.
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Tab1e 3.1 Composition of Model_ Diesel_ Fuel

Compound Concentration Solubility
(mgll) (mg/t , *

Specific Mol.

Gravity* Wt.*
benzene

toluene
ethylbenzene

p-xyJ-ene

m-xylene

o*xyJ-ene
*^*Ì-l-Ì-^l ^-^rrd.IJ.rr. Lr1d. r c11c

2-methyl
-^*l^.¡-ì^^t ^*^ilo.Prr LIId, _L ElIE

phenanthrene

50

500

500

500

500

500

2000

6000

1500

1/JU

515

752

198

158

1,52

30

25

1

0. B7

0. B7

O.BB

0.86

0.86

O.BB

1.15

1.01

1.18

78.11

Y¿. 14

1,06.L1

106.17

L06.L1

I06.I1
128.18

r42.20

Il B .24
* From: Knox et al- . (1993 )

3 .4 Experimental I'faterials
All chemicals were used as received. Benzene and

ethyJ-benzene were purchased from cal-edon Laboratories, rnc.,
Georgetown, Ontario, Canada. Naphthal-ene (cataÌog No.

L8,450-0) , 2-methyJ-naphthalene (catalog No. M5,700-6) ,

phenanthrene (catalog No . P1, l_ 40-9) , p-xyJ_ene (catalog No .

29,633-3), m-xylene (catalog No. 29,632-5\, and o-xyJ_ene

(catalog No" 29,588-4) were obtained from Ardrich chemicar

Company Inc., Mil-waukee, Wisconsin, USA. HPLC grade water

was purchased from Mal-linckrodt, ChromÄR@, paris, Kentucky,

USA. Tol-uene (catalog No. GD-9165) and acetone (catalog No.

GD-1050) were obtained from -Anachemia, Toronto, Ontario,
rt^*^J^\/attaL¿cl .



The fibres for the solid-phase microextracti-on

technique were 10O*¡rm polydimethyrsiJ-oxane autosampler

f ibres (cataJ-og No. 5-7301) obtained from SupeIco,

Bell-efonte, PennsyJ_vania, USA.

DJ-sposable 1-mL syringes were obtained from B-D

(Fisher scientific co., catalog No. r4-823-2F). Needre tips
were B-D precision glide needles, 3.81-cm long, and 2S-gauge

(Fisher Scientific Co., catalog No. 14-826-49).

The pH 7.00 buffer solution was from MaIl_inckrodt

Specialty Chemica]- Cornpany (Lot 0098 KMDB) and the 4.63

buffer sol-ution was from Fisher Scientific Company (Lot

1o4t00) . Lauryl sul-fate (sodium dodecyrsulfate) or sodium

sal-t was from Sigma Chemical_ Co. (L-5?50, Lot 49F0849) .

3.5 Micellar Solubilization E>çeriments

3.5.1 Deternulnation of SDS Ì'ficelle-llater partition

Coefficients

The effectiveness of sodium dodecylsulfate in
solubilizing toÌuene, ethylbenzene, and the three xy]_ene

isomers can be determined by measuring the sDS micell-e-water

partition coefficients of the compounds. The SDS

micelle-water partition coefficients were measured by adding

the hydrocarbon compounds individually to sDS sorutions with

concentrations ranging from 0, 0.1, 0.23, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and



2.02 (w/w) in separatory funnel-s. The surfactant soi-utions

were prepared by adding 0, 0.25, 0.SjS, I.25, 2.5, 3.j5, and

5 g of sDS to distilled water in 250-mL vol-umetrics. The

SDS sol-utions were stirred to obtain a homoseneous sol-ution

prior to pouring into the separatory funnels.

In the experiments, 4 mL of each compound was

individuarJ-y added to each of the 25O-mL separatorv funners

to ensure the formation of free-phase and saturation of the

SDS so]-utions- A sênâraJ-nrr¡ frrnnal ¿-nni-aininrr nnIr¡

distill-ed water (0? (w/w) SDS) was used to compare

determined concentrations fo fhe rcnorj- erj Aclreôrs

sol-ubil-ities of the compounds. After the compound

injection, the separatory funnel-s were shaken occasionalfy

over a period of at least three days and then reft without

agitation to all-ow the separation of free-phase from the

sol-ution. After equilibration between the hvdrocarbon

compounds and the sDS solutions was attainedr ân aliquot of

2.5 mL was taken from the bottom of the separatory funners

and dil-uted br¡ a far-l-nr nf 100 and 1000 for analysis. Since

the densities of the compounds hrere al-l l-ess than that of

water, free-phase accumul-ated at the top of the separatory

funnels leaving a saturated sol-ution below. sample aliquots

of 1.4 mL were placed within 2-rl-J. screw-cap vials for

SPME-GC-FrD analysis to determine the solubil-itv of the

organic compounds at the various surfactant concentralions.
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The relationship between compound solubility and SDS

concentration can be used to determine the MSR and the sDS

micel-l-e-water partition coef f icients.

3-5-2 Determination of the Effect of organic compounds on

the Critical Micelle Concentration

The effect of organic compounds on the criticar- micer-le

concentration can be determined by measuring the el_ectrical-

conductivity of different surfactant solutions saturated

with organics. The CMC can also be defined as the

concentration of miceli-e at which the rate of increase of

el-ectricar conductance with an increase in concentration

stabilizes s¡ nrnnoarì< ¡l- a much l-ower rate (Peters et al.
1992) . Therefore, plotting eJ-ectrical- conductivity against

concentration gives two straight l-ines whose j-ntersection is
the CMC (Mukerjee and Mysels 79'7I) . By measuring the

electrical çsnrlrrnt- irrifr¡ nf the solutions Saturated with the

orqanic compounds j-n the micel_lar solubilization

experimenLs, t.he effect of organic compounds on the cMC of

SDS can be determined.
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3. 6 Preliminary E>çeriment No.1 - BTEX in Sand

3. 6. 1 E>çerimental Methodologl¿

The first experiment evaluating the efficiency of

el-ectrokinetic remediation with a surfactant was conducted

using a BTEX-contaminated sand. The experiment applied

surfactant frushing to three hydrauJ-ic columns and combined

surfactant fJ-ushing with an el-ectrical- potential gradient to
three el-ectrical- col-umns. A constant voJ-tage potential of

20 v hras suppJ-ied to the el-ectrical- columns. Arr columns

were fl-ushed with a sDS sol-ution at a concentration of

0.262 (w/w) or 9.0 mmol/L over a period of 15 days. The

glass columns were compretery filred with sand and no grass

beads hJere pJ-aced near the el_ectrodes.

In experi_ment No.1_, the cathode was located at the

infl-ow end of the col-umn causing the el-ectroosmotic frow to
counter the hydraul-ic flow. This set-up was chosen to allow

the electrophoretic fl-ow of micell-es to move toward the

outflow end. A summary of the test conditions for all
experiments are given in Tab1e 3.2.

3.6.2 Flow Rate Determination

A constant hydraulic gradient of 0.077 was applied

using a single Mariotte siphon. This hydrauric gradient was

chosen to al-l-ow the slow devel_opment of hvdrocarbon
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Tab1e 3.2 Summarv of Test Conditions

Test

Description

dh/dx Voltage

Supplied

Contami-nant

Injected

SSDS

(w /wl
Test No.1

SDS Flushing

with VoJ-tage

0.077v 20 v o.26

6mLofan
I --!cqucl_L w L .

BTEX mixture
Test No.2

Water FJ-ushing

with VoJ-tage

\tt\ k tììchìnñ

\¡Ì\ H t ììcñr ññ

with Voltage

tt < < <'

0.333v

0.383v

--t.3 v &

t-5v

U

7q

o.25

0.25

on/ or r

0.5 mL of

eacn tJ-1 .úx

0.5 mL of

each BTEX

Test No.3

Water Flushing

with Voltage

SDS Flushing

with Voltage

z-v

^-H¿.o"

^aH¿-o" 1.50

10 mL of

Model Diesel-

]U ML OI

Model- Diesel-

Test No.4

SDS FJ-ushing

with Voltage

2.IzH 20v 1 qn 10 mL of

Model Diesel-

v_

H_

col-umns

col-umns

in

in

vertical position

horizontal- position
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concentration profiJ-es thus increasing the probability of

obtaining c.l-ear sampJ-e resurts. A cyJ-inder on the outf row

tubing of the Mariotte siphon was used to sprit the tubing

six ways for the six soil- col_umns. The f low rate was

determined by measuring the amount of outflow col-l-ected in
250-mL graduated cylinders over time. After the initial
average hydrauJ-ic conductivity of the soil columns was

determined and prior to hydrocarbon contamination, the soil
columns hrere flushed with surfactant sol-ution to determine

the impact of a surfactant on the fl_ow rates in sand.

3.6.3 Voltage Ðrop and Current Measurement

The measurement of voltage potential gradients and

current through the el-ectrical columns was done everv 10 min

during the test using the data acquisition system. voltage

drops were measured onry between the vortage drop ports and,

therefore, no voltage drops were measured at the ends of the

el-ectrical columns (Fig. 3.3). since current flow is from

negatively charged cathode to positively charge anode

(Sega11 and Bruell- 1992), the voltage drops were aLl-

positive in this test.
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f outflow I Or¡tflow

Drop 1

Drop2
Drop 3

Drop 4

Drop 5

Drop 6

Drop 1

Drop 2

Drop 3

Drop 4

Drop 5

Drop 6

Experiments No.1 and No.2 Experiments No.3 and No.4

Figure 3.3 Experimental- set-up for voltage drop

measurements.

3.6.4 Hydrocarbon Contamination and Sampling

To determine the efficiency of contaminant removal_,

6 mL of an equal weight BTEX mixture was sJ_owly injected

into the sampring port cl-osest to the infl-ow end (z cm from

cathode) in al-l- col-umns. Sample aliquots of 250 irI, were

then taken using a 1-m], disposabre syringe at various times

(approximately every pore vol-ume) from the five sampJ_ing

ports and effl-uent to determine the BTEX concentration in

the soil cofu¡n.e Tho .'-Ð.1_e al-iquots brere diluted by a
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factor of 1000 with distill-ed water in a 250 ml-vorumetric.

A 1.4-mL aliquot was taken from the diruted sample for
anal-ysis using an adjustable pipette. Based upon the

individuaÌ aqueous solubilities of BTEX, a 1OO0 dil-ution
woul-d ensure that all- the compounds went into sol_ution. The

1 .4-mL ariquot was praced into a z-mL screw cap vial_ seal_ed

with a Teflon-backed silicone septa for SPME-GC-FID

analysis. The sampring, Íf accurate, alJ-ows concentration

profiles for the BTEX compounds to be determined as a

function of time and effluent vol_ume.

3.6.5 Preparation of Surfactant Solution

The 0.26e" (w/w) surfactant solution was prepared by

first adding 60 g of sDS to 2 L of distilled and de-aired

water- The 2-L soi-ution was then stirred overnight to

obtain a homogeneous solution before addino to a ?3-r, g]_ass

carboy containing distilled and de-aired water. The 23-L

sDS sol-ution was l-eft to equiribrate to ensure comprete

mi-xing before use.

3.7 Preliminary Experiment No.2: BTEX in Sand

3.7 .1 E>çerimental Methodology

The second erectrokinetic remediation experi-ment was

divided into three parts to al-l_ow results for three

different sets of test conditions to be determined for the
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same sand columns. Part A employed water flushing with an

el-ectricar potential gradient to the el-ectrj-cal- corumns,

part B used surfactant flushing only, and part C

incorporated surfactant frushing with an applied el-ectrical
potential gradient to the electrical_ col_umns.

Part A was conducted to determine the effect of
el-ectrokinetic remediation usj_ng onJ_y water as the

processi-ng fIuid. Three sand hydraulic coÌumns were fl-ushed

with water and three sand el-ectricar cor-umns were flushed

with water combined with an applied constant voltage

potential. A constant vol_tage potential- of 7 .5 V was

suppried for the first 7 days and then increased to 15 v to

10 days before part B was initiated. The voltage potential
was increased during the test to increase the visibl-e

ef fects of el-ectrokinetics- The .s¡nn'l i o.l r¡ol f acre nni- sntial-

was l-ower than experiment No.l- to reduce õâs nrodrrr-1- .ig¡.

BTEX was injected into the first sampJ-ing port near the
j-nfl-ow end. the erectrode configuration was reversed from

experiment No.1 with the cathode at the outfl-ow end and the

anode at the infl-ow end. This configuration was chosen to

al-low el-ectroosmotic flow to act in the same direction as

the hydraulic flow and to permit the greater gas production

at the cathode to escape through the top of the column.

After 10 days of water flushing, part B of

experiment No.2 with surfactant f]ushing was conducted by
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changing the infÌuent to a 0.252 (w/w) SDS sol-ution. The

appj-ied voltage to the erectrical- columns hras removed ro

further evaluate the effect of SDS on the hvdraul i c

conductivity. surfactant flushing was performed for a

period of B days.

Part C of experiment No.2 empJ_oyed f j_ushing with a

surfactant combined with an electrical potentiar gradient in
the el-ectrical columns. The columns were once again

contaminated with a known amount of BTEX. The el_ectrical-

potential- gradient was applied intermittently (20 min on, 10

min off) to reduce gas accumulation. surfactant fl_ushinq

combined with the application of a voltage potentiaÌ

difference of 7.5 v in the erectricar col-umns was carried
out for 19 d¿rrs rrir¡'inrr'fotal time for experiment No.2 as

31 days.

3.7.2 FIow Rate Determination

A constant hydrauric head of was applied to the soil-

col-umns using two Mariotte siphonsr' on€ for the el-ectrical_

col-umns and one for the hydraulic col_umns. The hvdraul-ic

gradient was 0.333 in part A and part B but was j-ncreased to

0.75 for 5 hours during surfactant flushing to speed the

removal of fines. The hydraulic gradient in part C was

n ?a?
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There were probJ-ems in maintaining a constant fl-ow rate

in the column. rlrrrinn r-l-ra test. Therefore, a new constant

head apparatus was designed and built. The new constant

head device was incorporated 9 days into the experiment

during water flushing with electrical gradient application.

3.7.3 Voltage Drop and Cument Measurement

The measurement of voltage potential gradients and

current through the ei-ectrical col-umns was done everv 10 min

during the test. Simil-ar to experiment No.1-, voltage drops

were measured only between the voltage drop ports.

Therefore, rro voltage drops were measured at the ends of the

el-ectrical- columns (Fig . 3 . 3, page 60 ) . Since the cathode

was l-ocated at the outflow end, the voJ_tage drops were all
negative in this test.

3.7.4 Hydrocarbon Contamination and Sampling

The columns were contaminated by injecting 0.5 mL of

each BTEX compound (3 mL total) into the bottom sampling

port. A l-ower amount of BTEX was added in experiment No.2

compared to experiment No.1 to reduce the formatlon of

free-phase and minimize solubil-ity probJ-ems in sampling.

Contaminant movement was monitored bv anal_vsinq L .4-mL

aliquots of effl-uent and from periodic sampling of pore
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fluid within the soil col-umn. No dilutions were done on the

effl-uent samples but dij-utions of 1000, 10 0OO, and 100 O0O

We¡e Caffied OUt aS neCeSSAr\/ fnr 1-ha n¡¡p flllij samnlgg

foJ-lowing the dilution protocoJ- outl_ined in section 4.2.

After a surfactant sol-ution had been used to fÌush the

soil- columns in part B and the BTEX concentration had been

lowered to approximately 1, mg/L, the soil- columns were again

conLaminated by injecting 0.5-mL of each RTEX nnmnnrrnd into
the sampling port located nearest the infl-ow end e cm from

end of col-umn) in each co]umn.

3.8 Experiment No.3: Model Diese1 Fuel in Clay

3. 8. 1 E>çerimental MeÈhodology

The third el-ectrokinetic remediation experiment with

model- di-esel- fuel- contaminated cray was performed in two

parts. In part A, an electrical_ potential gradient was

applied to the electrical col-umns and water r^ias used as the

influent (water flushing) . After 103 days of water

flushing, a surfactant was incorporated into the infl-uent

and an el-ectrical potential- gradient was applied to the

electrical- col-umns for 22 davs.

Part A, using water flushing combined with an

el-ectrical- potential gradient for the el-ectrical corumns,

was apptied for a period of 103 days to the clay col-umns.
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rFL^ 
^l^" ^^1".trle cr-ay cor-um.ns were contaminated by injecting 10 mL of

model dieser fuel into the first vortage port from the

inflow end. A constant voltage potential of 7.5 V was

suppJ-ied to each el_ectrical_ col_umn.

The influent was changed to a 1.59 (w/w) surfactanr

solution after approximateJ-y four months of water flushing
with voltage appJ-ication. A vortage potential- of 7.5 v was

constantry supplied to the electrical col-umns similar to the

water fJ-ushing section. surfactant flushinq with an

el-ectrical- potential gradient was appried for a period of 22

days giving the total time for test No.3 as 1,25 davs.

3.8.2 Flow Rate Determination

The hydraul-ic conductivitv of all soil_ col_umns in the

vertical- position was measured trv ¡-ollcctino effjrrent volume

in a 100-mL graduated cylinder over time. A constant

hydraulic gradient of 2.6 was apptied by inverted carboy

constant head device. Measurement of hydraulÍc conductivity
in the hydrauJ-ic columns was difficult due to the small flow

rates.

After 42 days of water flushing the coi-umn orientation
was changed from vertical to horizontal_. The applied

hydrauJ-ic gradient was 2.L2 with the columns in the

horj-zontal position. Switching from the vertical- to
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horizontal- position was needed since the current in the

system was higher than anticipated from the results in the

experiments with sand. Therefore gas production was also

higher than anticipated. A portion of the clay was replaced

with gJ-ass beads in arr the columns to allow gas to escape

up and out of the electrical- col-umns at the end sampJ_ing

ports. The samp]-ing port near the cathode was left open to

atmosphere to al-l-ow the escape of the produced hydrogen gas.

The horizontal- positÍon al-l-owed more accurate determination

of the hydraulic conductivity and minimized gas accumul-ation

near the electrodes.

The hydrauric conductivities of the hvdraulic cor-umns

in the horizontal- position were measured bv the movement of

a bubble in the 0.1,25 cm (L/8" ) I.D. (cross sectional area

0.019L1 cm2) Nalgene outftow tubing. A bubbre was injected
with a syringe j-nto the tubing and the distance the bubble

moved over a period of time was recorded. usinq the inner

diameter of the tubing and the distance moved over a period

of time, the fl-ow rate coul-d be determined even for the srow

fl-ow rates encountered in the hydraulic columns. The

hydraulic conductivities of the el-ectrical- col-umns vrere

measured by coll-ecting effluent volume. This method of

hydraulic conductivity determination was applied for the

electrical- corumns since the flow rate was sreater in the

el-ectrical- columns and coul-d be measured with availabre
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equipment. In addition, the gas produced by the

el-ectrolysis reactions occasionalJ-y entered the outflow tube

causing confusion j-n decidinq which bubble was to be used

for hvdraul i r: nnnrìrrr'i- i r¡i i-rr 616lg¡mination - The nrnrìr¡ecl .râsu¿ w r uJ sL uE!¡ttr¡¡q Lrv¡¡. ¡¡rç ¡J!vuuuçu vqo

ai-so caused air clogging in the tubing. The outflow tubing

of the el-ectrical- col-umns was fl-ushed out dail-v with the

col-umn effl-uent to prevent air bubbl-es from restricting
flow.

The fl-ow rates in part B, with surfactant flushing with

an el-ectrj-ca1 potentiaJ- gradient, urere measured with the

same method used in part A.

3.8.3 Voltage Drop and Cument Measurement

The measurement of vol-tage potential_ gradients and

current through the el_ectrical_ columns was done everv 10 min

during the test. vo]-tage drops were measured across the

entire soil- specimen by connecting the voltage drop wires

directJ-y to each el-ectrode at the end of the col-umns

(Fig. 3.3, p. 60) . The voJ_tage drops were al-I negative since

the cathode was located at the outflow end.

3.8.4 pH Measurement

The acidity of a solution can be determined by

measuri-ng the pH which is equal to the -1og {H+} ion
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concentration. The instrument used to measure pH was the

corning pH meter 130 with a corning combi-nation er-ectrode

(cata]og No. H4333-101) . The manufactured specifications
give a rel-ative accuracy of + 0.002 pH, repeatability of

t 0.001 pH over a range of 1 to L4 pH. A saturated KCI

sorution was used to maintain the el-ectrode fill sol_ution.

The instrument cal-ibration was performed with a pH buffer of

7.00 when measuring a sol-ution with a pH close to 7 and with

a two point calibrati-on using pH buf fers of 4 . 01 and 7.00

when measuring the pH of highly acidic sol_utions.

3.8.5 Electrical Conductivity Measurement

The standard method to determine the el_ectrical

conductivity is by measuring the erectrical conductance

which is defined as the inverse of resistance (Gopinath

1'994) . The electrical- conductivity i-s measured by immersrng

a conductivity cei-l- in the solution of interest. El_ectricar

conductivity (dS/m) is given by the conductance reading (dS)

murtipJ-ied by the cel-l- constant of the conductivitv cel-l-

(7/m). Therefore, the electrical_ conductivity is given in
dS/m. A YSI model 32 conductance meter was used in the

measurements.
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3.8.6 Hydrocarbon Contamination and Sampling

At the start of both parts , r0 mL of model- dieset fuel-

was injected into the first r¡nlj.e.'o drnp port near the anode

at the inflow end (4.5 cm from end of the col_umn) . The

model diesel- was injected slowly over a period of an hour to

avoid cracking as welt as minimizing the physical-

disturbance of thc r''l ¡r¡ ..'i1. The injection port was

.l-ocated further from the infl-ow end of the cor-umn than in
experiments No.1 and No.2 to reduce the possibilitv of back

diffusion of the contaminants.

One major difficulty encountered in this experiment was

the sampling of hydrocarbon contamination from within the

clay col-umns. Pore f l-uid coul-d not be removed from the cl-av

soil- as was done for the sand columns sjnce r-lav nari-isls5

clogged the needle of the sampring syringe. To sol-ve this
probrem, a glass tube was used to create a cvl-indrical-

opening within the cl-ay samp]-es at the three middre samplinq

port l-ocations. No sampling was done at the end sampJ-ing

ports where grass beads were l-ocated. DistilIed water was

used to fill the openings and left to equiribrate with the

surrounding soil before f l-uid was removed for anal-vsis.

Sampling was performed by removing a 200-pL aliquot (or l_ess

depending on the amount of fruid able to be withdrawn) of
pore fluid and filling up to 1.4 mL in a 2-mL vial_ using
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HPLC grade water. The diluted samples in the vials hrere

taken for sPME-Gc-FrD anarysis to determine the hvdrocarbon

concentratlon profiles through the col_umns during the test.

3.8.7 Destruction of Columns and Extraction of Hydrocarbons

At the completion of experiment No.3, the clay corumns

were disconnected, seal-ed at both ends, and chilled to 4"C.

The clay was then pushed out from the anode end and sliced
into nine seg.rnents using dentar f ross. The nine secrments

cons j-sted of 2.5-cm J-ong slices at either el_ectrode end and

3-cm long sl-ices from the remaining 2L-cm J-ong cJ-ay col-umn.

The sliced segments were cored with a 2.54 cm (1") diameter

grass tube to obtain sampres to determine hydrocarbon

concenLration within the col-umns by sotvent extraction. The

cored section was sealed within 25-mL screw cap vials and

placed in a deep freezer until extraction was performed.

An extraction procedure was developed to determine the

hydrocarbon concentration in the cray samples. The protocol

was to prace approximatery 5 g of clay taken from the c]-ay

samples into a tared 25-mL vial with 10 mL of the solvent

dichl-oromethane (DCM) . The DCM sol-vent was chosen because

of its sol-ubirity j-n water (19 400 mg/L) (yaws et at-. 1993b)

which is necessary for water dilutions needed to perform

SPME as wel-l as the high solubil-ity of the model- diesel fuel
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compounds in DcM. rn addition, DCM did not j_nterfere with
the acetone chromatographic peak which was desirable. one

problem with DCM was the insol-ubility of SDS in DCM.

Therefore, SDS concentrati-on could not be measured in the

extracted samples. sDS is al-so practical-ly insol_uble in
acetone and ethanol- but is moderatery soruble in dimethvl

sul-foxide (cheminfo). DimethyÌ surfoxide was not used due

+-n i+-q lrì41'r health risks assocj-ated with ahsnrnfinn thrnrrrrh¡¡çq¿ u¡¡ ! rù^ù O.ÞùUU-LCt LeLl WJ_ L-- L¡-a v sljr¿

skin and high boiling point which may lead to chromatography

probrems. Another problem is the inabirity to separate

benzene and DCM chromatographic peaks at low benzene

concentrations. Since benzene had the l-owest concentration

in the model- diesel- fuel- and with the dilutions necessary in
the extraction procedure, it is possible that benzene miqht

not have been determined even if another extraction sol-vent

had been used.

After adding 10 mL of DCM to the clav aÌiouor rhe 25-mL

viai- h/as sealed with a Tefl-on-l-ined screw cap to prevent

contaminant loss. The sampJ_e was then put onto a

wrist-action shaker for 150 minutes. A higher agitation
time coul-d not be used since the wrist-action shaker

overheated with longer extractj-on times. After shaking, the

extract was poured into a 12-mL vial and sealed. The

sol-vent extract was diluted with HpLc grade water by a

factor of 100 by taking an ai-iquot of 100 pL using a 250-pL
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adjustable pipette and a 1O-mL vo]umetric flask. Greate¡

dilutions were carried out but there was a loss of
resol-ution in the BTEX chromatographic peaks. The dituted
sampJ-e was then stirred using a magnetic stir bar untir a

homogeneous solution with no free-phase was obtained. Arr

aliquot of l-.4-mL was then taken and placed within a 2-mL

vial for SPME-GC-FID analysis.

The efficiency of contaminant removal- from the crav

using the extraction method was determined by analysing

varlous soils contaminated by a known amount. cJ_ay samples

b/ere prepared by adding dÍsti1led water to the ground cJ_ay

from Manitoba Hydro cores to a water content simirar to the

clay col-umns. subsamples of approximate]-y 20 g were taken

from the prepared clay and put into 25-mL viar-s. The soil_

was then contaminated by adding 10, 50, 100, 2OO, 350, and

500 ¡:L of model- diesel fueI.. After contaminati-on, the

sampJ-es were frozen simi]ar to the cJ-ay corumn samples untir
extraction was performed. subsarnple of approximatety 5 q

\^¡ere taken twice from the clay samples of known

concentration and analysed. The determined concentration of

contaminant was divided by the amount of contaminant added

to the clay (mglkg of dry soil) to find the efficiencv of

removal. The arri¡iannr¡ ^f removal was determined as 632,

922,782, 62eo¡ 922, and B1U for acet,one, toÌuene,
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ethylbenzene, p-xyrene, m-xyrene, and o-xylene respectivery.

The efficiency of removai_ was 0.908, 0.85å, and O.5OZ for
naphthaJ-ene, 2-methyJ_naphthalene, and phenanthrene

respectively. The l_ow recoveries of naphthal_ene,

2-methyJ-naphthalene, and phenanthrene indicate that further
research shoul-d employ a different extraction method to

determine the concentration of the p.AHs within the soir.

BuIk Densíty, 'Water Content, and pH Detem.ínation

The remaining portion of the sriced segrment was used to

determine dry bu]-k density, gravimetric water content, and

in situ pH. The pH was measured by placing the pH-erectrode

in direct contact with the moist cJ-ay soi]. lt is important

tO nOte that fha nTJ rz:'ìrrac measpred in SOil are nOt eqUal tO

pH val-ues measured in the pore fluid since H+ j_ons attracted
to the c]-ay soil are inci-uded in the measurements (Acar et

al. 1990b; Hamed et al-. 1991; putnam 19BB) . pore fr-uid pH

is general-Ìy higher than the in sjtu pH when the pH is

acidic and simil-ar pH values are obtained when the jn sjtu
pH values are basic (Acar and Hamed 1991). The gravimetric

water content profile of the cray col-umns was determined bv

placing each clay segrment on a tared petri dish and weighing

the cray sample before and after drying to a constant weight

i-n an oven at 105'C. Dry bulk densj-ty was determined by
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using the cal-cul-ated water content to estabrish the weiqht

of total dry soil in the segment and dividing by the vorume

of the segment.

3.9 E>çerimenÈ No.4 : Model DieseL Fuel in CIav

3,9. 1 E:q>erimental Methodology

The fourth experiment app]-ied surfactant-enhanced

electrokinetic remediation to clay col-umns in the horizontal-

position contaminated with 10 mL model diesel fuel_ for a

period of 43 days. A constant voltage potentiar of 20 v

hras supplied to the el-ectrical- col-umns and the inf]uenc was

a 1 . 5U (w/w) SDS solution.

The experimental set-up was modified in this experiment

to allow for more accurate frow rate determination in the

electrical corumns and increased gas venting. vüith the

higher appJ-ied voltage and use of a higher sDS concentration

in the influent, a higher gas production was anticipated.
Therefore, tubing was attached to the end sampling ports

above the gJ-ass beads in the e]ectricar columns to al-l-ow the

produced gas to easily escape under the appJ-ied hydraulic
gradient.
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3.9.2 Flow Rate Determination

The fl-ow rates were determined using the same method as

for the horizontal- hydrauric col_umns in experiment No.3. A

constant hydrauric head of 2.r2 was used for the duration of
the test. The more accurate flow rate measurement coul-d now

be appried to both the erectrical and hydraul_ic col_umns

since the modified experimental set-up allowed the gas to
escape through the tubing located at the encì sâmnl ì nrr porrs
in the el-ectrical co]umns.

3. 9.3 Voltage Drop and Cument Measurement

The measurement of vol-tage potential_ gradients and

current through the electrical col_umns was done everv 30 min

during the test. voltage drops were measured across the

entire soil specimen by connecting the vortage drop wires to
the erectrodes (Fiq. 3.3, page 60). The voltage drops were

alÌ negative since the cathode was located at the outfrow
end.

3.9.4 Hydrocarbon Contamination and Sampling

At the start of the test 10 mL of the model_ diesel fuer
was injected into the second sampJ-ing port from the anode

(inflow) end (8.5 cm from the end of the columns). The

model diesel fue] v\¡as injected further from the col-umn end
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to try to prevent back diffusion of the hyd.rocarbons into
the infl-uent reservoir.

During injection of the model diesel fuel_, the qj_ass

column F cracked and broke. Therefore, corumn F was not
included in determining the average hydrocarbon

concentrations in the hydraulic columns.

3.9.5 Destruction of Columns and Extraction of Hydrocarbons

upon comp]-etion of the test, the soil col-umns were

di-sconnected, seated at both ends to prevent contaminant

l-oss, and stored at Aoc. The col-umns were removed

i¡.1 ì-''i¡"-11..r!.Lrr-vr-ouarly and then the c]_ay was pushed out from the anode

end and separated into nine segrments simil-ar to
experlment No.3. A core of each section was again taken for
hydrocarbon analysis and the remaining sample was used for
PH, water content, and burk density determination.

Hydrocarbon extraction was performed according to the

same method outlined in experiment No.3 except the sol-vent

extract was diluted by both 1oo and 200 by taking 1oo- and

50-pL aJ-iquots and then adding up to 10 mL with HpLc qrade

water using 10-mL vorumetric fl-asks. The hvdrocarbon

COnCentratiOn WaS determinpd hrr rrorfnrmi no SpMtr-GC-F.TD

analysis on a 1.4-mL ariquot taken from the two dilutions
and averaging the results.
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4 . 0 SPME-GC-FID Analysis
4.1 Introduction

So]id-phase mj_croextraction (SPME) with gas

chromatography (GC) coupled with a flame ionization detector
(FrD) was used to determine hydrocarbon concentration and

monitor the movement of organic compounds in the soil_

col-umns. SPME 1s a relatively new, fast, simple,
inexpensive, and sorvent-free extraction method which is
easiry automated for the determination of hydrocarbon
compounds in water (Arthur et al_. 1_992a; Arthur et al_.

I992c; Chai et aÌ. 1993,. Louch et al_. lgg2; Shirev et aI.
1 0q? \
IJJJ I .

solid-phase microextraction utifizes a fÍbre coated
wÍth an organic phase such as po]-ydimethylsiloxane to
extract organic compounds from aqueous samples. The fibre
is contained within a syri-nge-Ìike assembly to protect the
fibre between extractions. During extracti_on, the fibre is
exposed directly to the sample or to the headspace over the
sampi-e allowing a portion of the analyte to partition from
the water to the fibre (Fig. 4.1). Aft.er a period of time
during which the fibre sorbs the anal_yte(s), the fibre is
removed from the sampre and inserted into the injection porr
of a gas chromatograph (GC). The contaminants are then
thermally desorbed and analysed. The sampres are quantified
by relating detector response to the response of cal-ibration
standards.
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in static extraction

Figure 4.1 sampre viar with spME fibre during extraction.

A linear rel-ationship exists between the amount of
ana]yte sorbed to the stationary phase and the concentration
of the analyte in the sample (Arthur et al. r992a; Louch et
al-. 1,992; Potter and pawliszyn j,gg2; Sarna et al-. j,gg|) .

The amount of analyte sorbed, represented by the number of
mol-es sorbed by the fibre (n,"or) has been shown to be

affected by three major factors: (1) the distributj-on
constant of the analyte (K), {Z) the volume of the
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stationary phase

concentration of

This relationship

on the fibre (V=) r and (3) the

the analyte in the aqueous phase (C*)

can be expressed mathematicalj-y as

n
mo,I RV Csw (e) .

At equil-ibrium between the anar-yte and the fibre, the amount

of analyte sorbed is at a maximum. The l_inear rerationship
between the analyte concentration and the detector response

ranges over several 0rders of magnitude (Arthur et aI.
I992a; Louch et al-. 1992; potter and pawliszyn 1,gg2).

However, all- anarytes must be in solution to ensure that
there is a l-inear rel af i onship between the detector response

and the quantity of analyte in the sampl_e.

4.2 Dilution protocol

4.2.1 InÈroduction

Previous research has developed an understanding of how

chromatographic and chemical factors affect spME (Arthur et
al-. r992a; Arthur et a1. r992b; Arthur and pawriszyn 1990;

Arthur et aÌ. r992c; Buchhor-z and pawliszyn 1993; chai et
al. 1993,' Louch et al_. Ig92; MacGitlvray and pawliszyn 1,994;

Potter and Pawliszyn 1,992; potter and pawl-iszyn Lgg4; Sarna

et al-. 1994; Zlnang and pawl_iszyn 1993) . However, previous
research with sPME has focussed on the determination of
sub-mil-l-igrams-per-l-itre l-evels of BTEX to establ_ish the
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l-imits of detection. The maximum reported BTEX

concentration determined by spME which fit the linear
response range was 3 mg/L (Arthur et aI. 1,992b) . However,

remediation projects typical-ry encounter both hiqh and l-ow

concentrations of hydrocarbons. rn order to use spME to
analyse environmental- samples containing free-phase or high
concentrations of BTEX, sampJ_es must be diluted because of
sorubility and ]inear response problems. using the dilution
protocol- described in the next sections, environmental
sampJ-es containing free-phase or high concentrations of BTEX

and P-AHs sampÌes containing free-phase or high
concentrations of BTEX can be analysed with the automated

SPME-GC-FID anal_ysis method.

The effects of mixtures of organic compounds on the
aqueous sol-ubility of individual organic compounds play an

important rol-e in the preparation of high-concentration
standards and dil-ution of high-concentration samples. rn
any environmental- remediation project, contamination sel_dom

invorves a single compound, and analysis is often required
for many compounds. rt is cruciar to keep in mind that the
aqueous solubil_ity of a single BTEX compound is
significantry decreased with the addition of other BTEX

compounds (sanemasa et al. 19BT). This decrease in aqueous

sorubility l-owers the maximum concentratÍon of standards
that can be used for quantification with spME. rnformation
concerning the aqueous solubilities of organic compounds in
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compl-ex mixtures is Ìimited (Sanemasa et al-. 1987) .

However, Raoult's Law has been shown to predict the
aarri I iÌrri"-sgLr-Lr--Lrr!r-uru aqueous concentrations of aromatic organic
hydrocarbons in miscibre two-compound mixtures (Lane and

Loehr L992; Sanemasa et al. 1987). Using Raoult's Law, the
aqueous sol-ubility of a compound in a compJ_ex mixture (sr)

can be predicted by multipJ-ying the mol-e fracti-on of the
compound in the mixture (Xr) by its individual asueous

solubility (S,i) as described by

Ç=VC " i "wi (t0)

To ensure an accurate determination of BTEX in a sampre

using SPME-GC-FrD anal-ysis, analyte concentrations shoul_d

remain bel-ow their aqueous so]-ubility limits to precr_ude the
formation of a free-phase. rt is more convenient to prepare

standards as a mixture rather than as individual compounds

to reduce the anal-ysis time on the gas chromatograph. For

exampJ-e, one could prepare a 10 mgl], standard for each BTEX

compound individual-ly resulting in six analyses to be done

or one analysis of a BTEX standard containing 10 mgl], of
each compound- However, solubitity problems may be

encountered for the ana]ysis of compJ_ex mixtures. These

soÌubil-ity problems can be avoided considering that Raourt, s

Law can be used to predict the maximtlm concentration of the

BTEX mixture.
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The effect of a co-soi-vent influences t.he dilution and

anal-ysis of environmental- sampres containing free-phase or
high concentrations of BTEX. one difficulty in anarysing
h i nlr ¡nn ¡¡¡ {-.rrrgr.r uurrt:erruration samples with solid-phase microextraction
using a polydimethylsil-oxane fibre is the limitation o f rz

org'anic co-sol-vent in the sampJ_e (Arthur et aI. r992a) . rt
has been shown that the accuracy of spME is unaffected by

organic co-sol-vent concentrations at or bel-ow rz (Arthur et
al-. I992a) . However, as the co-solvent concentration

increases, the distribution constant decreases, and l_ess

anal-yte is taken up by the fibre. Therefore, the rz orsanic
co-sol-vent limit restricts the ability to significantJ-y
increase anal vf e sn'rrr-r.i r ì J- y with the addition of a

co-solvent. Data avail-abl-e on aromatic solubil_itv in
miscibre sol-vent,/water mixtures is limited (Fu and Luthv

1986) and the solubility effect of l-g co-sol-vent in the

sampre can be confusing. For example, a rinear semi-l_oq

rerationship between naphthalene solubility and percentage

of acetone in an acetone/water mixture shows that the

sol-ubility of naphthal-ene increased srightly from 30.9 mq/1,

to 33-2 mg/L with 3-z acetone in sol-ution (Fu and Luthy

1986) . rn contrast, the aqueous sol-ubirity of naphtharene,

phenanthrene, and pyrene has been reported to be enhanced by

=20-3oz rel-ative to their aqueous sorubilities when rz

methanol- is included in the sol_ution (Edwards et al. 1991c) .
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This confusion in the significance of the effect of a rz
co-solvent can be minimized by restricting the maximum

concentration that can be analysed with spME to the asueous

solubility of the compound. The rz co-sol-vent concentration
l-imit aÌso forces the dirution of free-phase or hiqh

concentration sampres to be performed in two steps. The

first step is to add a sufficient amount of co-solvent to
increase the solubirity of the anal_ytes and achieve a singJ-e

phase sample. The second sten .i s l-n rl.i l-ute the single phase

sampì-e with distili-ed water by at l_east a factor of 100 to
keep the sol-vent concentration at or bel-ow the rz

concentration limit. To avoid the formation of free-nhasc-

the second dil-ution must arso ensure that all anal-ytes are

bel-ow their agueous solubirity i-imits as indicated by

Raoul-t's Law. The effects of co-sol-vency and compJ_ex

mixtures on sorubil-ity can be minimized by diJ_uting the
sampre wel-I bel-ow the aqueous sol_ubility rinits to ensure

aIÌ the analytes are in so]ution prior to anal_vsi_s.

The mai-n objectives of the dir-ution protoco]

experiments were to (1) test the applicability of using
Raoult's Law to predict the aqueous solubirity in the
complex six-compound BTEX mixture; (2) identify the

concentration limit at which equalry weighted BTEX mixrure

standards could be prepared for spME without affecting the

rinear rel-ationship between concentratj_on and detector
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response; and (3) develop a protocoJ- for accurately diluting
free-phase or high concentration BTEX sampl_es. The

deveropment of this protocoJ- wourd al_l_ow the rel_ativeÌv
fast, simple, and cost-effective automated spME-Gc-FrD

analysis method to be used in remediation projects where

sampres contained free-phase or high concentrations of BTEX.

4.2.2 Solubility of BTEX t"fixtures

The agueous sol-ubilities of the BTEX compounds, when

combined in a mixture, were found by injecting 1 mL each of
the BTEX compounds into two replicate separatory funnel_s

containing 250 mL of distilled water. The separatory
funnels were shaken occasionaì_ly over three days to ensure

equilibration and then left two days without shaking to
ai-l-ow separation. The righter BTEX compounds that were not
in sol-ution accumulated at the top of the separaEory funne]
and a saturated solution of BTEX compounds was l_eft in the
remainder of the separatory funneJ-. Arì al_iquot of 2.5 mL

was removed from the bottom of the separatory funnel_s and

diluted by 0, I0, and 100 with O, 25, and 250 mL of
distlll-ed water in volumetrics. Repricate 1.2 mL aliquots
were taken from the samp]-es and put into 2-mL vials with
sil-icone Teflon-backed septa for analysis by gas

chromatography with an autosampl-er modified for spME.
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4.2.3 Testing Linear Response Limits
The fimit of the r-inear response was estimated bv

analysing high concentration BTEX standards in water
prepared by diluting solutions of 20 000, 1O OOO, and

1-000 mg/r BTEX prepared in acetone and 5000 mg/L BTEX made

up in methanol-. These solutions were diluted to a range of
standards from 200 to 0.01 mg/t with a maximum co-sol_vent
concentrati-on of 1?. Three repricate atiquots of 1.2 mL

were taken from the prepared standards and put into 2-mL

vial-s for GC analvsis.

4 .2.4 Dilution E>çeriments

The first step in diluting a sampJ-e containing
free-phase BTEX was to add sufficient orqanr_c co-sol-vent

such as acetone to ensure that al-l the ana]_ytes were in
solution- Acetone was chosen because BTEX is miscibl_e with
acetone and acetone is miscibte with water. Methanol coul_d

al-so be used since it has simi-l_ar properties. The amount of
sorvent needed depended on the concentration of BTEX which

was originally unknown in the sample. However, it was

better to err on the side of diluting more rather than l_ess

to ensure that arl compounds were j_n sol_ution. rn addition,
with the l-ow detecti-on l-imits accessibl-e throuoh

sPME-GC-FrD' excess dilution was not expected to
significantly decrease the accuracy of BTEX determination.
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rn this study, a BTEX mi-xture contaj_ning equal weight

fraction of each BTEX compound was used to represent the

free-phase sample (i.e., 0.1,6'7 g of each compound was in 1 g

of the BTEX mixture). A sample of 250 pL of the BTEX

mixture was added to five different vol-umes (1.0, 2.5, 5.0,

10 and 25 mL) of acetone using 1-mL disposable syringes.
These five samp]-es were diruted by combining 250 pL

subsampres from each of the sol-utions with 25 and 250 mL of
distil-1ed water in volumetrics. This represented a second

dil-ution factor of 100 and 1oo0 respectively. The sampres

r^/ere then vi-gorousry shaken for 2 min before aliquots were

taken for ana]ysis. The final concentrations for each of
the BTEX compounds in the 10 sampJ-es were 15, 3i, 73, 1,4'7,

366 mg/L with the second dirution factor of 100 and 1.5,
3-J, 7 -3, 14.1, and 36.6 mq/t' with the second dilution
factor of 1000. Replicate ai-iquots 1..2 mL were removed

from the vol-umetric flasks using a pipette and placed within
2-mL screw cap vials with sil-icone Tefron-backed septa for
GC anal-ysis.

Standard-s

standard solutions were prepared to quantify the

resul-ts. standards of 10, 5, r, and 0.1 mgl], were prepared

in HPLC grade water by diluting a 10oo mg/t BTEX sol_ution
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prepared in acetone. Replicate aliquots of
placed in 2-mL screw-cap vials with rubber

septa for GC analvsis.

1.2 mL were

Teflon-backed

standard solutions of individual BTEX compounds were

al-so run to check for the effects that mi_xtures might have

on the sPME extraction process. separate standard sol-utions
containing 1000 mg/L benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene,
p-xyì-ene, m-xyJ-ene, and o-xyl-ene were dir-uted to standards

of L0, 1-, and 0.1 mg/L for GC ana1vsis.

4 '2 '5 Results of the Solubility of BTEX I'fixÈures Erçeriment

The resurts of the separatory funner experi_ments showed

that the aqueous sorubilities of BTEX compounds in a mixture
h/ere much i-ower than the individual aqueous sorubilities of
j-ho P..ì'Flf ^^ñvLrrE -Dr-cJ¿\ uoilLpoüDds. considering the six-compound complex

mixture to foli-ow Raoul-t's Law, the mole fraction of the
ana]yte in the mixture multipried by the individuar agueous

solubil-ity was expected to give a good prediction of the
mixture solubility (Lane and Loehr 1,gg2; Sanemasa et al_.

1987) - This prediction was shown to be true for the complex

mixture for all six BTEX compounds (Table 4.1). Therefore,
the aqueous solubilities of BTEX compounds Ín complex

mixtures can be predicted using Raoul-t's Law. The agueous

solubil-ities of the six BTEX compounds in an equal weight
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mixture were approximately one-sixth their individual
aqueous so]-ubility. Therefore, to ensure that arl the

compounds are in sol-ution, the maximum BTEX standard

concentration recommended for equar weight mixtures is
25 mg/L.

Table 4 .1 Mixture sol-ubirity Experiment Resul-ts

BTEX

Compound

.Aqueous

Solubility
(rnglf,) *

Predicted
Solubility
in Mixture

(mg/r,',

Measured

Solubility
in I'fixture

(ms /t''

Mole

Frac-
tion

t^^* - ^* ^UçTT ¿ CIIE

tol-uene

afhr¡l
Ìa^- - ^- ^

p-xylene

m-vr¡'ì ona

o-xylene

1750

515

r52

198

158

752

^ 
ô11v.¿rr

u.l-lo

^ 
I trôw . !J¿-

tt I I I

369

91

23

349 .0

1B .1

2I .0

2I .0

22.3

30

24

¿1

* From: Knox et al_. (1993)

Note p- and m-xyl-ene not separable on the DBS column and,

therefore, values shown are haÌf of the combined GC-FrD

results.
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For unequally weighted BTEX concentrafions_ if the
changes in more fraction are taken into account, Raoult's
Law courd stil-l- be used to predict the sotubirity of the
compounds. Therefore, the effects of unequally weighted

BTEX concentrations would be simil-ar to the effects of equal

weight BTEX concentrations. For example, when the
concentration of benzene is greater than other BTEX

compounds in the sample, its mole fraction increases and

therefore the apparent sor-ubility of benzene increases.
The mole fractions of the other compounds in the sample

decrease leading to a decrease in their apparent

sol-ubilities. cal-culations of aqueous sol_ubitity are more

difficurt with unequalry weighted BTEX concentrations and

wlth a g,reater number of compounds in the mixture. However,

Raoult's Law is still applicable to these complex mixtures.
rn order to ensure that the anaryte is in sol_ution, the
measured concentration must be l_ess than the sorubil_itv
predicted by Raoul_t's Law.

4-2.6 Results of Testing for Linear Response Limits
separate linear rerationships brere determined for the

resufts of the standards concentrations 1o mg/L and l-ower

and for al-r of the standard concentrations from o. 01 to
200 mg/L using the least-squares technique (Draper and smith
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1981; Neter et al. l-985). The linear regression models

originally included an intercept term but statistical
anal-ysJ-s indicated that the intercepts were not different
from zero at the rz significance revel-. conseorrenj- ìy, the

data was fitted without an intercept term. rn addition,
F tests indi-cated that a linear model- significantly
accounted for the variance in the data and., therefore, more

compricated nonl-inear models were not fitted to the data.
The fitted regrression lines indicated that a l_inear l-ine

fitted through the 10 mgl], and lower concentration st.andards

gave a more l-inear response (higher r2 value) than a l-inear

line fitted through alI the data except for the more

water-solubl_e benzene (Fig. 4.2) . The distribution of the

three replicates at higher concentrations indicates that the

error variance increased with j-ncreasing concentration above

10 mg/L. Thereforer âs concentration increased above

10 mglI, the accuracy of the BTEX determination decreased. A

comparison of the slope of the regression line fitted
through the 1'0 mg/L and l-ower concentrations to the srope of
the regression line fitted through alr the data indicated
that the sropes were statisticarly significantJ-y differenr
for each compound except for the more water-solubl-e benzene.

The results indi-cate that if the concentration of the sample

is above 10 mg/L the sampres should be quantified with a

different slope than the rower concentration samples. The
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aqueous solubility limits predicted by Raoult, s Law for
ethylbenzene and the xylenes correspond welr with the

decrease in the linear resnÕnsê of fho l'rinÈr nnn¡a¡r- -ation
standards. Therefore, the decrease in rinearitv in the

higher concentration standards was attributed to compounds

no J-onger being in sol-ution. chromatography limitations
were not expected to cause the decrease in linearitv sr-nce

the S-min extraction and 2-min dcsnrnt.ion times used al-l-ow

equilibration between the BTEX and the fibre and ensure

comprete desorption of BTEX from the fibre at BTEX

concentrations bel_ow 0.850 pg/pL (Sarna et aI. Igg4) . Anv

BTEX not ds5srt-ri nn rran FLe f ibre woul_d not be suf ficient
enough to cause the l-ower detector response. rn addition,
if the fibre's capacity was limiting the resu]ts, the

redUCtiOn in I inearìf r¡ r^rnrrld al_SO be ShOwn fOr benZene. The

resul-ts of the analysÍs of the higher concentration

standards show that the concentrations shoul-d be kept bel_ow

25 mg/L for equal weight BTEX mixture standards to ensu.re a

good l-inear response and accurate BTEX determination.

4.2.7 comparison of rndividuar- BTEX standard Resurts to

BTEX I'fixture Standards

The results for individual_Iy run BTEX compound

standards were very similar to the results from the anaÌvsis
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of standard BTEX mixtures. since there were no effects of
compi-ex mixtures on spME, standards having mixtures of BTEX

compounds with concentrations betow aqueous sorubirity
l-imits could be anal-ysed more cost effectivety compared to
the separate analysis of individuar standard compounds.

4.2.8 Results of Ðitution Ex¡reriments

Measured concentrations of the dilution samples were

determj_ned from an average of two replicate al_iquots from

each dilution. rf the BTEX determination was accurate, the
measured concentrations shoul_d plot directJ_y on a l_ine with
a unity srope on a graph of measured concentration against
predicted concentration. The results show that the samples

from the second diÌution of looo qave deviations from the
expected resul-ts in the 36.6 mg/L sample and the sampres

from the second ditution of 1oo gave deviations from

expected in the samples above 13 mg/L (Fig. 4.3). In the
samples from the second dil-ution of 100, more accurate
resul-ts were obtained in the 15 mqll sampres compared to the
higher concentration samples. The measured concentratrons
were sJ-ightry higher than the predicted concentrations due

to higher volatil-e losses in the standards compared to the

dilutions samples. rt is important to note that the
difference between the two repJ-icate samples from each

dilution sampre was much larger in the 36.6 mg/L and higher
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concentration samples compared to the samples having

concentrations bel-ow 36.6 mg/L. rn addition, the repl_i_cates

i-n al-l the di]ution samples indicated that the BTEX

compounds with l-ower sol-ubirities had a higher difference
between repJ-icates than the higher sol_ubility compounds.

The l-ower precision of the resurts between repricates
and the lower accuracy at the higher concentrations suggesE

that sorubif ity probJ-ems are J-imiting the results. The

deviation of the measured concentration from the predicted
concentration indicates that the dilution of hish
concentration sampJ-es gives more accurate resul_ts when the
final concentrations of the BTEX compounds r^/ere <25 mq/L.

Al-so, the more accurate resurts in the 37 mg/L sampre

obtained from the second dil_utions of 100 compared to the
31 mg/L sample from the second dil_ution of 1000 indicaces
i-hai- ¡ Ìrinlraru¿rqu q r¡¿9rrtr:! percentage of acetone (1? compared to o.1s)

can heJ-p increase the sorubi]ity of the BTEX compounds and

improve the accuracy of BTEX determination at higher
concentrations. The 0.1a acetone in the 37 mg/L sampre from

the second dilution of 1000 is not ]arge enough to keep the
BTEX compounds in solution at this concentration. These

resul-ts indicate a final dil-ution sufficient to reduce the
BTEX concentration below their aqueous solubility as

indicated by Raourt's Law is necessary for accurate

analysis. The second dilution shoul_d be by a factor of 100
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to give rz acetone in so]ution which will not significantry
affect the distribution coefficient of the compound but will
improve accuracy of the determination of BTEX when the

concentrations are close to their agueous sorubiÌities.
A real sample with unknown initiar concentrations

shoul-d be dil-uted with a sufficient amount of acetone to
sol-ubilize al-l- the free-phase BTEX in the sample. A second

dilution by at l-east a factor of 100 should be performed to
keep the maximum organic concentration beÌow rz. After the

concentration of BTEX is determined from spME-Gc-FrD

analysis, a check should be made to ensure that the measured

concentration is not larger than the sol_ubil_ity predicted by

Raoul-t's Law. Tf the analyte concentration determined is
above the sol-ubility predicted by Raoult, s Law, a greater

second dil-ution iS necessarv 1-.) ênsrrrê rhat all_ BTEX

compounds are in sol_ution.

4.3 vibration-Enhanced spME of Hydrocarbons in water

4.3.1 Introduction

The demand for a fast and efficient analyticar method

to determine hydrocarbon concentration has j-ncreased due to
the growing envi-ronmental concern over hydrocarbon

contami-nation of soil and groundwater. sol_id-phase

microextraction has been shown to be a fast, simpre, and
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inexpensive method for analvsino oroani.c compounds in r^/ater

(Arthur et al-. 1,992b; Arthur et al. 1,992c; chai et ar. 1993;

Louch et al-. 1992; Shirey et al. 1993). However, without
sample agitation, the amounl of oroani r: compound extracted
is i-imited by the rate of diffusion of the compound through

water (Louch et al. 1,992) . To overcome this Ìimitation and

tn ì -^-^-'^ {-lLU r-ü.tl,ruve rne SPME method, an innovative samp]_e carousel_

erri ÈaJ- inn rla¡ ¡ice (SAMCAD) was designed and buil_t to vibrate
the sample carousel of a varian B20o autosampl_er. sampre

agitation provided by the SAMCAD j-ncreases the efficiencv of
sPME by increasing the amount of anaì-yte extracted over a

period of time prior to equilibration between the compound

and the fibre. vibration-enhanced extraction leads to a

reduction in equilibration time and improvement in the

l-imits of detection.

The time required to reach equilibrium can be decreased

with agitation, temperature, and chemical chanoes - Íüithout
agitation, the contami-nants must diffuse across a static
J-ayer of water surrounding the fibre in order to come rnto
contact with the coating on the fibre (Louch et al_. 1_992;

Zhanq and Pawl_iszyn 1993) (Fig. 4.I, p. 19) . For compounds

which have high distribution constants, the static waEer

layer at the fibre/solution interface can significantJ_y

limit the rate of qnrnt-inn by the fibre. The higher the

distribution constant the greater the amount of anal-yte that
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must pass through the st.atic water layer to reach the fibre
(Louch et al-. 1,992; Zlnang and pawl_iszyn 1993) . Stirring a

sampJ-e solution using a magnetic stir bar within the sampl_e

has been shown to increase the amount of anaryte that can be

sorbed over a specific period of time leading to a reduction

in equiribration time (Arthur et al-. r992a; Arthur et al_.

1992b; Arthur et a]. r992c; Louch et al-. 1,992; Zhanq and

Pawliszyn l-993) . SampJ_es that are stirred attain the

maximum sorption in a shorter time compared to unstirred
sampl-es for both liquid and headspace extractions (Zhang and

Pawliszyn 1993) . rn addition, when equilibrium has not

been reached, increasing the temperature of the sample can

increase the rate of diffusion through water and ]ead to an

increase in the amount of analyte sorbed by the fibre
(Arthur et al-. I992a) . Higher temperatures reduce

equilibration time in headspace anaJ-ysis by increasingr

Henry's constants (Zhang and pawliszyn 1993) . Reducinq the

voi-ume of headspace during headspace extraction also lowers

equilibration time by reducing the d.istance that a compound

must diffuse across to reach the fibre (Zhang and pawliszyn

1993) . saturating a sampJ-e with sal-t and lowering pH are

other methods that can be used to i-ncrease the response

(Arthur et al. I992a,. Buchhol_z and pawliszyn 1993)"

The SAMCAD is an innovative and simpre apparatus which

works with a varian 8200 autosamprer to provide sample
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agitation. The SAMCAD consists of a vibrating mechanism

which agitates the sampres in the autosamprer carousel_ when

the SPME fibre is in the extraction position. The vibration
on/off time is controrted by two optical sensors mounted on

the autosamprer to ensllre agitation on]_y takes pJ-ace when

the fibre is exposed to the sampte. The optical sensors as

wel-I as an external power suppJ-y are used to control_ the

SAMCAD to ensure consistent vibration.
The sAl'{cAD provides many improvements over current

agitation techniques. The SAMCAD requires no sample

modification such as the insertion of magnetic stir bars

which may expose the sampJ-es to contamination and cause

possible l-oss of vol-atil-e compounds. compared to other
agitation techniques such as sonification which require
expensive equipment (Zhang and pawliszyn 1993), the SAMCAD

provides improved extraction efficiency at a much l_ower

cost. The SAMCAD is arso easily incorporated with automated

extraction and can provides consistent agitation that can

improve the response of spME for aIr samn] es i n rhc

autosampJ_er carousel .

The main obj ective of the research using the SAI'ICAD was

to compare the standard static extraction method to the

effects of vibration-enhanced extraction. To meet this
objective, sorption profiJ-es and caribration curves were

obtained for both static and vibration-enhanced extractron
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for benzene, tol-uene, ethylbenzene and the xy]_ene i_somers

(BTEX) , three polycyc]-ic aromatic hydrocarbons (p.AHs)

(naphthalene, 2-methylnaphthal-ene, and phenanthrene), and

¡ r-oÈ nn a

4.3.2 static and vibration-Enhanced Extraction sorption
ProfiLes

Vibration-enhanced and static equilibration curves \¡/ere

deveJ-oped for BTEX, naphtharene, 2-methylnaphthalene,

phenanthrene, and acetone. A standard sorution containinq
1000 ppm each of the BTEX and pAH compounds was prepared in
acetone. This standard solution was diluted by a factor of
5000 using HPLC grade water to obtain a sol_ution containing
0.5 mgl], of the BTEX and pAlI compounds. six aliquots of
1-4 mL each were taken at the same time from the 0.5 mql],

soÌution and pJ-aced in 2-mL screw cap vials with
Teflon-backed siricone septa for GC analysis with either
static or vibration-enhanced spME. To obtain the sorption
profiJ-es for the compounds, the sampres were run in
l-r.i ^l ì ^^{-^ ^rLrrpr-.1_care aE extraction ti-mes of 1_, 3, 5, 15, and 30 min

for both stati_c and vibration extraction.
The results of the sorption profiJ_es indicated a

significantly higher response in the sampres that were

extracted with vibration compared to samples with static
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extraction for both the BTEX and pAH compounds (Fiq. 4.4 and

4.5). The error bars in the figures indicate 952 confidence

interval-. The vibration-enhanced extraction gave a

significantly higher response than static extraction for s,

15, and 30 min extraction times for al-l compounds except

benzene, toluene, and acetone which reached equilibrium
within the 30 minute extraction time. No significant
increase was found for acetone. rt is important to note

that the vibration-enhanced extraction of benzene and

toluene reached equilibrium faster than the static
extraction as indicated by the l-evel-i-ing off of the sorption
profile at a shorter time (Fiq. 4.4). This trend of reduced

equilibration time with vibration-enhanced extraction shoul_d

be apparent if extraction times r^rere extended to equilibrium
for the other comnol]nrl. The higher distribution constants
for the other compounds can exprain the increased

equilibration time. sample agitation with stirring has not
been found efficient enough to al_Ìow all BTEX compounds to
reach equilibrium in a few minutes (Arthur et al_. r992a\ .

However, since the GC anai-ysis run time is greater than the
extraction time, the extraction can be performed during the
gas chromatographic runs without i-ncreasing anal_ysis time.
rn addition, equilibration need not be reached as l-onq as

cal-ibration is performed using the same extraction time.
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The percent increase in response of vibration-enhanced

extraction over static extraction was calcul-ated bv
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x 100 n1r
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The average I increase in detector response for ar-r

extraction times b/as 44.0? and 163.78 for the BTEX and pAH

compounds respectively (Table 4.2) . Detector response was

observed for phenanthrene at 1 and 3 min vibration-enhanced
extraction but not at i- and 3 min for static extracti_on.
The equilibration curves with the agitation provided by the
SAMCAÐ i-mproved the sensitivity of spME and lowered the
l-imits of detection for the three pAHs. Therefore - i-he

SAMCAD al-lows determination of trace concentrations for
analytes having low distribution constants.

Tabre 4-2 å rncrease in vibration-Enhanced Extraction
Response over static Extraction for the sorption profil-es

Compound 1 min 3 min 5 min 15 min 3O min
acetone

benzene

tol-uene

ethylbenzene

p-xyJ_ene

m-xylene

o-xyJ-ene

naphthalene

4.8

56.4

¿3.I

22.2

J1. t_

¿lX l

41 ¿!

Ll¿L.5

21 .9

71_.1

66.6

80.7

72.3

ö¿.Y

38.0

63.3

80.2

75. B

74.0

t t.¿

2.0

¿4. J

Jq.4

/^ |

^aa¿ t .o

?q rì

56.0

12 .9 -1_6 . 6 2r .0 ¿.J

33 . 9 136.2 1.22 .6
2-Me-naphthalene BB.2 108.3 1,20. j I23.g
phenanthrene 545.5 238.5 148. 1
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The precision of the resurts was measured using the
percent re]ative standard deviation val-ue. The averaqe

% RSDs for the selected p.AHs were 30.4g and r2.3? for
vibration-enhanced and static extraction respectiveJ_y

(Fig. 4.6) - The average ? RSD values for both the static
and vibrati-on extraction data are higher compared to the

approximate 5? rel-ative standard deviation found in previ_ous

work (Arthur et a]. 1,992a; potter and pawl_iszyn 1,gg2) .

However, ? RSD val-ues of 108 and 2oB have been reported for
PAHs and polychlorinated biphenyl respectively using a 15-¡zm

polydimethylsii-oxane fibre (potter and pawriszyn 3_gg4) . The

reratively high 3 RSD val-ues in the sorption profile resul-ts
hrere attributed to the rack of sensitivity in the older cI,or

col-umn used in the analysis and not related to the spME

method. The improvement in ? RSD shown in the caribration
curve resul-ts can be attributed to the use of a new col_umn.

since there was no trend in ? RsD with extraction time, the

3 RSD was independent of the extraction time used. There

was also a higher ? increase in the g RSD for the pAHs

compared to the BTEX compounds.
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Figure 4.6 I RSD comparison for static and vibration-
enhanced extracti-on in the sorption prof iles: l_- acetone,
2- benzene, 3- toluene , 4- ethyJ_benzene, 5_ p_xyIene,
6- m-xylene, i- o-xy1ene, B- naphthalene,
9- 2-methylnaphthalene, 1o- phenanthrene, L!-average BTEX,
12- average of naphthalene, 2-methylnaphthal_ene, and
phenanthrene.

4 .3.3 static and vibration-Enhanced ExÈraction calibration
Curves

cal-ibration curves for both the vibration-enhanced

extraction and static extraction were developed by diluting
a sol-ution containing 10oo mg/L of each of the BTEX

compounds and 50 mgl], of pAH in acetone by a factor of 100,

200, 1000, 2000, and 10 0OO. The corresponding

concentrations analysed b/ere then !0, St !, 0.5, and

l-l st u" Errracdon ffi VlUrauon Enhanced Ertraction
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0-1 mg/L for BTEX and 0.5, 0.2s, 0.05, o.o2s, 0.005 mq/L for
the three PAHs. six aliquots of 1.4 mL each were taken at
the same time from the dirutions and praced in 2-mL screw

cap via]s with Tef l-on-backed siÌicone septa for GC analysis.
Three of the aliquots were used for static extraction and

the other three for vibrati-on-enhanced extraction.
The calibration curves indicate a sionifir:anf .increase

in detector response for the BTEX and pAH compounds with
vibration-enhanced extraction over static extraction.
Cal-ibration curves were determi nert t-:r¡ f itting a l_inear

rel-ationship between the detector response and the compound

concentration (mg/L) through the intercept. The vibration_
enhanced cal-ibration curves gave a g increase in fitted
slopes of 78.62 for the BTEX compounds and 103.1? for the
PJ\H compounds (Table 4.3) . Therefore, vibration_enhanced

extraction increases the fitteci s'lone l'rv a far:for nf 1.5 for
BTEX and 2.0 for the pAHs.

The average ? RSD wlth vibration and static extraction
were 1-42 and 6.22 for BTEX and 3,2.08 and s.]z for the

selected PÄHs respectiveì-y (Fig. 4.j) . The g RSD was found

to increase with increasing distribution constants with
vibrati-on-enhanced extraction but not with static
extraction. The increase in z RSD with increasinq K val-ues

is attributed to the increased amount of anaryte sorbed over

a specific period of time hreforc ernri'l il-rrium is reached
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(Potter and Pawliszyn j,992) . Since vibration-enhanced

extraction increases the amount absorbed compared to static
extraction, the ?RSD shoul_d be higher for vibration-enhanced

extraction prior to equiribrium. The g RSD is expected to

si-milar for both extraction methods if the extractions \4rere

performed at equiJ_ibrium conditions.

Table 4.3 Fitted slope comparison of vibration-Bnhanced and

Static Extraction

Compound Static Vibration I fncrease

in slopeSlope 12 Slope f

l'ron z an o

toluene
ethyJ-benzene

p-xylene

m-xyJ-ene

o-xyJ-ene

naphthalene
?-ma{-hrr'ìL¡¡J ¿

naphthalene

phenanthrene

0.994 JJ

0.998 28517

0.999 68285

0. 998 1,06246

0.998 1_28047

0.993 155874

0.999 137865

0.994 I325r6
0.994 L86283

0.999 314022

36

22681

4571 6

SVOZU

51073

98460

IISUI

17 865

L2B1.71

n oon

0.985

0.984

0.941

0.915

0.998

0.980

0.981
n q?q

n oo?

-l .6

25.1

¿tY.¿

'1 nq o

10.2

94.2

115.0
averaqe BTEX 78.6

103.1average PAHs
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Figrure 4.7 I RSD comparison for static and vlbration-
enhanced extraction in the cal-ibration curves: 1* acetone,
2- benzene, 3- tol-uene , 4- ethylbenzene , S_ p_xylene,
6- m-xyJ-ene, i- o-xyJ_ene, B- naphthalene,
O- ?-ma+L"1* ^3- ¿-LrLecnyrnaphthal-ene, 10- phenanthrene, 11_-average BTEX,
12- average of the naphthar-ene, 2-methylnaphthalener ârrd
phenanthrerre.

The limits of detection were improved using vibration-
enhanced extraction. The 1imit of detection (LOD) was

cal-cul-ated by determining the integrated area count

corresponding to a peak in the baseline noi-se. The

integrated peak area with a signal to noise ratio of 4: l_ of
a baserine peak was conservativery measured as =g.

Therefore, with the definition of the l,oD being an anaryte

f--l stru" Extracüon Vibraüon Enhanced Exbacdon
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signal three times the baserine noise (potter and pawriszyn

7992), the LoD was taken as a concentration corresponding to
an i-ntegrated peak area of 15 counts. The LoD ranged from

41.8-526 pg/nL and 1ri-66r pg/nr" for vibration-enhanced and

static extraction respectively (Table 4.4) . Furthermore,

the limits of detection for the compounds woul_d i_mprove as

the amount of analyte sorbed by the fibre increases up to
anrri l'il'rrìrr- IçvLlrrr-rJrru.ur oetween the compounds and the fibre. The limit
of detection can arso be improved by increasing the sample

vol-ume and vo]ume of the stationary phase (potter and

Pawliszyn r994) . The observed LoD improved with increasingT

distribution constants. This corresponds to other work

where the LoD improved by an order of magnitude as the
distribution constant increased by an order of maqnitude
(Potter and Pawliszyn I994) .

Based on the hypothesis that high distribution constant
compounds have a greater restriction to diffusion throuqh
water to reach the fibre, there shoul_d be a greater
å increase J-n response with vibration extraction with
increasing vaJ-ues for the d.istribution constants (Zhang and

Pawliszyn 1993) . To test this hlpothesis, a l_inear

regression line was fitted to the increase in vibration-
enhanced extraction over static extraction with distribution
constants found in the literature for benzene (200), tofuene
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Table 4.4 Limits of Detection for vibration-Enhanced and

Static Extraction

Compound Static Vibration g Improvement

LOD

(pg/r.'t

LOD

(ps/Ll
benzene
toluene
ethylbenzene
p-xylene
m-xyJ_ene

o-xylene
naphthal_ene
2-methylnaphthalene
phenanthrene

oo_L

328

ZYô

¿Y4

152

1,9 4

193

156

L71

526

220

I4I
Lr7

96

109

113

Õ-L

4B

¿v .1

J¿. Y

52.4
60.2

4J. õ

48 .4

(759), ethylbenzene (2L38) , and o-xylene (1820) that used a

100-¡:m porydimethyJ-siroxane fibre simil_ar to the one

employed in this study (potter and pawl_iszyn lgg2).

* fncrease jn sJope = O.O3g2 K + Ij.44 (r2)

The fitted equation (L2), rz = 0.95, shows the å increase of
vibration-enhanced extraction over static extraction with
the increase in the distribution constant of the compound

(Fiq- 4-B) - The p- and m-xylene were not incruded in the

reqression because the individuar distribution constants
under similar experimentar conditions were not avail_abl-e in

TT2



the Source literature. Thereforo- ii- ì5 expected that
compounds with high distribution constants can be

efficientJ-y analysed with vibration-enhanced spME made

possible by the sAMcAD. The ? increase al_so shows that the
effect of agitation on the LoD i-s more pronounced for
compounds having a higher distribution constant.

125
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Figure 4.8 Relationship of ? increase in the sì_ope of
calibration curves obtained from vibration-enhanced
extraction over static extraction as a function of
distribution constants found in the l_iterature: 2- benzene,
3- tol-uenet 4- ethylbenzene, and 7- o-xvlene.
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4.4 Methods of spME-Gc-FrD .Analysis of Hydrocarbon samples

Extraction was performed using a 100-pm

porydimethylsiloxane fibre with a varian B2oo autosamprer

modified to perform spME. A 5-min extraction time and 2-min

thermal desorption time were used for BTEX analysis in
experiments No.1 and No.2. rn experiments No.3 and No.4

with the model dieser- fuel, 3o-min vibration extraction and

2-min thermal- desorption were used. A vari-an 34oo gas

chromatograph equipped with a fl-ame ionization deLector
(FrD) was used for separalion and analysis. separati_on was

performed using a superco 30 m x 0.32 m r.D. carbon-iayer
open tubul-ar (cl,or) cotumn. The chromatographic conditions
for BTEX anaì-ysis i^/ere as follows: detector 2so"c; injector
200'C (2 min) , soclmj_n to 150.C, hoJ_d (3 min) ; flow rates,
He carrier plus makeup 30 ml/min, air 3OO mllmin,
IJ ?^ -T /-.i-r72 ru miJ,/mr-n- For the anal-ysis of the model_ diesel_

compounds the chromatographic conditions were detector
250'c; injector 2oo'c; cor-umn 4o'c (2 min) , S"c/min to
220"C, 2"C/min to TBO"C, hold (2 rnin) ; ffow rates, He

carrier plus makeup 30 mllmin, air 3OO mllmin, H2

3-0 mllmin. Standard calibration curves were determÍned for
each experiment and as necessary to ensure accurate sampl_e

quantification.
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5.0 Development of the contaminant Transport Eguation for
surfactant-Enhanced Electrokinetic Remedialion

5.1 Introduct,ion

The analytical modelJ-ing of contaminant movement during
e-l-ectrokinetic remediation with a surfactant is based rrn..,r.'

cl-assical transport equations. An analytical moder was

chosen since it has the ability to screen and test numerrcar_

models, it is more computationall_y efficj_ent, and is
physically based. Tn addition, because re]_atively ]ittle
attention has been focussed on mathematicar modeling of sEAR

to date (Brown and pope 1_gg4) , a simpler model_ is
ãññr^nÈi ^È^dI,I,rolrrr-are. with i-ncreased knowJ_edge of surfactant-
enhanced remediation, more compricated moder-s wiri_ be

warranted. However, even with the simplifying assumptions
invol-ved, the anaJ-yticar- moder- is usefur- for moderlinq
surfactant-enhanced electrokinetic remediation and for
identifying the effects of various physicar and chemical
factors in el_ectrokinetic remediation.

The new moder integrates erectrokinetic phenomena with
the effects of a surfactant to predict the transport of
contaminants in soil during surfactant-enhanced

el-ectrokinetic remediation. Erectroosmotic frushing of
di-ssol-ved organic chemicars under steady-state uniform fl_ow

through fine-grained soir-s can be modelJ_ed usinq the
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traditionar advectíon*dispersion-sorption equation for
sol-utes in saturated homogeneous isotropic media (Bruell et
al-. 1992) . In addition, enhanced transport of trace
organic compounds with the presence of surfactant micel_Ìes

can be expJ-ained quantitativery by a modified retardation
factor which takes into account surfactant effects (Kan and

Tomson 1986) . Therefore, ej_ectrokinetic remediation with a

surfactant can be model-ed by adapting the advection-

dispersi-on-sorption equation to incl-ude a modified
retardation factor and el-ectrokinetic effects.

5.2 Modified Retardation Factor

Surfactant-enhanced remediation can be modeled with the

help of a modified retardation factor (Kan and Tomson 1986).

The modified retardation factor takes into account

partitioning of the organic compound between the sorbed soil
phase, the aqueous phase, and the surfactant micel_les durinq
transport. This incl-udes the enhanced contaminant transport
due to the increased partitioning of the organic compounds

into the aqueous phase with the addition of a surfactant.
The general retardation factor can be used in el-ectrokinetic
remediation mode]-ling since it has been noted that an

el-ectrical fierd, generated by erectroosmosis, has minimal_

ef fect ' if ârry, on adsorption (Bruel-l et al_. rgg2) . The
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general- equation for the retardation factor is given as

(Freeze and Cherry I9"t9)

^R=1* ÞKu (13)
n

where:

pu : dry buJ_k density (g/cm3¡,

Kd = distribution coefficient (mL/g),

n = porosity (dimensionl-ess) ,

R : retardation factor (dimensionless) .

The definition of the distribution coefficient in a porous
medium is the mass of solute on the sor-id phase per unit
mass of solid phase over the concentratron of sor_ute r-n

soÌution which gives units simirar to mL/g (Freeze and

cherry r979) - rncr-uding the effects of a surfactant, the
distribution coefficient can be expressed as (Jafvert 1991)

a
w _ .so-t -t

"d---
"w -mic

(14¡

wnere:

Kd : distribution coefficient (mL/g),

csoir- : concentration of hydrocarbon sorbed onto the soil-
(mo} / g) ,
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c. = concentration of hydrocarbon in the agueous phase

expressed as mol-es per milliritre of sol_ution (mol/mL),

c*i. : concentration of hydrocarbon in surfactant micelres

expressed as mol-es per milJ-il-itre of sol_ution (rnoJ_/mL) .

The concentration in the aqueous phase refers to the sol_ute

dissol-ved in either water onry or water plus a surfactant
concentration equaJ- to or berow the cMC. The concentration
in the so]ution phase refers to both the aqueous phase

concentration and the concentration in micerl-es which are

formed at surfactant concentrations above the cMC, i.e.
(C, + C*i.) .

The micelle-water partition coefficient, Kn., in
concentration-based units is given by (Jafvert 1991)

C.f¿ _ -mrc "micmc c.. (c^.._. - cMC) c DSr W lntC

where:

(1s¡

IÇ,. : micel-l-e-water partition coefficient expressed in
concentration-based unit.s (ml/mol of micelre),

c, = concentration of hydrocarbon in the aqueous phase

expressed as moles per mi1lil-itre of .soluf ion rrnol/m1,) ,

c*i. : concentration of hydrocarbon in surfactant micell_es

expressed as mores per milJ_iritre of solution (mol_/mL) ,

C"u,r : surfactant concentration (mo1/m],) ,

CMC : critical micelle concentration (mol/mÏ,),
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DS^i. : moles of surfactant in micell-ar form rìêr mi l't if itre
of solution (mol_ of micel_Ie/mL) , i.e., (C"u.r-CMC) .

The partition coefficient of a compound between soil
and the agueous phase based upon the amount of organic
carbon can be expressed as (Jafvert 1991)

(-
v soÌI
oc/-t

ULwoc

where:

(16)

Ko. : partition coefficient of a compound between organic

carbon and the aqueous phase (cm3/g),

csoir- = concentration of hydrocarbon sorbed onto the soil_

(mol- / g) ,

c. : concentration of hydrocarbon in the aqueous phase

expressed as moles per milriritre of sol-ution (mol_/mL) ,

fo. : weight fraction of organic carbon (dimensionless).

By combining equation (14) for the distribution coefficient
and equation (15) for the micelle-water partition
coefficient in concentration-based units with equation (16)

for Ko., one can express the distribut.ion coefficient as

K. =

VF

d¡,-^ l_1J\UÞ (17)
mc - mfc
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where:

K. : rìi c{- -i bution coef f icient (mT,/ o\ -
__o ¿vsL¿v¡¡ UU(:IIJ____--_

Ko" : partition coefficient of a compound between organlc
carbon and the aqueous phase (cm3/g),

fo. : weight fraction of organic carbon (dimensionl_ess),

ïÇ" : micell-e-water partition coefficient (mrlmor-),

DS^i. : mo]es of surfactant in micel-tar form per mil-liIitre
of so]ution (mol/mL) .

Therefore, a modified retardation factor that takes inro
account the partitioning of the compound between the so1r,
water, and micell-es with a slrrfar-f anJ- r-oncentratlon e.r.ìâr f n

or g,reater than the CMC is given by

o,K f
K=l

f n (1 + K_^ DS_._)
MC MfC

(1e¡

wnere:

Rr : modified retardation factor (dimensionr-ess),

e¡ = dry bulk density (g/cm3)

Ko. : partition coefficient of a compound between organic
carbon and the agueous phase (cm3/g),

fo" : weight fraction of organic carbon (dimensionless),

n : porosity,

IÇ" : micell-e-water partition coefficient (ml/mor_),
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DS,i. : mol-es of surfactant in micerrar form per millil_itre
of sol-ution (mo1,/mL) .

In order to integrate the modified retardation equation
with reported micell-e-water partition coeffici_ents given in
the mol-e-fraction based dimensionress units, the
micell-e-water partition coefficient expressed in
concentration-based units must be converted. The conversron
of the micel-le-water partition coefficient in
concentration-based units to the dimensionl-ess mole fraction
ratj-o is accomplished by using the relationship of Jafvert
/ 1 00'1 \
\LJJLI 

'

K,. = K^,v^ot ry x loOO (1e )

hrnere:

4"" : mj-ce1l-e-water partition coefficient expressed as

concentration-based units (ml,/mot),

It* = micell-e-water partition coefficient expressed as

a dj_mensionless mol_e fraction ratio (dimensionl-ess),

N : the mean occupancy number of the organic mor-ecur_es in
SDS micell_es at saturation,

v,nor : the mol-ar vo]ume of water (0.01g05 L/mol_ at 25.c) .
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The number 62 comes from the fact that sDS has an

aggregation number of 62, i.e. , 62 sDS mol_ecui_es are in
every SDS micel_l_e (Al-mgren et al. I97g) .

Tabre 5 - 1 Mean occupancy Numbers for ser-ected Hydrocarbons

Organic

Compound

Mean Occupanc5¡ SDS Concentration

Number (N) * (moI/L)
benzene

tol-uene

p-xylene

naphthalene

35

35

30

6.25

0.05

0.05

0. 05

0.04
antnfAceneOnqn^t

* From: Alm.fren oi- al /1 q?O\uL qr. \LJtJl

The (62+N¡ ¡ 62 term is incl-uded because the concentration-
based units are inconsistent with the moÌe fraction units
for more water-soluble compounds such as BTEX

(Jafvert 1991). Since the mean occupancy number of a

compound decreases with decreasing aqueous sorubility, the
(62+w¡ ¡ 62 term can be negJ-ected for highry hydrophobic

compounds without serious error. However, the mean

occupancy number should be incl_ude to predict the
retardation of BTEX and other less hydrophobic organic
compounds. The mean occupancy number has not been incl-uded

in other similar modified retardation factors (Kan and
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Tomson L986; val-saraj and Thibodeaux 1989) . The modified
retardation equation with the micel_l_e-water partition
coefficient in dimensionl-ess mole fraction-based units can

be wri-tten as

R.
I 1+ (20¡

where:

Rf

Qu

K_ *oc

f
-oc

n

R-.m

nc
""mic

= modj_fied retardation factor (dimensionless),
: dry buJ_k density (g/cm3)

: tlârfii- inn nnoff.i nianf nf- pq!LfL-L(J.il. uvur!¿u¿s¿rL rJr a compound between organic

carbon and the agueous phase (cm3/g),

= weight fraction of organic carbon (dimensionless),
: porosity (dimensionl_ess),

= micell-e-water partition coefficient (dimensionr-ess),
: mol-es of surfactant in micer-l-ar form per mir]_ilitre
of solution (mol_/L) ,

N : the mean occupancy number of the organic mo]ecur_es in
SDS micel_1es at saturation,

V,or : the mol-ar volume of water (L/moI) .

The concentration of surfactant micelles is expressed in
mor/L to match the units of mol-ar volume in equation (19)

and avoid the multiplication factor of 1000.

¡V t

K î/ nq (62 +N)
--mn'moL -"mic 62
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5.3 Modified organj.c carbon-water partition coefficient
The amount that partitions onto the organic carbon of a

soil- decreases as aqueous solubiJ-ity of a compound

increases. since the solubility in the aqueous phase

increases with a surfactant concentration equal to or
grreater than the CMC, the organic carbon-water partition
coefficient, Ko.r must be modified. The vai-ue of roq Ko. has

been rel-ated to the sol-ubility of compound by Kenaga and

Gorj-ng (1980) (Domenico and SchwarLz 1990)

Iog Ko. : 3 .64 0.55 1oq S (2r)

where:

Ko. : partition coefficient of a compound between organi_c

carbon and the aqueous phase (cm3/g),

s = hydrocarbon sor-ubility in the aqueous phase (mgll) .

The rerationship of hydrocarbon sol_ubility at the cMc (mg/L)

with J-og' Ko* found from the mice]lar sol_ubil-ization
experiments in section 6.1.1 can be combined with equation
(27) to obtain a rel-ationship for a modified loq Ko.. The

equation for the modified organic carbon partition
coefficient taking into account the increased so]ubil_itv in
the agueous phase due to sDs in terms of rog Ko, is given as
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1og Ko...." : 0.5353 + 0.5223 J_og Ko, (22)

wnere:

Ko.. .*.= modified partition coefficient of a compound between

organic carbon and the agueous phase taking into
account surfactant effects (cm3/g),

Ko* : octanol--water partition coefficient (dimensionl_ess

concentration ratio) .

Er^rr-+-.1 ^* /ô.\Þquarlon r¿¿) accounts for the l0wer J_og Ko" val_ues present
when the hydrocarbon sor-ubirity i-ncreases in the aqueous

phase due to the presence of a surfactant at a concentration
equal- to or greater than the CMC.

The log Ko. value can also be expressed in terms of
1og Ko, without incl-uding the ef f ects of a surf actant. This
rel-ationship is needed to predict the effects of remediation
with water flushing. The linear reg,ression relationship of
the log of aqueous sol_ubÍIity (S*i) (mgl],) for the individual
BTEX and PAH compounds in the modeÌ dieseL fuel- to their
log Ko* val-ues is given by (r2 = O. 91) ,

Iog 5,, = 4.6922 0.7358 loq Ko, (23) .
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Combining equation (22¡ with equation (2I), the
log Ko. varues for the model diesel fuer compounds in the
absence of a surfactant can be carcul-ated from

'l na
-vY 1.059 + Q. 4047 logv

^ow (2 4\

where:

Ko. : partition coefficient of a compound

organlc carbon and the aqueous phase

Ko* = octanoL-water partition coefficient
concentration ratio) .

between

(cm3 / g) ,

(dimensionless

since there is a linear rerationship between rog IÇ
and log Ko,, 1og IÇ can be expressed in terms of the 1og Ko*

of the compound (section 6.1.1). Therefore, the modified
retardation factor can be expressed in terms of dry bulk
rlonqi f r¡ ñ^ts-usrrùr_Ly, ¡_rurosity, mean occupancy number, fraction of
organic carbon and log Ko,. The relationship between ]og Ko,

and 1og Rr for different sDS concentrations using typicaJ_
parameters for sand indicates that the retardation factor
decreases as surfactant concentration i-ncreases (Fig. 5.1).
However, at sDS concentrations g::eater than 2B (w/w) there
is littre decrease in the modified retardation factor with
an increase in surfactant concentration. Thereforer â.
optimum sDS surfactant sol-ution should not have a
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concentration greater than 2? (w/w). fn addition,
f igure 5. 1 indicates that compounds with J-og Ko, varues less
than 1 - 5 will not experi-ence significantJ-y enhanced recovery
with the use of surfactants because sDS has little effect on

the solubility of l-ess hydrophobic compounds.

É.
o)o

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

0.0 1.0 3.0 4.0
log Kow

6.0 7.02.0 5.0

Figrure 5. 1 Rel_ationship between J_og Ko, and log R, for
different SDS concentrations (bu1k density = 1.60 g/cm3,
fo. = 0.01, N : O, porosity : 4OZ) .

5 -4 Development of the Àdvection-Dispersion-Retardation

Electrokinetic Equation

The classical advection-dispersion equation can be

modified to incr-ude the effects of both erectroosmosis and
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el-ectrophoresis. The rate of advective transport is equa]

to the averaqe i-inear groundwater velocity and is given by

the sum of the hydraulic and el-ectroosmotic vel_ocities.

(25)

where:

v.. = l/. + vwneO

v..

vh

'eo

= average

= â\7êrâñôsYv¡sYv

: â\/arâ ñôsvvÀsYv

lr-mlqa¡\
\v¡rr/ vvv/ .

I 'i na: r nrnrrnÄt¿¿rr=d.r gruu.r.ruwater vel_ocity (cm/sec),

l-inear hydraulic flow vel_ocitv lcm./scr-'l

linear el-ectroosmotic fl_ow velocitv

The concentration of the sol_ute in the sorution phase,

c, is defined as the mass of sorute per unit vol_ume of
so]ution. Therefore, the mass of solute per unit vol-ume of
porous media is ric, where rl : .,ôrôsij-r¡ (Freeze and cherry
r979) - The mass of so]ute transported in the x dÍrection by

dispersion, hydrauJ_ic flow, electroosmotic flow, advectj_on,

and el-ectrophoresis is qiven as

transport by dispersj on = nD. dC

"dx (26)

(2t ¡
transport by hydrauLic fLow = vunC
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transport by eJ-ectroosmotj c flow = v"onC (28)

transport by advectjon = v nC ()o\

transport by eJectrophoresj s = v"oÐC^i. (30)

where:

D* : hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient in the x

direction (cm,/sec) ,

n : porosity (dimensionl_ess),

vw : average l_j-near groundwater vej_ocity (cm,/sec) ,

v"o : eJ-ectrophoretic velocity or the velocity of the
micelles (cm,/sec) ,

c*i" :concentration of hydrocarbon in surfactant micel_l_es

expressed as miJ-ligrams per litre of sol_ution (mg/L) .

C : hydrocarbon concentration in the sol-ution phase

(mg/L).

The transport due to dispersion is given by Fick's First
Law- The term c^r. takes into account onry the fraction of
the contaminant attached to the charged micerr_es movinq due

to electrophoresis.
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The eJ_ectrophoresis transport equation (30) can be

written in terms of the concentration of the sol_ute in the
burk so]-ution, c, rather than the concentration of sorute in
micel-Ies. The burk concentration of a solute in sol_ution is
given by

"w umic (31)

wrrere:

c = hydrocarbon concentration in the sol_ution phase

(mo1/L) ,

c. : concentration of hydrocarbon in the aqueous phase

expressed as mor-es per r-itre of sor-ution (mor_,/L),

c.i. : concentration of hydrocarbon in surfactant micer-r_es

expressed as mor-es per litre of sor_ution (mol/L) ,

Rearranging equation (15) for the micel_l-e_water partition
coefficient to sorve for the concentration of solute in the
aqueous phase g,ives,

v
_ rutÇL = __ (32)wKnq

"mc ""mic

where:

iÇ" : mj_cell-e-water partition coefficient (L/mol_),

c- : concentration of hydrocarbon i-n the aqueous phase

expressed as mores per litre of solution (moÌ/L),
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c,i. : concentration of hydrocarbon in surfactant micel-l_es

expressed as moles per 1itre of solution (mol/L),

DS.¡-. : mol-es of surfactant in micel-lar form per litre of
soÌution (mol/L) .

Substituting equation (31) into equation (32) and

rearranging to sol-ve for the sorute concentration in
micel-l-es in terms of the bul-k sol-ution concentration sives

m7c
1, 1
f 1-

KDSmc mtc

Therefore, the fraction of hydrocarbon in surfactant
micel-l-es is given by

(33).

(34 )

C I K^.DS*i.¡=-=-
t' 

"v , 1 K Dc -+1mrc 1+ - ..mc""mic

mc m] c

wnere:

f".*r" = fraction of hydrocarbon in surfactant mice]les
( dimens ionles s ) ,

IÇ," : micell-e-water partition coefficient (L/mo1),

c. : concentration of hydrocarbon in the aqueous phase

expressed as mol-es per litre of solution (mor/L) ,

cmi. : concentration of hydrocarbon in surfactant micel_l_es

expressed as moles per l-itre of sol-ution (mol-/L) ,
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Ds^i. : mol-es of surfactant in micellar form per l_itre of
sol_ution (mol/L) .

The determined fraction of hydrocarbon in surfactant
micel]es is simirar to that determined by valsaraj et al_.

(1988) . The micell-e-water nãr1-i 1-inn .^efficient expressed

as concentration based units in equation (3a¡ is converted
into dimensionl-ess more fraction units for use in the
modelling equations - The fraction of hydrocarbons in
micell-es is a dimensionr-ess constant at a specific
surfactant concentration above the cMC. Therefore, the
sol-ute eJ-ectrophoresis transport equation (30), which takes
into account the fraction of sol_ute in the micell_ar phase

moving by eJ_ectrophoresis, can be written as

¡/- Fu"ptt- tHC^i"

where:

f".*r" = fraction of hydrocarbon in surfactant micer_r_es

(dimensionless) ,

n : porosity,

v.o : electrophoretic verocity or the veJ-ocity of the
micell_es (cm,/sec) ,

c : hydrocarbon concentration in the sor_ution phase

(mg/L,).

1?Er
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rf J* represents the mass ftux transported in the x
direction per unit time, then

J,= v,nC - "D.* - V nc rn dx "pttç 
LEC^I" (36) .

The negative sign before the eJ-ectrophoretic term indicates
that the negativery charged micer-res are moving i_n the
opposite di-rection as the advective fi_ow. Assuming the
complete conservation of mass in the svstem

ðJ* ac

- 

= -n_ôx " ðt

substituting for .J* and cancellation of n from both sides
gives:

n ð2c Ac . Ac dcuxf,j - V + Í7 f -.- dx¿ w ðx 
uep-Hcmt. 

ãi - ãT (34¡

where x is the direction along the frow l-ine. This is the
classical- advection-dispersion equation incrudinq
el-ectroosmosis and electrophoresis.

rncluding the modified retardation factor in the
advection-dispersion-el-ectrokinetic equation gives

(37) .

D* ô'c - u* ðc * u*f"",nr. ðc _ ac
+ ô-' ^, &= 

-, 
T*= at (39) .
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The concentration distribution of a contaminant during
el-ectrokinetic remediation with a surfactant can be given by
the advection-dispersion-retardation electroki no1- i r- (ADRE)

equation.

The -AÐRE equation can be sor-ved using the initiar_ and

boundary conditions where the contaminant i_s assumed to
nri ^.i ñ ^.,1-^orr-grnare as an instantaneous point source at x=o with a

mass Mo (Baetsl-e 1969) . The contaminant concentration at a

given distance and time in one dimension by an instantaneous
point source is given by the probability function (Baetsl_e

1qÁo\¿¿v¿t t

C (x, t)

where:

X=x rrff
'on -v¡^;-ç

+ 
Çr gv.'¡¿u

R-
f

: distance travelled in the

= hydrocarbon concentration

Íts /mr) ,

x direction (cm¡ ,

'i n l-ha <nlrrfì's¿¡u uv¡uu¿OIl phaSe

y2
ôvñ l-v.¡ v

¿JI]T

:- K

vc
w

R
T

t40ì

(41 )

x

C
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Mo : mass of contaminant added to the system (pg),

D* : hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient (cm2/sec),

vw : advective flow velocity (cm/sec),

v"p = eJ-ectrophoretic fl_ow veJ_ocity (cm/sec) ,

f".^r. : fraction of hydrocarbon in surfactant micell_es

(dimensionl_ess ) ,

Rr : modified retardation far:tor ldimonsi on'l eqsì

t : e]-apsed time (sec) .

I'^ìì-{-ì ^*^ t Â^Equarr-ons (4u) and (4r¡ describe a bell-shaped curve (Gauss

curve) as the concentration profile.

5.5 Determination of Equation parameters

The terms in the ADRE equation can be quantified either
from l-aboratory resuJ-ts or literature va]ues. The model_

input parameters determined from experimental_ data were the
hydraulic conductivity, coefficient of e.l-ectroomostic

permeability, voltage potentiaJ- gradient, hydraulic
gradient, surfactant concentration, 4*, Ko"t dry bulk
density, and mass of contaminant added. values for the mean

occupancy number, fraction of organic carbon, CMC,

erectrophoretic mobi]-ity of sDS micel-l_es, and hydrodynamic

dispersion were estimated from val-ues found in the
literature.
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The hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient is expressed in
terms of two components (Freeze and Cherry 1,g7g)

D" = ûl vw+ D+

where:

(4?\

cxr : dispersivity (cm) ,

D* : coefficient of moi-ecul-ar diffusion for the solute in
the porous medium (cm2lsec),

D* : hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient (cmz/sec),

vw : advective fl_ow velocity (cm,/sec) .

The dispersivity is usua]ly neglected in fine-grained soils
due to l-ow advective frow velocities (Acar et ar. 1990a) .

However, with the i-ncreased fr-ow due to er_ectrokinetrc
effects and the higher frow in sandy soiIs, the dispersivity
term was included in the model. The dispersivity val-ues for
l-aboratory columns packed with quartz sand have been

measured as 0.061 and 0.060 (pennel et aÌ. rgg3), 0.02g,

0.018, 0.225, and 0.072 (pennel et aI. 1,gg4), and 0.1 cm

(Borden and Kao 1989) . .An average value of 0.081 cm was

used as a typicar input parameter for sandy soir-s in the
model-. .An overview of reported dispersivity values from a

number of sources obtained from different methods indicate a

range from 0-01 to 1cm for a wide range of soil tlpes (Knox

et aÌ. 1993).
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Diffusion coefficients of selected orqanic compounds in
i^/ater are given in Tabre s.2. The diffusion coeffici_encs
for the xyrene isomers and naphthatene were estimated as
0-8xL0-5 cmz/sec. The diffusion coefficients of phenanthrene
and 2-methytnaphthal_ene were estimated as 0.7x1_0-s and
0.65x10-s cm2lsec respectively. Therefore, using the
estimated varues for the diffusion coefficient and
dispersivity from the l-iterature with porosity of the soiJ_,
the effective coefficient of hydrodynamic dispersion can be
determined.

Tabre 5.2 DÍffusÍon coefficients of some Modei_ Diesel Fuel_

Compounds

Chemical Diffusion Diffusion
Coefficient x 10-s Coefficient x 1O-s

(crnz,/sec) G 2O"C ^ (srf /sec) G 2S.C B

benzene

toluene
ethylbenzene

1 
^âr. vz

n a1

I ttH

aceEone 1.rB
^ From: Lymann et ãt.--@gzlB From: Louch et al. (1,gg2\

The model input values for the mean occupancy number

I^Iere taken from Tabl-e s.1. A mean occnpancy number of 30

was taken for ethyrbenzene and the xyJ-ene isomers. The mean

occupancy number was neglected for the more hydrophobic
compounds of 2-methylnaphthal-ene and phenanthrene.
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The hydraulic, electroosmotic, and erectrophoretic fr_ow

velocity can be expressed in terms of the gradient which

causes the flow. The hydrautic flow is given by Darcy's Law

(43)

where:

vh : hydraulic fl_ux (cmlsec),

Kh : hydraulic conductivity (cmlsec),

dh/dx: hydraulic gradient.

The hydraulic flux can be cai-cul-ated from the measured

hydraulic conductivity in the experiments with the appl_ied

hydraulic gradient.

The el-ectroosmoti-c f]ux given in equation (5) is qiven
bv

dk'
-rtv- - .r\ea "o dx (44)

wnere:

v.o : el_ectroosmotic flux (cm/sec),

K.o = coefficient of er-ectroosmotic permeabir-itv

(cm/sec) / (v/cm) ,

dE,/dx= el_ectrical potential_ gradient (V/cm) .
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The el-ectroosmotic frux was carculated from experi_mental

measurement of K"o and the measured vortage potential
gradient in the soil- during the course of the experiments.

rn eì-ectrophoretic fl-ow the charged particle is moving

due to the imposed erectrica] gradient but the l-iquid
surroundinq the charged particre is moving in the opposite
direction- Therefore, predicting eì-ectrophoretic flow
becomes a difficurt task. The erectrophoretic veì_ocity is
the terminal velocity at which the frictional_ drag of the
.sìlrrollndi nrr f j lli d mnr¡.i na .i.uu!!vu,ru.-Lrrg rrurs ¡rruv-Llr.g rrl the opposite direction balances
the electric force. The frictlonar- drag can be approximated
by stokers Law. one equation for erectrophoretic vetocitv
or the ve]-ocity of the micel-l-es is Hückel_'s esuation

v = ti dE - 
2 Dol^i" dE

- eP "ePdx- - 
3 (4"r1) d"

where:

ü.p : electrophoretic mobiJ-ity of the mrcel-le

(cmlsec) / (V/cm) ,

Do : permittivity of the aqueous phase (C/V/cm or ¡N/VZ) ,

n = viscosity of the pore fluid (mpa sec),
(,i" = zeta potential_ of the micell_es (V) ,

dE/dx= el-ectrical potential gradient (V/cm) .

(4s¡
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simirarly, the erectrophoretic veJ-ocity can be given by the
Helmhol-tz-Smoluchowski equation

v
D(

- 4"n
AE

dx (46)

The two erectrophoretic equations differ by a factor of two

thirds - Both equations are valid but are to be apptied to
different situations based upon the diffuse doubl-e J_ayer

thickness ('.-r) and the radius of the charged particle (Ro) .

For log rcRo val-ues

xRo values

(Vold and Vold 1983) . Unfortunately the known r<Ro va1ues

for sDS micel-]es fal-l- between the val_id ranges of the
equations (voId and voÌd 1983). The log xRo varues for sDS

ranges from -0.2 i-n water up to 0.4 in a 0.1_ mol/L ttact
solution (Stigter and Mysels 1955) . Therefore, for asueous

solution with ionic concentrations used in the experimenrs

log xRo val-ues wil] fal] below 0 and Hücke1, s equation can

be used- rn addition, the zeta potential determines which

equation will be val-id. rn the intermediate ranqe between

the equations, the higher the zeta potentiar the greater the
error of the equations (Vold and Vold 1983). The zeta
potentiaJ- predicted for sDS micerl-es range from 60 to 100 mv

(Stigter and Mysels t_955) . It is assumed that with the
increasing acidity in the soil- during el-ectrokinetic
treatment the zeta potential wou.l-d be recìrrr-crr anrì _
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thereforc- tho raainn ì-e¡rç!ç!v!8, Lr.rç !s9r(Jrr rri which Hückel r s equation is valid
woul-d include sDS micel-les. Therefore, HückeJ_'s equation is
chosen over the Helmhol_tz-Smol_uchowski equation.

El-ectrophoretic mobilÍties for sDS micerles have been

measured as 4.55'10-a cm2,/ (v sec) at the cMC in water
(Stigter and Mysels 1955). The electrophoretic mobilities
have been shown to decrease with increasing surfactant
concentration and increasing ionic concentration. This
indicates that there is an interaction between micer_r-es.

Electrophoretic mobirities ranged from 4.55x10-a cm2l(v sec)

at 0.23e" (w/w) (CMC) to 3.75x1_0-a cm2l (V sec) at 3.5å (w/w)

in water (Stigter and Myse1s 1955) . Therefore, the
electrophoretic mobirity of sDS micer-l_es is approximater_y an

order of magnitude greater than the coefficient of
electroosmotic permeabil_ity.

5.6 Relative rmportance of Erectroosmosis and

Electrophoresis

ïn el-ectrokinetic remediation with a surfactant Ít is
important to determine the rer-ative importance of
el-ectroosmosis and erectrophoresis. one way to determine
whether electroosmosis or electrophoresis is the dominanr

electrokinetic transport mechanism is to take the ratio of
veo to vep. Hot'rever, in terms of contaminant transport, the
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amount of compound partitioning into the micelles must be
j-ncl-Uded. The ref in nf rhe rate of the amount of
contaminant transported by er-ectroosmosis rn equati-on (28)

and electrophoresis in equation (35), named the Thomas

ratio t T"t is given by

" Tr f- ep 'Ecmic

v

wnere:

T" : Thomas ratio (dimensionÌess),

v"o = el-ectroosmotic f low r¡el nr-.i i- r¡ tnm /gg6) ,

v"o : electrophoretic flow velocity (cm,/sec) ,

f".^r" : fraction of hydrocarbon in surfactant micer-]es
(dimensionl_ess ) .

El-ectroosmotic transport dominates when the Thomas ratio is
greater than one and el-ectrophoretic transport in micei_Ìes

dominates when the Thomas ratio is less than one.

substituting the Helmhortz-smo.r-uchowski equation (4) for
electroosmotic fr-ow and the HückeIs equation (45) for
electrophoretic fl_ow and cancelling terms gives

'sor l

" ?z f- >mic-Hcmic (44¡

(47 ¡
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wriere:

T" : Thomas ratio (dimensionless),

(soi.r = zeta potential of the soil_ (V) ,

(*i. : zeta potential_ of the micel_les (V) ,

fr.*r. : fraction of hydrocarbon in surfactant micer_r_es

(dimensionless) .

The fraction of hydrocarbon in surfactant micel_1es ranses

from c]-ose to l- for high Ko, compounds and high surfactant
concentrations. Therefore, when there is no surfactant or
when the anai-yte is compretery soruble in water, the
fraction of anar-yte being transported by electrophoretic
fl-ow in micell-es goes to zero and the Thomas ratio goes to
infin'i l-r¡ Tl-¿¡¡!r¡¡¿Lr. a¡rerefore, the more hydrophobic the compound and

the greater the surfactant concentration the l_ower the
Thomas ratio and the more dominant the er_ectrophoretic
transport.

For sDS concentrations ranging from o.58 to 5å (w/w),

mean occupancy numbers ranging from 0 to 35, and 1oq Ko,

values ranging from 2 to "1, the fraction of hydrocarbons in
micelles ranges from 0 to 1. Therefore, the Thomas ratÍo
can be expressed as

(
't'
e P.z.9\

'mlc
l¿qr
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where B ranges from 0 to 0.667. sandy materiar normal_J_y has

a zeta potential of l-ess than -20 mv whereas c]-ayey materiar
can have a zeta potential of up to -100 mv. using zeta
potential- for soirs ranging from -l_o mv to -100 mv and zeLa

potential of sDS micer-res ranging from 40 to r2o mv, the
Thomas ratio ranges from 0.1,2s to -. since the Thomas ratio
i-s both bel-ow and above one under typicar conditions, the
dominance of electroosmosis and el-ectrophoresis chanses with
changing chemistry of the system. considering an average

zeta potentiar of -10 mv typical_J_y associated for clav soil-s

^ìrFi-- ^'l ^^!-^okinofir- nrn¡oqqina r^¡.ifì-r +\rL¿!-Lrr.g e-Le(;LrvnrrrcLru I,r(JLvuurrry vvaLrr uoluene as the organlc

compound (log Ko,:2 .69, log I!*:3.25, N=35) , a typical_
slrrf a¿-l- rn | ¡rsvLqr¡u uorrcêDtration of 2Z (w/w), and a conservative
estimate of the zeta potentiar of the micer-res as 60 mv, the
Thomas ratio is given as 0.221". This shows that
electrophoretic transport for toruene is 4.5 times greater
than the el-ectroosmotic transport at these typical
conditions - when the sDS concentration is 2z (w/w)

eJ-ectrophoretic transport woul-d be greater than the
el-ectroosmotic transport for organic compounds having
log Ko* values greater that 1.5. Therefore, for the
majority of hydrocarbons under tl4pical treatment conditions,
electrophoretic transport in sDS miceJl_es wil-1 be qreater
than el-ectroosmotic transport.
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5.7 Modelling Àssumptions

The proposed moder- for er-ectrokinetic remediation with
a surfactant makes some important assumptions. First, the
model- assumes the soir- is homogeneous and saturated.
secondly, it assumes that a constant hydrau]_ic potentiai_ and

el-ectrical potential gradient are appJ-ied across the soit.
The steady-state assumption has been used in other research
and steady-state frow has been shown during er_ectroosmotic

experi-ments (Acar et at - 1gg0a; Bruef t et al. 7gg2) .

However, other research has reported that non-linearities
and non-uniform pore water pressures which dever-op during
ei-ectrokinetic remediation are not adequately described by
cl-assical_ equations (Eykholt and Daniej- 1994). Sj_nce the
zeta potentiar of both the soil_ and the micell_es and the
e-l-ectrical potentiar gradient are transient processes the
steady-state assumption can read to errors (Eykholt and

Daniel 1-994) . The dominant factor whÍch r_eads to an error
with this assumption is the pH. Both the electroosmotic
flow and eJ-ectrophoretic fl-ow depend on the zeta potential
which changes with changing pH over time. The affect of pH

is incl-uded indirectly in the modelling within the
cal-culated val-ue of the coef f i ¡-i ant- ^f el-ectroosmoti-c
permeability.



A third assumption of the model_ is that all_ the soil_
pores are availabr-e for fr-ow. Neg]_ecting the true
"effectj-ve poros ity" may lead to an error since the anionic
surfactant may disperse cr-ay particres and cr_oq the soil
pores.

A¡other assumption of the model is the absence of ionic
migration which shourd be incl_uded when the concentration
profile for ionic species such as hyd.rogen ions and metar
i-ons is desired.

A major limitation of the moder is the assumption that
onry one phase is invol-ved in the transport. No free-phase
1-rânqnnnl- afu!q¡rù.v\./rt- ur Organlc COmpOUndS iS COnSidered. ThiS leads
to errors in model-J-ing surfactant-enhanced remediation since
the increase in compound solubirity with a surfactant r_s nor
incruded. The compounds are considered to be immediately in
sol-ution and therefore surfactant addition wil-l- not increase
the amount in solution. In addition, the amount of
contaminant should be such that the concentrati_on does nor
exceed the aqueous solubil_ity of the compound.

The moder ar-so assumes that the hydrocarbons are
immediatery partitioned into the solution phase and

transported under the hydrauric and eÌectricar potential
gradient. other work reported in the l_iterature indicates
that surfactant-enhanced remediation (solubilization) is
rate-l-imited, rather than instantaneous (Abriol_a et al-.
L993; Pennel et al. j,994) .
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The model_ does not account for the l-oss of
due to adsorption. since an anionic surfactant
ì-gnoring adsorptive l_oss is a val_id assumption.

surfactant concentrations were assumed.

surfactant

was used,

Constant
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6.L

6.1

6.0 Results and Discussion

Solubilization E>çeriments

.1 InÈroduction

Micell-ar sorubil-ization experiments were conducted to
determine the sDS micerre-water partition coefficients for
tol-uene, ethylbenzene, and the xylene isomers. The

micel-l-e-water partition coefficients can be used to predict
the increase in hydrocarbon aqueous sor_ubir_ity in the
presence of a surfacant at concentrations above the cMC.

The micell-e-waf pr narrll- ìn¡ coefficients can al_so be used to
predict the amount of hydrocarbon transported by

erectrophoresis in micer-r-es. The er-ectrical conductivitv of
various surfactant solutions saturated with hydrocarbons can

be used to predict the infruence of hydrocarbons on the cMC.

The effect of hydrocarbons on the cMC changes the amount of
micel-l-es avail-ab1e for micelrar sol_ubilization and

electrophoretic transport in micelles.

6.1.2 Determination of the sDS Micelre-water partition

Coefficients

separatory funneÌ experiments were conducted to
determine the apparent solubilities of toluene,
ethyrbenzene, and the three xyrene isomers at sDS

concentrations ranging from O to 2Z (w/w) or 0 to 69 mmol/L
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(Fiq. 6.1). The molar sol-ubilization ratio (MSR) is the
slope of the l-ine fitted through apparent sorubility as a

function of SDS concentration above the CMC (Fiq. 6.1). The

MSR and the measured aqueous soÌubility at the cMC can be

used with equation (3) to calculate the SDS micell_e_water
partition coeffici-ent, K*^, for the compounds (Table 6.1) .

È0.07
E
F.06
o

=0.05L.

So.o+()
Ê
_e0.03

80.02
.s
E0.01
t!

5oo
0.01 0.o2 0.03 0.04

SDS Concentration
0.06 0.070.05

(mol/L)

Figrure 6.1 Aqueous solubility (mol/L) of toJ_uene,

ethylbenzene, and the xyrene i-somers at sDS concentrations
ranging from 0 to ZZ (w/w) or 0 to 0.069 mol_/L.

The aqueous solubil-ities of tol_uene, ethytbenzener âDd

the xyrene isomers were found to increase at the cMc

(Table 6.1). The sor-ubir-ity at the cMC was i-ncreased bv a

+- fslug¡s -+- ethylbenzene+- p-xylene

+ o-xylene + m-xylene
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factor of L.6 for m-xylene and up to 3.2 for ethylbenzene.

The increase in sol-ubiÌity leads to a decrease in the
cal-curated MSR and sDs micelre-water part.ition coefficr-ents
The increase in sol-ubir-ity at the cMC has not been taken
into account in previously reported determinations of K*
even though the i-ncrease in the hydrocarbon solubil_ity at
the cMC have been reported (Edwards et al. L99ra; Kire and

Chiou 1989) .

Table 6.L cal-cul-ated sDS Micel-le-water partition
coefficients for Toluene, Ethylbenzene, and Xylene rsomers

Compound Measured

Àqueous

Solubility

Measured MSR

Solubility

at CÞIC

tog I{*

mmol,/L mg/L nunol/L mg/L
tol-uene

ethylbenzene

p-xylene

m-xylene

2 .09

¿ . aJ

2.35

4YJ

148

222

1Ê,A
IJ=

249

r4.4
4 .45

6.48

2.38

6 .52

L326

¿tt¿

6BB

¿3J

OY¿

0.752

v. ¿04

0.284

0.169

0 .464

J .4¿

? /'l tr.

3.39

< <ho-xvfene

The

measure

tendency

becomes

there is

octanol_-water partition coefficient, Ko,, is a

of the hydrophobicity of a compound. since the

to partition into micel-l-es increases as a compound

more hydrophobic, it is reasonable to assume that
a rel-ationship between K,* and Ko*. ft has been
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demonstrated in the r-iterature that a rinear relationship
between log K* and log Ko, (Edwards et ar-. r991,c; vaÌsaraì
rnrl Th ì 1a^^^^,,qrrL¿ rrr-rr-ruc¡ecluX 1989) . À fitted l_inear regressiOn line
through the experimentaJ-ry measured data for toruene,
ethylbenzener â.d the xyJ-ene isomers reì_ating the tog IÇ*

(dimensionl-ess mol-e fraction ratio) to Iog Ko, (dirnensionless
concentration ratio) is given by (r2 = 0.95),

1ogK,* - 2.089+0.421 log Kow

The equation indicates that the more hydrophobic a compound

the greater its tendency to partition into micertes.
ïn order to determine the most accurate l(nm_Ko*

rel-ationship possible, riterature val_ues for the sDS

micelle-water partition coefficient were compi]ed for a

number of organic compounds (Tabl_e 6.2) . There is some

discrepancy in the reported r-iterature varues for I!*. For
example, Valsaraj et al. (1989) reported ]og IÇ* values for
1-methyJ-naphthatene, anthracene, and biphenyl determined
from Almgren et al. (Igjj) as 4.35, 5.09r âDd 4.36
respectively. However, reported values in Jafvert (1991)

determined from the same source were given as 4.1r, s.z1-,
and 4-19 respectively. A r-inear reg,ression line fitted
through al-l data found in the r-iterature presented in
Tabi-e 6 -2 arong with the measured data is given by
(r2 :Q .gl) ,

(s0)
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loq K'mn 0. 843 + 0.948 log Kow

K = 6, qç6 ¡¿0.948v . r v v ¿l
ow

151a),

(s1b).

The log 4*-1og Ko,relationship in equation (51) can be used
to predict the sol-ubir-ization of other contaminants based
upon a compound' s Ko* value. The I!* value can then be used
j_n nraâi ¡l.çv l,rE,..r.-!(-u uontaminant transport in surfactant_enhanced
remediation. A plot of 1og lÇ against 1og Ko* is given in
Figure 6.2 along with the fittect rê.rrêssion j_ine represented
by equation (51) .

log Kow

I
7

E6
E5
--+
o3

2
1

7654320

Figure 6.2 Rel_ationship

from reported l_iterature

between log Ko,

and determined

and log Ç* for SDS

va]ues.

- 
Fltted LIne Er Valsaral et al. (1988) o Valsaral et at. (1989)

Á, In Valsaraj et al. (1989) e Gannon et at. (1989) a Roy et al. (1994)

E Jafi/ert (1991) O Data
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Table 6.2 Literature Reported 1og I!* Vatues

Organic Compound 1og IÇ,. log IÇ*
methyl chloride
chl-oroform
carbon tetrachloride
benzene
toluene
m-dichl_orobenzene
naphthalene
pyrene
1-methyi_naphthalene
anthracene
biphenyJ_
di chl-orobenzene
naphthalene
biphenyl
anthracene
peryJ_ene

pyrene
anthracene
1-bromonaphthalene
biphenyl
1 -methylnaphthalene
naphthalene
p-xylene
tol-uene

2.294
2 .83F.
1 ÀAA

3.048
J.¿2"

2.BBB
? ?OB

E noc

¿1 . Jb"

4.I9D
/ rì1D

4. BOD

5.21"
? 1aF

h tx.

- F -r

r 
^. 

Fc.¿I'

4.791
A 11F

4 at.

3.48F

0.90G
1 onc

2.78G
õ I 

^C¿. L¿-
4 - rC¿. oJ-
.( {Ru

q nqG

4.358
/1 /t Ê.G

4.098
3.39G

3.36G

4.gLH
A AÊ.G

- . 
^Ho. Lz"

q noc

A A trG

4.35H

4.09H
1 e7H

3.36G
? iec

¿.o3"

B

c

D

I

From:

From:

From:

From:

From:
Etrnm.

Valsaraj et al_. (1988)

VaJ-saraj and Thibodeaux (19g9)
Almgren et at. (I9"79)in Valsaraj and Thibodeaux(1989)

Gannon et al_. (1989) E From: Roy et al_. (Igg4)
Almgren et al_ . (I97 9 ) in (Jafvert 1991)
Knox et al-. (1993) H From: Jafvert (1991)
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A li-near rer-ationship between rog IÇ* and logr Ko* has
al-so been found for the nonionic surfactant rriton x-100
(Edwards et al-. 1991c) . Using the l-og Ko, values for the
tol-uene, ethylbenzene, and the xyJ-ene isomers, the log 4*
val-ues for SDS calculated from equation (5f¡ are lower than
the log iÇ var-ues predicted for Triton x-100. Therefore,
sDS has a l-ower capacity to sor-ubirize organic compounds

compared to Triton x-100. This resurt folr_ows the
hypothesis that the abirity to increase the sorubility of
organi-c compounds is in the order nonionic
anionic for surfactants of the same non-porar chain rength
(Kile and chiou lgBg) . This order of sor-ubilization may be
caused by the hydration of the surfactant micei_r_es which
limits access to the micer-le core and reduces the
partitioning efficiency of the sol-ute (Kile and chiou 1989) .

Therefore, based upon micel]ar sorubiÌization, a nonionic
surfactant may be more suited to surfactant-enhanced
remediation.

A l-inear rer-ati-onship between the rog of apparent
compound sol-ubil_ity at the CMC (mg/L) measured in the
mi-cellar sorubir-ization experiments and 1og Ko, can be
developed to predict the apparent sor-ubirity of other
orgranic compounds at the CMC (r2 = 0.69) ,

Iog C.n.:5.645 -0.950 log Ko,



!{nere:

c.". = apparent hydrocarbon sorubi]ity at the cMC (mg/L) ,

Ko* : octanol--water partition coefficient (dimension]ess

concentration ratio) .

The negative sign indicates that sor-ubirlty at the cMC

decreases with increasi'g Ko, consistent with expectations.
The apparent sol-ubility at the cMc can be used to predict
the modified orqanic-carbon partition coefficient (Ko., 

"*.)
which incl-udes surfactant effects. The rog of apparent
solubi,-ity at the CMC (mg/L) , predicted 

'og 
Ko., ",. for SDS

concentrations greater than the cMC from equation (18), and
predicted log K,* vai-ues are shown in Tabte 6.3 for the
model- diesel_ fuel_ compounds.

6. 1.3 Effect of Organic Compounds on the Cl,fC

The criticar micer-1e concentration of sorutions
saturated with tol_uene, ethylbenzene, p_xylene, m_xylene,

and o-xyrene were determined. as 0.0056, 0.0057, 0.0045,

0.0052, and 0.0056 mol-/L respectively. There was an average
decrease of 33? in the cMC in the presence of organic
compounds under saturated conditions. Therefore, the
literature var-ue of cMC under estimates the effects on

micel-l-ar sol_ubilization and the amount of hydrocarbon
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transported by etectrophoresis in micetles with surfactant-
enhanced remediation at high hydrocarbon concentrations.

Table 6.3 predicted solubility at the CMC

log Ko., .,n., and log IÇ for Model Diesel Fuel

(mq/L) , predicted

¡¿lann¡"* -¡ ^vv¡ttlJU Lft¿LlÞ

Compound log

IÇY*

PredicÈed predicted predicted

Solubility tog IÇ,* Iog I(,-

at the Cl'lC (qrf /gl
(mglr.)

ar-o1-nna

benzene

tol-uene

ethylbenzene

p-xylene

m-xylene

o-xylene

naphthalene

2-Me-naphthal_ene

phenanthrene

-0.24
2.1,2

2.65

3.20

2.95

A 11

4 .52

t 10¿öq

4284

L344

41r

+¿¿

404

bvö

285

55

¿J

0.962
1 01?

¿. TJI

¿. J¿O

¿ .54|C^

¿.554

¿. zJ5

¿.4tY

¿. t¿¿

2.BBB

0.584

z.ó53

J.öTU

J.ó I I

3.640

4 .028

4.139

5.I28

* From: Knox et al_. (1993)
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6 '2 Preliminary E>çeriment No. 1 on BTEX-Contanrinated Sand

6.2.1 Fl-ow Rate

The preJ_iminary experiment No.1 on sand., with an

el-ectrical- potential difference of 20 v and eÌectrode
¡nn€ì arr¡^+-.i ^uLrrrrrgurarr-on causÍng electroosmotic fl_ow to retard the
hydrauric flow, gave higher frow rates in the hydraulic
col-umns than the electricar cor-umns. A summary of the
experimental treatment conditions is given in Table 3.2
(p. 58)- The difference in fr-ow rates between the
el-ectri-cal and hydrauric columns was attributed to gas

produced by electrolysis reactions cJ-ogging the soir pores
in the el-ectricar col-umns rather than e.l_ectroosmotic fl-ow

retarding the hydrauric fl-ow. The addition of a surfactant
i-ncreases the current and the production of gases by
ei-ectroyrsis of water. The hydrogen gas produced at the
cathode was not abr-e to escape from the erectricar_ cor_umns

and conseguently air bubbl_es clogged the soil_ pores. An

important observat j_on is the redur:cd f I ow rate in the
el-ectrical- col-umn c even though a l_oose er-ectrode wire
prevented the constant application of current to the sampJ_e.

Therefore, the reduced flow rate was attri-buted to the
build-up of gases in the soil pores and not to
el-ectroosmotic fr-ow retarding hydrauric fr-ow.
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The average of the individual hydraulic conductivities
of the hydraulic columns was determined to be

2.38x10-3 cmlsec (S RSD = 30.0?) which is not significantly
different from the initiar hydrauric conductivitv of
1'.70x10-3 cmlsec (z RSD = 1.359) with water flushinq.
Therefore, the surfactant did not have an effect on the fl_ow

rate of the sand columns under the given treatment

conditions.

Another important observation made in experiment No.1

was that the fl-ow rate coul-d not be re-establ_ished by

frushing the accumulated gases with an j_ncreased hvdraulic
gradient. This is a resul-t of foaming of the sDS surfactant
sol-ution induced by gas production. once foam has formed

with sDS it is very stabre and resistant to breakdown.
Tharafnra clìs foam can sionifir-anf 'l r¡ rìi¿r¡v!ç!u!Er .-,uò roam can sJ_!rrr!ruq.rrL_Ly .. rsrüpt f]_ow through

soil-.

6.2.2 Current as a R¡nction of Time

The current in experiment No.1 peaked at approximately

1.60 mA after 2 days and then slowly decreased to a steady

0.5 mA after 7 days. similar profiles showing initial_
increase then decrease in current over time to some

asymptotic val-ue have been obtained in other research
(Gopinath 1994) . The decrease in current is a resul_t of the

overal-l- increase in the resi-stance of the soil- col-umn.
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6.2.3 Gas production

The vol-ume of hydrogen and oxygen gas produced at the
el-ectrodes over time can be calcul_ated from the current.
SÍnce one coulomb is equal to 1_ amp x f second, the number

of coulombs produced in one hour by a 0.5 mA current
measured in experiment No.1 is given by the expression

couJ-ombs produced = 0.5mÄ . . 
j=x3600 =.". (53) .1000mÀ hr

since the charge on one r- more of electrons is 96845 c

(Faraday's constant) (Gi]lespie et al. LgBg), the number of
moi-es of electrons produced in one hour is 1.B59xl_0-s. The

erectrolysis reactions of water indicate that 4 mo]es of
el-ectrons produce l- more oxygen gas at the anode and 2 moles

electrons produce 1 mor-e of hydrogen gas at the cathode.
This corresponds to 4.648x10-6 (l_.g59rt}-s/4) moles of oxygen

gas and 9.295x10-6 (1. B59 r1,O-5/2) of hydrogen gas produced by

the 0-5 mA current in one hour. From the idear gas J_aw,

1 mole of an ideat gas occupies 22.4 L at standard
temperature and pressure (Gil1espie et aI. 1989).

Therefore, 0.10 mL oxygen gas and 0.21. mL hydrogen gas cour-d

be produced in an hour. rn the course of the 15 day test,
36 mL oxygen gas and i2 mL hydrogen gas would have been
nrnÄrra^Ày! vquuçLl .
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The sand col_umns had a pore vol_ume of 2I4 mL.

Therefore, at the end of the test, approximately one third
of the pore volume was filled with hydrogen gas. The amount

of hydrogen gas produced wourd be significant to account for
the decreased f l-ow rates in the electricar col_umns.

6.2.4 Voltage Potent,ial Gradient profile

At the start of the test, the voJ-tage distribution
across the soil col-umns was l-inear indicating initial
homogeneous electrical- properties. However, the voltage
potentiaJ- gradients changed over time with changing

resistance of the soil- column. rt was observed that the
first vortage potentiar gradient near the outflow end

increased during the initial part of the test. The first
voltage gradient peaked at 2.5 V/cm at 3 days for col_umn A

and at 2.'15 V/cm at 5 days for column E. The second voltage
gradient then decreased and the third voltage gradient
increased to a peak of 3.75 V/cm after 7 days for column A

and to a peak of 2.15 v/cm at B days for col_umn E. This
trend of j-ncreasing then decreasj-ng voltage gradients with
growing distance from the anode was shown to continue up ro
the end of the test for the fourth voltage gradient. The

trend was attributed to the formation of gases clogging the
soil- pores which increased the soil- el-ectrical_ resistance
and the voltage potential gradient measuremencs.
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The summation of the voJ-tage drops across the columns

shoul-d be equal to the vol_tage applied. However, the sum of
the vo]-tage drops \^/ere only about 15 v compared to the 20 v

suppJ-ied by the constant power suppry. This corresponds to
a 252 loss in appried voltage at the ends of the columns and

at the erectrodes. with a current of 0.5 mA the vol_taqe

drop across the 1000 ohm resistor is onry 0.5 v and does not

account for the lower applied vortage. The rower effective
voltage is bel-ieved to be caused by the increased resistance
from air bubbl-es ci-ogging the ends of the soir col_umns and

the polarization of the erectrodes by the el_ectrol_ysis

reactions (Hamed et al. 1991). The effects of the

el-ectrolysis reactions are more important with the addition
of a surfactant sj-nce the rate of el-ectroj_ysis reactions are

increased wi-th the increased current in the presence of
surfactant micetles. since el_ectrolysis reactions reduce

the conversion of electrical- energy to electrokinetic enersv

used to transport contaminants, they coul-d be a major

probrem J-n the cost of applying electrokinetic remediation
(Runnells and Wahl_i 1993).

6.2.5 Hydrocarbon Concentration profiles

The resul_ts of the hydrocarbon concentration

determination in experiment No.1 were erratic and
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inconsistent. Probl-ems associated with the determination of
BTEX concentration was attributed to sol_ubil_ity probrems

which were not apparent at the time of sampling. The 250-pL

sampJ-e ariquots taken from the soil_ col_umns were diluted bv

a factor of 1000 to keep the concentrations bel_ow the

individual aqueous solubilities of the BTEX compounds.

However, it was later discovered that the dilution shourd

keep the hydrocarbon concentration of the sampre bel_ow the

sorubil-ities indicated by Raourt's Law due to the reduction
in aqueous sol-ubirities with compJ-ex mixtures. since each

col-umn was sampled 15 times from each sampring port (450

sampres), and each sample involved at least one hour of
samp]-ing and analysis time, a proper dil-ution protocol coul_d

have saved at least 450 hours of work if previously known.

Based upon these findings, a new dilution protocor was

developed for use in subsequent experiments. This ne\^/

anai-ytical technique is discussed in section 4.0.

6.3 Preriminary E:çeriment No.2 on BTEX-contaminated sand

6.3.1 Flow Rate

The application of a 7.5 V and 15 V potentiaJ_

difference with water flushing did not resul_t in a

significant difference (q = 0.05) in the fl_ow rates becween

lhe el-ectrical- and hydraur-ic col-umns. A summarv of the
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experimental treatment conditions is given in Tabte 3.2
(p. 58). The average hydrauric conductivity of the
hydrauJ-ic col-umns in part A of experi-ment No.2 was

deLermined as 2.20x10-3 cmlsec (A RSD = 40.gg).

During part B of experiment No.2 with O.2SZ (w/w) SDS

f I rr qlyi n^ +-h!auùrr.rrr9, Lrre averaqe outfl0w volumes of the el_ectrical and

hydraulic corumns were not significantJ-y different (q:0.05)

simirar to part A. During the app.rication of a surfactant
solution to the sand columns the effluent became cl-oudv as a

resul-t of the disptacement of fines. The average hydraulic
conductivities were determined as r.2oxLo-3 cmlsec

(å RSD: 45.6eo) and 1.07x1_0-3 cmlsec (B RSD: 3j.OZ) for the
el-ectricar and hydraulic columns respectiveJ_y. Although
there was an increase the averaqe hydrauJ_ic conductivitv
with surfactant flushing in part B, it was not significantly
dif ferent (q : 0. O5) from the averaoe hvrJrerrl .i ¡ nnnrlrlsl jvitv
with water flushing.

rn part c of experi-ment No.2 with surf actant and

voltage application, the fl_ow rates in the el-ectrical and

hydraui-ic sand col-umns were not significantly different
(cx = 0.05) - The average hydrauric conductivity of the
hydraulic co]umns hras 0.79x10-3 cm/sec (s RSD = 44.82\ -
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6.3.2 Curent as a Fr:nction of Time

The current in part A of experiment No.2 with a vo]taqe
potential difference of 7.5 v was a steady o.oo4 nA. when

the voJ-tage potentiar difference was increased to 15 v in
part A, the current increased to 0.025 mA after 10.3 days of
water flushing. Therefore, 0.0005 ¡nl/h of oxygen gas and

0-0011 mllh of hydrogen gas wour-d have been produced at the
start of part A and 0.008 mllh of oxygen gas and

0.00168 m],/h at the end of part A. compared to the measured

current in experiment No.l_, the addition of SDS at a

concentration 0.262 (w/w) increased the current by a factor
of 20 with a erectrical potentiar difference of 15 v. The

l-ower gas production in experiment No.2 with water frushing
compared to experiment No. l_ with surfactant flushing did not
l-ead to clogging of the soir pores as in experiment No.1 .

The el-ectrlcar- energy for er-ectroosmosis depends upon the
fraction of current carried by water rel-ative to the amount

of current carried by the other species in sorution
(Runnel-Is and Wahli 1993) . Therefore, the current increase
in the presence of a surfactant reduces the amount of enerqv
applied to electroosmotic fl_ow.

surfactant flushing with a o.2sz sDS solution and an

intermittent (20 min on, 1o min off) voltage potential
difference of 7.5 v in part c resul_ted in a current ransinq
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from 0.2 mA, to 0.25 mA. The increase in the current caused

by the 0 -252 (w/w) surfactant solution caused an increase in
the el-ectrol_ysis of water. Therefore, the effects of pH

changes and gas production shoul-d increase with the addition
of a surfactant.

6.3.3 Voltage potential Gradient profile

The average voltage potenti-ar gradients in part A of
experiment No.1 with a 7.5 v voltage potentiar difference
were initial-ly approximately 0.1 v/cm except near the
cathode- voltage gradients 1- to 5 near the anode (Fig.3.3,
p. 59) hrere increased to 0.2 y/cm when the electricar
potentiar difference was increased to 15 v. The voltage
gradient near the cathode was always greater than the other
measured voltage gradients. vortage gradient at the cathode
I^ras initially 0.3 v/cm with 7.5 v appried and increased to
approximately l-.0 v/cm with 15 v appried after 10.3 ciays.

rn part c with the intermittent application of a 7.5 v
potentiar difference and surfactant f]_ushing with a

0.252 (w/w) solution, the voltage gradients remained

reratively constant over 19 days at 0.15 v/cm except near

the cathode. The voltage potential gradient near the
cathode was higher at approximateJ_y o.2s v/cm for the
duration of part C.
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6.3.4 Hydrocarbon Concentration profiles

After injecting 0.5 mL of each BTEX compound into the

soj-l col-umns, the effluent concentration profiles were

measured. The hydrocarbon profites show the BTEX passing

quickly through the sand with the concentration peaking

during the first day of the test for both the el_ectricar and

hr¡rlr:rr'ì i ¡ ¡n'ì¿rJu!quf rL. ç.wlu.mrrs. Benzene was the highest concentration

measured in the effl-uent which is attributed to its
rel-ativery higher aqueous sorubility. Toruene had the

second highest measured concentration sj_nce tol-uene has the

second highest sorubirity among the BTEX compounds. The

profiJ-es show tol-uene peaking at a rater time than benzene

due to its higher retardation. No cl_ear peak was shown for
ethylbenzene and the xylene isomers. The concentratlon of
ethylbenzene and the xylene isomers h/ere measured as

approximately 20 mg/L at the start of the test and slowly
reduced to l-ess than 5 mg/L after 10 days of water flrrshinrr

Vüith the addition of a surfactant in part B, the

hydrocarbon concentration in the effl-uent increased and the

percent of compound removed j_ncreased. Thereforc- sns

addition improved the efficiency of removal_ even without the

application of a voltage potential-.

The measured concentration profiles in part c with
surfactant and el-ectrical- potential gradient application
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were l-ower than in part A with the rargest measured

concentration at the first sampling time. rt was believed
that the BTEX passed through the col-umns faster than with
water frushing and samples could not be taken earJ_y enough

to obtain a cl-ear concentration profile. The time of peak

concentration was probabry missed with the sampling leading
to l-ower measured concentrations.

6.4 E:q>eriment No.3 - Model Diese1 Fr:eI in CIay

6 .4 .1 Flow Rate

Application of water flushing with a constant voltaqe
potential dif ference of 7.5 V to the el-ectrical_ columns

resul-ted in the outfrow in the electrical col-umns beinq
significantly higher than the hydraul-ic col_umns (Fig. 6.3) .

This j-s antj-cipated because the effects of el_ectrokinetics
woul-d be more prominent in clayey soirs than the sandv soirs
used in preJ_iminary experiments No.l_ and No.2. A

the experimental- treatment conditions is siven in
(p. sB).

summary of

Table 3.2

The decrease in the hydraul-ic conductivity after 42

days is rel-ated to the change in the column orientation from

the vertical- to the horizontat nosii-ion (Fig. 6.4). The

determination of hydraul-ic conductivity with the corumns in
the vertical- position had errors associated with col-l-ectino
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and measuring the smal1 outf low vol_ume coll-ected over time.

However, with the set-up changed to the horizontaÌ position,
a sma]l- volume of outflow could be measured more accuratelv

by bubbl-e movement in the outfi-ow tubing. The average

hydrauric conductivity in the hydraulic columns were

B.83xL0-? cm/sec (B RSD = S.42), I.Zgx1O-7 cmlsec

(U RSD: 36.0U ), and 1,.7'1x10-7 cmlsec (S RSD: 4.jso) with
the verticaÌ orientation, horizontal- orientation, and

addition of surfactant respectively.

There was no effect of the surfactant on the flow raEes

in the cray columns. The lack of surfactant effects was

attributed to the attraction of the anionic surfactant to
the anode and the low f l-ow rates. The experimental- set-up

of locating the anode at the inflow end of the col-umn mav

have prevented the surfactant from permeating into the

erectricar columns since the anionic surfactant sDS is
attracted to the anode.

The coefficient of el-ectroosmotic permeabiJ-ity remained

rel-atively constant over time (Fig. 6.4) . The average

coefficient of el-ectroosmotic permeability with water

flushing using a voltage potential gradient of 0.05 v/cm was

determined as 3.7 6x1o-s (cmlsec) / (v/cm) (a RSD:21 .Bz ) .
With the application of a surfactant in part C, the

coefficient of electroosmotic permeabillty was measured as

2-00x10-s (cmlsec)/(v/cm) (z RSD = 33.1å) using a vortage

J- Ov



potentia]- gradient of 0.1 v/cm. Acar et al. (1990a) has

reported the coefficient of el_ectroosmoti_c permeability to
decrease over time by an order of magnitude. The

coefficient of electroosmotic permeability did decrease over
time but not to the extent indicated in the l_iterature.

The re]-atively constant coefficient of el-ectroosmotic
permeability and non-reversal- of el_ectroosmotic flow can be

explained by the uniform pH values measured. The pH of the
soir, with the exception of the soil near the electrodes,
remained cÌose to 7 and did not drop below the isoeÌectric
point. As defined in section 2.2.2.1,, the isoelectric point
is the pH where a mo]ecule bears no net charge so that the
zeta potentiar rs zero. Ber-ow the isoer-ectric point, the
zeta potentiar changes sign and the el_ectroosmotic flow rs
reversed. A pH value greater than the isoer-ectric point
keeps the zeta potential of the soir- negative and the
el-ectroosmotic f l-ow moving toward the cathode. since the
zeta potential of the soil, and hence the coefficient of
el-ectroosmotic permeabitity, is dependent on pH, a uniform
pH profiJ-e led to a uniform coefficient of el_ectroosmotic
permeability. rn addition, with the test treatment of a

rel-atively 1ow vortage potential gradient within the cl_av

and a higher hydraulic gradient applied, the hydraul_ic

infl-ow prevented desaturation of parts of the clay. one of
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the reasons that has been attributed to the decrease in
erectroosmotic flow is the formation of partiatly
unsaturated conditions (Gopinath 1,994) . Therefore, with the

l-ower voltage potentiar gradient and higher hydraul_ic

gradient, the formation of partiarly unsaturated conditions
were reduced leading to a steady el-ectroosmotic flow.

6.4.2 Cument as a R:nction of Time

The current at the start of the experiment No.3 with
water flushi-ng was 0.6 mA and peaked at 1. T mA after 65 days

of water f]-ushing. At the end of part A, the current
decreased to 1..4 mA. with the application of a constanc

voltage potential- difference of 7.5 v with a surfactant
concentration of 1.5U (w/w) in part B, the current was

initiai-ly measured as 1.4 mA and decreased to 1.0 mA after
22 days of treatment. since the current did not increase

with the addition of a surfactant as in the preliminary
experj-ments in sand, it is believed that the surfacant drd

not permeate into the soil.

The oxygen gas produced at the anode and the hydrogen

gas produced at the cathode with an average current of
1.5 mA in part A was cal-curated at 0.3 ml/hr and o. 63 ml/hr
respectively. This corresponds to 7.6 mL and 15.1 mL of
oxygen and hydrogen gas produced per day. I¡tith the soil
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colunu:ls in the vertical position, the produced gas partialty
f illed the gJ-ass beads at the ends of the soil col_umns. The

produced gases were removed daily to prevent flow
restriction. The produced gases caused erratic vol_taqe

gradient and current measurements. since gases were removed

from the col-umns easier when the columns were in the

horizontal- position, the buiJ-d-up of gases was reduced

resuJ-ting in a more uniform current in the etectrical
coi-umns.

6.4.3 Voltage potential Gradient profile

The vo]tage potentiar gradients within the cJ_ay col_umns

(voltage drops 2 to 5 on Fig. 3.3, p.60) in the vertical
position in part A were measured as 0.05 y/cm. This was

much l-ower than the anticipated vortage gradient of
0.25 v,/cm due to the vortage r-oss at the el_ectrodes and

ei-ectrical- resistance of air clogging in the glass beads at
the ends of the col-umns. Hiqher voltage drops at the

cathode have al-so been found in other research and

attributed to increased resistant due to gas formation
(Gopinath 1,994) . Erratic voltage potentiaÌ gradient

measurements were made with the columns in the vertical
position due to entrapped gas near the infl-ow port. With

the column orientation changed to the horizontal_ position,
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the vortage potential gradients within the columns were more

steady and increased to 0.1 V/cm. The voltage potential_

gradients at the cathode and anode with the col_umns in the

horizontal orientation were 0.8 V/cm and 0.4 y/cm in part A

respectively.

In part B with the addition of a surfactant, the

voJ-tage qradients within the columns were measured as

0.1 V/cm similar to the end of part A with water flushing.

The voÌtage potential gradient at the anode remained near

0.4 Y/cm and the voltage gradient at the cathode decreased

to 0.6 V/cm. The voltage potential gradient remained

rel-atively constant during the ei-ectrokinetic treatment and

no change with the addition of a surfactant was shown.

6.4.4 Hydrocarbon Concentration Profiles

With the injection of 10 mL of model diesel fuel, the

measured concentration profiles gave a much l_ower

concentration than anticipated. The l-ower concentration was

attributed to the contaminants remaining at the injection
port due to sol-ubil-ity limitations and to contaminant loss

by back diffusion into the infl-uent reservoir. The

extraction profiles as shown in section 6.4-5 indicates that

most of the model diesel compounds remaj-ned at the i¡ìor-t- ìnn

port and did not reach the sampling ports. During the
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injection of the model diesel fuel_ into the clay col-umns a

white cl-oud and white precipitate formed in the gJ_ass beads

at the infl-ow end. This is attributed to the pAHs coming

out of sol-ution and precipitating. The presence of a white
sol-id believed to be pÄH precipitate was al-so found during
column destruction. rn addition, the problem of contaminant
loss by back diffusion has been reported in the literature
(Hamed et al-. 1991). Therefore, measured contaminanr

concent.rations r-ower than anticipated could partially be due

to contaminants back diffusing through the infl_ow tubing to
the constant head source. contaminant l_oss may have al_so

occured in the ei-ectrical- corumns during the removal_ of
gases from el_ectrol_ysis reactions.

The measured concentration profiles indicated that the
movement of acetone was greater compared to the other
hydrocarbons. rn addition, higher acetone concentrat.ions
were found closer to the cathode in the electrical_ col_umns

compared to the hydrauric columns. Therefore, acetone

transport was enhanced with the application of the
electrical gradient. There were al-so increased benzene and

tol-uene concentrations toward the cathode indicating that
the compounds were moving toward the cathode. There was no

apparent concentration difference for the other more

hydrophobic model diesel fueÌ compounds in the erectrical_
and hydraul_ic col_umns. Therefore, the more hydrophobic
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compounds did not significantly move from the point of

inj ection even in the electrical col-umns. rn addition, the

xyrene isomers and PAHs r^rere not measured at the sampJ-ing

ports 10.5 and 17.0 cm from the point of injection (15 and

21,.5 cm from anode) .

6.4.5 Hydrocarbon Extraction profiles

The hydrocarbon concentration profiles from the

extraction samples indicate that there was little
contaminant lranqrrnrf fnr the model diesel_ fuel compounds

(Fig. 6.5) . Naphthalene, 2-methylnaphthaJ-ene, and

phenanthrene all remained at 1-he nnini- of iniection This

corresponded well- with the measured concentration profiles

determined fr^- rì^ra f l,rìrl sâmnl'i nrr The more water-solubj_e

acetone was the only compound that moved throuqhout the soil-

col-umn during the test. Toluene, ethyJ_benzene, and the

xyrene isomers were not found near the outfl_ow end in both

the hydraulic and el-ectrical_ col-umns. However, the

concentration extraction profiles indicate that toluene,

ethylbenzene, and the xylene isomers al-r had significantJ_y

higher concentrations in the hvrJraul'ir- r:olumns compared to

the electrical col-umns. Based upon the higher fl-ow rate in
the el-ectrical col-umns compared to the hvclrarl'i r- r-ntrr¡¡15 and

the lower concentrations of ethylbenzene and xylene isomers
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compounds in the electrical- corumns, the compounds shourd
have been transported further into the cor-umns than
indicated in the extraction concentration proflres. The
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reason for this discrepency is attributed to greater

contaminant l-oss in the electrical col-umns occurins wrren

removing gases generated by the erecroJ-ysis reactions.

6.4.6 pH profile

The pH profire of the er-ectrical- co]umns was simil_ar

to other soil columns after electrokinetic treatment in that
a highi-y acidic pH of 2.i h/as measured at the anode and a
hi nì.rl rr l^^^i ^rr.rgrrry rrdsr-c pH of rr.2 was measured at the cathode

(rig. 6-6) - The pH at the anode sharply increased to 6.r
over a distance of 3 cm. The measured pH proflres differ
from other research which found that the acidic front was

transported throughout the soil and onJ_y the cathode region
remained al-kaÌine (Acar et al. 1990a; Acar et al-. 1990b) .

The l-ack of the formation of an acid front 1n the soil_

col-umns anticipated after long periods of el_ectrokinetic
remediati-on can be explained by the clay soil having a high
buffering capacity and the l-imited inflow into the cray
columns. However, the rack of acid front formation has al_so

been found in other work (Gopinath ] gg4).

The pH profite of the hydraul-ic corumns was uniform
with the pH cl-ose to 'l . There was a trend to more acidic
va]ues toward the cathode.
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6.A.7 Water Content profile

The water content profile indicated that the ej-ectrical_
corumns had a l-ower water content than the hydraulic col_umns

(Fig. 6.7) - However, the gravimetric water contents were

onJ-y significantly different at the cathode. This is
anticipated since erectroosmotic flow, especialÌy with the
higher vortage potential gradient at the cathode, drains the
pore fruid from the clay faster than can be replenished from
the anode.
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Figrure 6 -7 Gravimetric waLer content prof ire of the
electrical- and hydraulic cor-umns at the end of
experiment No.3 with the 95u confidence interval_ indicated
by error bars.

6.4.8 Dry BuIk Density profile

The dry bulk density of the hydrauric and erectrical
hrere not significantly different (q = 0.05) (Fig. 6.8). The

dry burk density of the clay corumns ranged from 0.55 g/cm3

to 0.85 g/cm3 with the lower dry bulk density being at the
inf l-ow end of the col_umns.
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when the corumns were switched to the horizontaÌ
position after 42 days of remediation treatment the top 3 cm

of cJ-ay soil near the cathode was replaced with grass beads

to ar]ow gas to escape. During the removar of the clay, it
was observed that the clay had become consoÌidated and

stronger than the rest of the column. The strengthened clay
i,{as more difficult to remove in the electrical- col_umns

compared to the hydraulic columns.
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Figrure 6.8 Dry bulk density profiles of electrical_ and

hr¡rìrarrl i ^ ¡n'ìr¡Jurc.Lr-Lr-u r.-urLLmrrs at the end of experiment No.3 with the gsz
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6.5 E>çeriment No.4 - Model Diesel FueI in Clay

6.5.1 Flow Rates

The frushing of a surfactant with a concentration of
1 - 58 (w/w) with a vortage potential difference of 20 v
resul-ted in the el-ectrical col-umns having significantly
higher outflow than the hydraul_ic columns (Fig. 6.9). The

averaqe coefficient of electroosmotic permeabirity was

determined as l-. i.1xl-o-s (cm,/sec) / (v/cm) (z RSD : 34.22)
(Fig. 6-10) and average hydraulic conductivity was measured

as 2.54x1-0-7 cmlsec (Z RSD = 43.62) (Fig. 6.11).
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6.5.2 Current as a Fr:nction of Time

The average current at the start of the experiment was

3.'75 mA and increased to 6.0 nA after 43 days of treatment.
The rate of oxygen and hydroqen gas production was

cal-culated as 0.75 ml,/h and 1.6 mI,/h at the start of the
test and L.2 mL/h and 2.5 ¡nl/h at the end of the test
respectively.

6.5.3 Voltage potential Gradient profiles

The average voltage gradients within the clay column

were initialJ-y 0.1 v/cm and increased to o.2s v,/cm at the
end of the test. The voltage potentiar gradients at the
el-ectrodes were higher than the gradients measured within
the cJ-ay corumns. The voJ-tage potentiar gradient at the
cathode was initiarry 0.75 v/cm and increased to 3. o v/cm

after 10 days, then decreased to r.2s v/cm after 43 davs at
the end of the test. The gradient at the anode was

initialry 1.75 v,/cm and decreased to 0.4 v,/cm at the end of
+}a^.1-^^rLIIE Ltr:Þ L.

The sum of the average vortage drops across the co.r_umns

was equal to the applied voltage. Therefore, the voltage
potential gradient measurements were accurate in al_r the
experiments.
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6.5.4 Electricar conductivity and pH Measurement

The electrical conductivitv of the influent reservoir
containing the 1.54 (w/w) SDS solution was a constant

1.5 ds/m (Fig. 6.J,2) . The erectrical- conductivity of the

combined anode fluid of the el-ectrical_ columns ranged from 4

to 5 ds/m. The electrlca] conductivity of the effl-uent of
the el-ectricaÌ samples steadily increased over time up to
23 ds/m after 40 days (Fig. 6.13). The linear relationship
of el-ectricaÌ conductivity at the cathode as a function of
time fitted through the origin is given as (rt = o.87),

EC = 0. 61 9 days

where:

EC : el-ect.rical_ conductivity (dS/m) ,

days : time (days) .

(sa ¡

sÍnce the outfl-ow volume was accumulated over time, the
increase i-n erectrical- conductivity is rerated to the
increased oH- concentration caused by the el_ectroÌvsis of
water over time.

The pH of the effl-uent of the el-ectrical col-umns was

within the ranqe of r2-r3 during the electrokinetic
treatment (Fig. 6.L4). The pH of the combined anode fluid
in the el-ectrical- columns was constantry acidic at a pH

1_85



val-ue close to 2. The inf tuent reservoir original-ry had a

notrl-rrl nTJ hrr¡¿çuLler ¡rn.r...,ut grew more acidic with the back diffusion of
the hydrogen ion from the anode into the reservorr over

ti-me. The pH values of the inf l-uent and ef f luent are

similar to other resul-ts reported in the literature (Acar

and Alshawabkeh l_993) .
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Figrure 6.L2 Erectricar conductivity measured at the anode
and the influent reservoi-r over time in experiment No.4.
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5.5.5 Hydrocarbon Concentration profiles

The concentration profiles indicate the more water*
sol-uble acetone moved faster in the er_ectricar_ coi_umns

compared to the hydraul-ic columns. The acecone

concentration at the injection port steadiJ_y dropped and the
acetone concentration at sampr-ing ports further arong the
column increased over time. The average ace'one
concentration in the hydraur-ic corumns was higher at the
injection port and rower at the other sampring ports
compared to the el-ectricar col-umns. Therefore, acetone was

transported more ef ficientJ-y in the erectricar_ cor_umns.

The concentration profiles for benzene and toluene were
si-mil-ar to acetone. The concentrations were reduced over
time at the injection port and increased over time at the
qâmnl i ¡^ na>*.Ðc1''¡'pJ--Lrrg IJOTES. However, there was no dif ference i n

concentration profiJ-es in the el-ectrical and hydraul_ic
columns for benzene and toluene.

The hydrocarbon concentration measured at the inicr-rinn
port for ethylbenzene, the xylene isomers, and the pAHs hras

Stearlr¡ fnr l-ho hr¡drarr'l i^ùLçquJ !..J! Lrrç r¡vuro.L.rrru r-ol_umns but was reduced over time
in the el-ectrical col-umns. The measured concentrations for
these compounds were not different in the electricar_ and

hydrau]-ic col-umns at sampting ports further from the point
of i ni a¡l-'i n¡*:¡J vv u¿vlr.
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6.5. 6 Hydrocarbon Extraction profiles

The hydrocarbon extraction profires indicate thar
acetone and toluene were transported faster in the
electrical- columns than in the hydrauric corumns

(Fig. 6.15) . After 43 days of el-ectrokinetic treatment with
a surfactant, the peak acetone concentration was g cnr

further i-n the el-ectricar column than the hydraul_ic column.

si-milarly, the peak concentration for tol-uene was 3 cm

further in the electricar col-umns. The peak concentrations
were similar in the hydraul-ic and el_ectricai_ columns for the
other model- diesel- fuel- compounds. The l_ess water-soÌubre
compounds remained at the injection port. The rack of
movement of the more hydrophobic contaminants indicates that
the surfactant did not permeate into the soil and enhance

1- râYì qnnrl-

6.5.7 pH Profite

The pH prof iles of the soil- col_umns in experiment No.4

were simil-ar to experiment No.3 where the anode became

acldic and the cathode became al-karine (Fig. 6.16) . rn the
el-ectricaÌ columns, the average pH of the soil was 2.I5 and

L2.1 3 at the anode and cathode respectively after 43 days of
el-ectrokinetÍc treatment. The pH proflre in the hydraulic
col-umns hras always crose to ? with the outfl_ow end beinq
more acidic simil_ar to experiment No.3.
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6.5.8 Water ContenÈ profile

The gravimetric water content profire indÍcated that
the el-ectrical- columns were significantly drier than the
hydraulic col-umns (Fig. 6.11) . The gravimetric water
content profile in the electricat col_umns indicates that
el-ectroosmotic fl-ow Ied to draining of pore fruid from
within the clay faster than could be repJ_aced at the anode

under the given treatment conditions.
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6.5.9 Dry Bulk Density profile

The dry butk density of the

col-umns were not significantly di
dry bulk density ranged from O.j6

el-ectrical_ col-umns and O .62 and 0

col-umns.

hydraulic and electrical

fferent (Fig. 6.18). The

to 0.87 g/cm3 for the

.71 in the hydraulic
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Compar5-son of Results to Mode1

.1 Introduction

Preliminary experiment No. 1 on sand was not model_Ied

because of prob]-ems in the f]ow rate measurement due to air
clogging of the soir- pores and inaccuracy in measured

hydrocarbon concentration profiles. part A of preriminary
experiment No.2 on sand with water flushing and voJ_tage

6.6

6.6
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potential difference application was modeÌIed using the ADRE

equation- Arthough part A of experiment No.2 imposed two

voltage potential differences, the measured concentratÍon
profiles indicated that most of the BTEX compounds were

flushed quickJ-y through the columns with the conditions of a

constant voltage of the same magnitude. Therefore, the
model-, which assumes a constant voltage potential_ difference
of the same maqnitude, courd be used to mode] the
contaminant transport. part B of experiment No.2 cour_d not
be model-l-ed since the contaminants were aJ_ready dispersed
before the apprication of a surfactant. Therefore,
experimental conditions violated the model_ assumption of a

constant point source of contamination. part c of
experiment No.2 coul-d not be model-led since the voltage
potentiar difference was applied intermittentty and the
model- assumes a constant voltage potentiar_ difference
i-Ì¡rnrr¡!'^"{- J-LLrr!lrugrlt-luL Lne experiment.

concentration profir-es were predicted in part A of
experi-ment No.3 and experiment No.4 using the ÄÐRE equation.
Part B of experiment No.3 was not predicted since the model_

assumes constant treatment conditions and an instantaneous
point source of contamination. since the contaminants were

dispersed prior to the application of a surfactant, part B

of experiment No.3 coul-d not be predicted usj-ng the model_.
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6.6.2 Ex¡reriment No.2

Part A in experiment No.2 was moder-r_ed usi-ng the
appried experimental conditions and a range of plausible
model-ling parameters determined from literature a.l_ons with
measured experimental_ values (Tabl_e 6.4) . The predicted
range of the benzene concentration profile in the effl-uent
indicates that the time of peak concentration ranges between

B hours and 4.5 days (Fig. 6.19). The large range of
prausible concentration profiles indicates that the moder is
sensitive to the chosen values of the modeJ_ring paramerers.

care must be taken to accurately determine moder input
parameters to achieve a confident prediction of
concentration profiles. The magnitude of the predicted peak

concentration is greater than 200 000 mgll. ModelJ-ing of
the other BTEX compounds indicate that the time of peak

concentration increases as the hydrophobicity of the
compound i-ncreases. The time range of the predicted benzene

concentration peak corresponds wel_1 with the measured data
where the maximt:m .nnr-on1-.atj_On in the effl_uent was

determÍned at the first sampling period at 1 day after
injection (Fig. 6.19). The peaks of the predicted
concentration profires are not shown in figure 6.lg since
the magnitude of the predicted peaks are beyond the scale of
the measured concentrations. The tailing in the measured
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concentration profire is rel-ated to trapped free-phase
benzene which forms a rong term source of contamination.
Note that the predicted and measured concentration profii-es
for both the eÌectrical and hydrauric col_umns are not shown

in Figure 6.19 since they were found to be simirar.

Table 6-4 plausibre Range of Moder-ring parameters

Modelling plausible Range
Parameter E>çeriment No.2 E>çeriment No.4

Sand Clay
cxr (cm¡

9¡ (g/cm3)

f
-oc

D* (cmz/sec )

Kh (cm,/sec )

K.o (cm,/sec) / (V/cm)

dE/dx (V/cm)

0.01 0.1
1 qq 1 Áq

0. 01 0. 0001

l- x l_ 0-s - j_ x 10-6

1x10-3 5x1O-3

1 x 10-a

0.1

JX.LU "

v.¿

0.0.
0.8

0.01

1x10-s

l- x 10-6

l- x l- 0-a

0. 05

1 - 1.0

0.9

0. 05

1x 10-6

5xl-0-8

5x10-s

0.2

Discrepancy between the predicted and model_l-ed data
occurs since the maximum concentration measured in the
experiments was much less than the predicted maximum

concentration. The largest experimentally measured

concentration was 300 mglI, for benzene. The main reason

attributed to the higher predicted concentrations compared

to the measured concentrations was rack of samples early in
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Figrure 6.19 comparison of experimental- measured

concentration profile to plausible predicted concentration
profires for benzene in the effl-uent in experiment No.2.

the experiment which resurted in missing the peak in the

concentratj-on profile. rt is believed that if samples were

taken early in the experiment using the new dilution
protocoJ-, the high concentration BTEX-profire predicted by

the moder would have been determined. The discrepancy

between the predicted and measured peak concentration can

al-so be partia]-J-y attributed to loss of BTEX back into the
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infl-uent reservoi-r. since the BTEX compounds are sol-ubl_e in
water and the infl-uent reservoir has a rarge vol_ume which
f nrmq l-r i nl-. õ"!vrrLLÈ) ,r-L9rr uoncentration gradients, some of the BTEX

compounds courd have been l-ost by back diffusion. There may

arso have been some l-oss of the volatil_e compounds due to a

time lag between sampling and anarysis caused by GC down

time- Another reason attributed to the discrepancy becween

the measured and predicted resur-ts is the formation of
f ree-phase. The formation of free-phase l_eads to errors r_n

predicted concentration since free-phase is not taken into
account in the model-. The concentration values predicted bv

the modeJ-, assuming that. atr compounds are in sorution, are
much higher than the aqueous solublrities of the compounds.

rt is berieved that the model- would better predict results
if a l-ower amount of compound r^rere injected into the cor_umns

to avoid the formation of free-phase and if care was arso
taken to prevent contaminant l-oss due to back diffusion.

6. 6.3 E>çeriment No.3

The contaminant concentration profiles with water
f'ìllehinn 'in!¿sù¿rrrrv .r-rr yâft A of experiment No.3 were predicted by the
ADRE model- using estimated moderl-ing parameters. The

predicted concentration profiles were in correspondence with
experimental- resul-ts where only the more water-sorubl_e
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acetone, benzene, and tol-uene compounds were cransported to
the middl-e sampJ-ing port (10.5 cm from the point of
injection) - The more hydrophobic compounds were predicted
to remain at fhe 'inio^r'inn point similar to the measured

experimental concentration profiles and extraction resul_ts.
No figure is shown due to the l-ack of measured sampres in
part A caused hrr rha nr nnai¡g sf the sampling syringe with
cJ-ay particles.

6.6 .4 E>çeriment No.4

The modeJ-1ing of treatment conditions i_n experi_ment

No.4 with surfactant flushing indicated that the compounds

did not move into the el-ectrical- col-umns. The

eJ-ectrophoretic fl-ow was modefled to be much greater than
the el-ectroosmotic fl-ow which prevented contaminant

transport into the columns toward the cathode and the
sampJ-ing ports. Therefore, the predicted concentration
profiles were not shown to develop within the corumn.

However, the measured concentrations in the test indicated
that the contaminants were transported within the corumn and

that the erectrical- col-umns had greater contaminant

transport. The discrepancy between the moder and experiment

results can be exp]-ained by the fact that the surfactant did
not infiltrate into the soir. Fl_ow rate and current
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measurements al-so indicate that the surfactant did not
permeate into the soil. Without the infi-uence of a

surfactant there is no eJ-ectrophoretic transport and.,

therefore, no retardation of the electroosmotic transport.
since the surfactant was berieved not to enter the soil,
experiment No.4 was modelled assuming water fi_ushing

conditions. Assuming no surfactant infiltration and warer

flushing conditions, predicted concentration profiJ_es were

much cl-oser to the measured concentration profiles.
The modelling of experiment No.4 with water flushing

and plausible range of model-ling parameters given in Table

6.3 indicate a rarge variation in the predicted

concentration nrnfitae /Ei.g. 6.20). The concentration
profile for benzene at 6.5 cm from the point of injection
has the l-ow ranqe prausible concentraton profire proting
directly along the x-axis at a concentration of zeyo. The

s.l-ow concentration profile predicted for benzene onJ-y starts
to increase near the end of the experiment. The predicted
concentrati-on profiles in the erectrical- columns using the
model-ling parameter causing fast contaminant transport shows

benzene being transported entire]-y past the point l_ocated

6.5 cm from the point of injection. The benzene

concentration predicted for the hydraul-ic col_umns is slower

than the electrical- columns which indicate enhanced

transport in the erectrical col-umns over the hydraul-i_c
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col-umns. The J_arge range in the

profiles with the plausible range

indicate that modelling parameters

determined.

predicted concentration

of modeling parameters

must be accurately

Ë
C¡

c
o'-
lJ
(ú
Ir
.p

CJ
(_)

o
U

Hydraul-ic Model- . Hyrau_tic Data
ELectrical Model EJ.ecLrical- Dat.a

Figrure 6.2o comparison of experimental results for benzene
6.5 cm from point of injection in experiment No.4 to
plausible predicted concentration profiles.

Predicted concentration profiles for other model- diesel
fuel- compounds indicate that only the more water-sol_uble

compounds of acetone, benzene, and to]uene b/ere predicted to
be transported to the middle sampring port (6.5 cm from

Time (days)
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6.7

6.7.L

point of injection) during the 43-day test. The measured

concentration proflJ-es indicate that the hydrophobic

compounds vùere not detected at the concentration port 6.5 cm

ffom thc nnint nf in-ìanr-.in!! v¡LL LrrE lrJrrr u v! ¿¡rJ çt- urr¿fì . The l_aCk Of mOVement f Of the

more hydrophobic compounds hJas also shown in the measured

concentration profires and in the hydrocarbon extracti_on
profiles.

As with the possibl_e errors dÍscussed in section 6.6.2,
errors in the prediction of the experimental- resul_ts coul_d

occur due to the formation of free-phase and precipitation
of the PAHs.

Sensitivity Ànalysis

Introduction

A sensitivity ana]-ysis was performed on the moder_

fitted to the experimental data to Ídentify the importance
of various physical and chemical- factors on electrokinetic
remedi-ation- various parameters were individuarly changed

systematicarly and the change in concentration was

determined. The magnitude of the change in concentratlon
resulting from the change in the parameter indicates the
sensitivity of that parameter (Anderson and woessner rgg2).
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6.7 -2 sensitivity Anarysis of E>çeriment No.4 - wacer

Flushing

The sensitivity of the parameters used in modetrinq

experiment No.4 under water flushing conditions were

eval-uated- rt was found that with the row vo]-tage

potential gradient appl_ied in the experiment, the

coefficient of el-ectroosmotic permeability was not the
dominant factor. The most sensitive parameter was dry burk
density (Fiq. 6.21,) . A 252 increase in dry bulk density
l-eads to an approximate isz decrease in concentration and

vice versa- since burk density affects porosity,
f ^r{-"^^; r..Lorruosrry, and hydrodynamic dispersion, the high
sensitivity during water frushing with l-ow vortage potential
gradient can be expected. since the range of bulk density
is smal-l- and since bulk density can be measured accurately
in the experiments, the infruence of bulk density on the
uncertainty of the moderling resul-ts is minimal_.

The fraction of organic carbon (fo") u/as aÌso shown to
be a highJ-y sensitive factor. since the fraction of orsanrc
carbon control-s the retardation factor during water
frushing, the time of peak concent.ration is control bv the
val-ue of the fraction of organic carbon. The amount of
orgranic carbon was not measured in the test and, due to the
i-nfluence on concentration profÍIes, should be evaluated in
other experiments with water flrr.shino i- reatment.
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Figure 6.2t sensitivity anal-ysis of water fr_ushinq in
experiment No.4.

The coeffi-cient of er-ectroosmotic permeability and the
coefficient of diffusion were the next most sensitive
parameters. A 75? change in the coefficient of
electroosmotic permeabi-1ity r-ead to a 50g change in
concentration. rt is expected that with increased vor_taqe
potentiar gradients the sensitivity of el_ectrokinetic
parameters such as the coefficient of electroosmotic
permeabirity will i-ncrease. since the o .2 v/ cm vo]-tage
potential gradient applied in experiment No.4 was reÌativelv
sma11, the effects of electrokinetics were minimar_ as

indicated by the sensitlvlty analysis.
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The hydraul-ic conductivity was found to be the l_easc

sensitive parameter in modelJ-ing experi-ment No.4. The i_ow

permeabiJ-ity of clay soils causes other transport parameters

such as diffusion to become more dominant.

6-7.3 sensitivity Ànarysis of E>çeriment No.4 - water

Flushing with Increased Voltage Gradient

The sensitivity of the modelling paramerers was al-so

eval-uated with the increase in the el_ectrical- gradient to
I V/cm (Fiq. 6.22) . This val_ue was chosen since an

ol or-f- ri na I ^":adient of i- V/cm is nref crrerì i n :nn'l r¡.i rìj!ssrçr¿u v! I V/ e¡!! ru lJ!çr('l___ *¡-l/-J,.lg

electrokinetic remediation (Acar and Hamed 1991) . The

results of the sensitivity analysis show that the
coefficient of el-ectroosmotic permeability was now the
predominant factor in the electrokinetic treatment.
Therefore, in order to fully utilize the effects of the
increase in flow due to el_ectroosmosis, the applied voltage
potentiar gradient shoul-d be a minimum of r v/cm.

6-7.4 sensitiwity .Analysis of E>çeriment No.4 - sDS

Flushing

The sensitivity of the moderi_ing parameters was al_so

evai-uated with the treatment condition in experj_ment No.4

with surfactanf f 'lrqh'inrr lFig. 6.23) . With the application
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of an el-ectricar- gradient and surfactant flushing, the
e]-ectrophoretic mobiJ-ity of the sDS micel_1es was found to be

the most domi-nant factor. The eì_ectrophoretic mobility of
the sDS micel-Ies are not shown in Figure 6.23 since the
sensitivity is much higher than the other moder parameters.

Si-nce the ele¡f rnrrhnrar-i^ mobil_ity of the SDS micell_es is
approximatei-y one order of magnitude gireater than the
coefficient of el_ectroosmotic permeabiJ_ity, the
eJ-ectrophoretic mobility control-s the contaminant transporr
with surfactant addÍtion.

surfactant concentration was the second most sensltive
parameter. The surfactant concentration effects the amount

of contaminants being transport in micer]es. Therefore,
surfactant concentration shoul-d be a dominant factor.

The dry bulk density and fraction of organic carbon
were again shown to be sensitive modell_ing parameters which
affected the predicted concentration. similar to water
flushing with the same voltage potential gradient, the bulk
density and fraction of organic carbon were more sensitive
than the coefficient of el-ectroosmotic permeability. The

hydraulic conductivity had the least influence on predicted
concentration.
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5.8 Modelling Various Treatment Conditions

The model- was used to nreciir-.|- 1-he effects of varioUs

treatments conditions. concentration profil_es for
ethyi-benzene B cm from the nninf nf -^ntaminant injection in
part A of experiment No.2 in sand were predicted with water

and SDS fJ_ushing (1.52 w/w) . Three voltage conditions were

model-l-ed: (1) no voltage potential applied, (2) voltaqe
potentiaì_ gradients of 0.2 y/cm, and (3) voltage potential
gradient of 2.0 y/cm. The modelling results indicate that
surfactant application enhanced the transport with no

voJ-tage applied and at the 0.2 v/cm vortage grad.ients

(Fig. 6-24) - However, with the apprication of a vor-taqe

gradient of 2-0 v/cm, contaminant transport with surfactant
frushing was significantry red.uced and was r-ower tha¡r

compared to water flushing. This is a resul-t of
erectrophoretic transport retarding the transport of the

contaminant in the pore fluid. The water flushino
concentration profiles with the different vol_tase

appllcations were al-l- similar since the hydraul_ic f]ow

dominates in the high permeabiJ_ity sand. Electricar effects
were more prominent with a voltage gradient of 2 y/cm.
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Fig"ure 6.24 Modell-ing of ethy]-benzene concentration
profiles B cm from point of injection with various treatment
conditions in sand.

The treatment conditions were applied with the
parameters i-n experiment No.4 with clay to moder_ the
concentration profiJ-e of ethyrbenzene 2 cm from the point of
contaminant injection (F.iq. 6.25). The application of SDS

without a vottage potential gradient enhanced contaminant

transport. However, with the application of a voltage
potential gradient with surfactant frushing, there r^¡as no

movement of ethyJ-benzene toward the outflow end. The

electrophoretic transport of the contaminants 1n the

opposite direction of electroosmotic and hvclrar.r'l ir- frow
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resul-ts i-n no movement of the contaminants toward the
cathode with sDS and voltage application. The application
of water flushinrr r^r'i l-h Èh^ various voltage gradients show

that the contaminant transport is increased in clav with
increasing voltage gradient.
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Figrure 6.25 ModerJ-ing of ethylbenzene concentration
profiles 2 cm from point of injection with vari-ous treatment
conditions in cIav.
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7.O Conclusions

surfactant-enhanced aquifer remediation and

e.l-ectrokinetic remediation are stirr emerging technologies
and a greater understanding of the factors invol_ved is
needed before decontamination can be confidently applied in
the fiel-d' However, the research resur-ts significantry adds

to the knowledge of surfactant-enhanced electrokinetic
remediation. A number of new concrusions were drawn which

adds to the known information on the performance of
surfactant-enhanced el-ectrokinetic remediation.

one of the three main goars of the research was to
evaluate the performance of surfactant-enhanced

el-ectrokinetic remedÍation in removing hydrocarbons from

contaminated soil-s. The fol Inwin.r 1-^n^Iusions were made

from this objective.

' Application of an electrical gradient to contaminated sand

had no effect on the fl-ow rate with water or sDS (o.2sz w/w)

as the processing fluid with an hydraul_ic gradient of 0.333.

' Flow rate and contaminant transport was enhanced in clav
with the application of a voltage potential gradient with
water flushing when the cathode was l_ocated at the outfj-ow.

' A minimum voltage potentiar gradient of l_.0 v/cm is
reconmended to utilize el-ectroosmotic contaminant transport
in water flushinq.
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" Appfication of a surfactant increased the current whÍch
l-ed to increased gas production and hydroqen and hydroxyJ_

i rrn rrrnrlrr ¡{. i_-on.

n The coefficient of ei-ectroosmotic permeabJ-J_ity remained
relatively constant under the treatment conditions even

after proJ-onged peri-ods of er-ectrokinetic remediati_on. This
was attributed to the higher hydraur-i-c gradient, lower
voltage potential gradient, and uniform pH of the soir_ in
the electrokinetic treatmenc.

' The anionic surfactant sDS does not permeate into clay
soil when the positivery charged anode is rocated at the
inflow end.

The second main goal- of the research was to identify
the effect of various physical- and chemicar- factors on the
performance of surfactant-enhanced electrokinetic
remediation- The folr-owing conclusions were made rei_ated to
f h'i e nlri a¡f i -,vvJ çv,- "'e:

' concentrations of sDs greater than 2z (w/w) r_eads to no

further reduction in the modified retardation factor.
Th o ro f nro t-hr¡¡E!ç!v!Er urr€ optimum sDs concentration that shoul-d be used

in surfactant-enhanced remediation is beÌow 2g (w/w).

' sDS mi-celle-water partition coefficients were determined
as 3.19, 3.42, 3.45, 3.39, and 3.36 for tol_uene,

ethyrbenzene, and the xylene isomers respectivei_y.
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o The ãtltlâronf qnl rrl-rì 'ì ì l-., ì *^*^^^^¡ ^rrrrç qvvorsr-e vv¿sv¿¿¿LJ rrruredseCl at the sDS CMC for a

factor of 1,-6 for m-xylene up to 3.2 for ethylbenzene. The

increase in hydrocarbon sorubiJ-ity of sDS at the cMC has not
been considered in other determinations of the micel-l-e-water
partition coefficient.

' A new rel-ationship between log Ko, and rog I{* values was

determined- Therefore, values of 1og Ko, can be used to
predict the sDS micel-l-e-water partition coefficients and

electrophoretic transport in micelles for other hvdrocarbon

compounds.

' The cMC is reduced by 33a in the presence of saturated
tol-uene, ethylbenzene, and. xyJ-ene isomer compounds.

" El-ectroosmotic consol-id.ation was observed i_n the
electrical_ col_umns at the cathode.
r Tho nTJ nrnril-es in the cf av eolumns rrrr¡¡ç l/rr 11!url_-LeS ln Ene C-*j vv¿qlu¡r _rldef pfOlOnged

electrokinetic remediation indicated the anode region became

hiqhly acidic with a pH between 2 and 3 and the cathode
region became hiqhly arkarine with a pH between 11 and l_3.

An acid front did not develop over the entire soil col_umn

with the pH of the interior of the clav remaining c.l_ose to
initial neutral pH values.

The third main goal of the research was to deverop

equati-ons that can be used to predict contaminant transport
during surfactant-enhanced el-ectrokinetic remediation. The

foJ-lowing concl-usions were drawn from this objetive.
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' A modified retardation factor coupl_ed with classical
advection dispersion transport equations and el-ectrokinetic
effects is a preliminary model that can be used to eval_uate

and predict various surfactant-enhanced el_ectrokinetic
remediation treatments. However, since the model_ was

sensitive to the input parameters, accurate measurements of
the modelling parameters are needed for better predictions.
A more complete model- taking into account transient effects,
multi-phase flow, and mass transfer shourd be used for more

accuraLe predictions.

' At the preferred er-ectricar- gradient of approximatery
I V/cm in ej_ectrokinetic remediation, the coefficient of
electroosmotic permeability is the most important factor in
water f l_ushinq.

' with the application of surfactant-enhanced el-ectrokinetic
remediation with sDS, the most dominant factor was the
electrophoretic mobility of the SDS micel_l-es.

' Electrophoretic transport was an order of magnitude

qreat.er in the opposite direction than erectroosmotic
transport with the anionic surfactant SDS.

" Model-ling theory indicates eJ-ectrophoretic transport in
sDS micell-es will- be greater than el-ectroosmotic transporc

for the majority of hydrocarbons under tl4picat treatment

condi-tions.
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A' number of other new resu]ts and new information was

found in this study:

" A model- diesel fuel- greatly simpJ_ifies experr_ments

involving dieseJ- fuer contamination and ari-ows for resul_ts

of individual_ compounds to be distinguished.

' A diluti-on is necessary to reduce the concentration of
hydrocarbons berow the aqueous solubirities indicated bv

Raoult's Law to determine high concentrations of
hydrocarbons i-n water using the spME-GC-FrD analysis method.
. Thc rìorzal nnorl âi ì rr+. i ^-rr¡s \rËvc-LLryË..¿ Lrr-r-uLJ-orr protocol is a new analytical

technique which a11ows the fast, simpJ-e, inexpensive, and.

sol-vent-free SPME me1-hrrrì to be used for evironmental_

investigations encountering free-phase or hiqh
concentrations of hydrocarbons.

' vibrati-on-enhanced spME increases the amount of anal_vte

sorbed over a given perÍod of time prior to equi]ibrium
between the compound and the fibre. Therefore, sampre

agitation provided by the new sampJ-e carouser_ agitation
device reduces equilibration time and improves limits of
detection, especiall-y for compounds wlth higher distribution
constants.
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8.0 Reconunendations

The fol-l-owinq recommendations can be made from this
research:

' Future research should concentrate on the effect of
eJ-ectrophoretic transport in micer-res when applying an

anionic surfactant.

' A l-ower amount of hydrocarbon shoul_d be injected further
into the soil- columns to avoid contaminant loss due to back

di ffus ion .

' A more complex numerical- model- including transient
effects' mass transfer, and multi-phase fi_ow is needed to
confidently predicted contaminant transport during
surfactant-enhanced electrokinetic remediation.

' Application of a nonioni-c surfactant shourd be attempted

to avoid contaminant transport from electrophoretic frow
moving in the opposite direction of el_ectroosmotic fl_ow.

since nonionic surfactants have a higher solubilization
capacity than anionic surfactants, they may be more sulted
to surfactant-enhanced electrokinetic remediat.ion.
n An anionic surfactant shourd be app]_ied using a reversed

electrode confj-guration with the cathode being located at
the infl-ow end and the anode at the outflow end.

' Temperature effects for applying a surfactant shoul-d be

evaluated before f iel_d use in Manitoba.
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' secondary temperature effects have been shown to decrease

the efficiencv of el e¡fr.'osmotic flow when the current
density is greater than 5 mA/cm2 (Hamed et aI. 1991).

Therefore, el-ectrode area shoul_d be increased in future work

to decrease current density. Rer-ativer-y inexpensive
graphite el-ectrodes could be emproyed for this purpose.

" Thicker glass columns shoul-d be used in further experiment

to reduce chance of reakage and to increase durabilitv.
' Duration of experj-ments shoul-d be reduced to a1l-ow sreater
amount of data col]ection on various conditions to be

obtained. In addition, shorter tests all_ow the short rerm

effects of el_ectrokinetics to be eval-uated.

" current and voJ-tage drop measurements need onry to be

taken every hal-f an hour to avoid large data fil-es which are

difficult to work with.
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/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /,/* CURRENT2.C Written July 94 Updated Dec 95 *//.* Program contrors the 24 channer'muriiplu*", used for data*,//* measurment in the erectrokinetic r.*"ãi"tion laboratory * //* experiments. program sets duration of applied voltage * //* and time for voJ-tage drop and current measurements. DaLa*//* is written to 4 ouiput fires, one for ihe applied voltage*,//* and current for ar-l three coi-umns and three fir_es for the*/,/* measured voltage drops across each soil column. *//* * //* Variabl-es i *t
/* t on : ho\d i-ong voltage is on (min) *'/
/* t-off : how J-on! voltaie is off (min) */
/,: t-drop= how long betweãn voltage drop measurements (min) *//* t max : total time length of tõst (*L" j---- \*LJ 

* //.: t-change = incïementzJÉcrement in onloif time (min) * //* v rs : voì_tage drop across the resistor \'!i¡"/ *//,: r_p" : voltalu 
"nppr:-.ã ¡y the power supply * //,: v_sampì.e = voÌtagè-Orop across lample =-lv3s)_(v_rs) *//* current : current through the "r*piu/* s1,s2,s3: fite name extensions foi sample corumn data */

/*1a?-^^*^^r.
/* Þs.] Þc, er!'¿'J' respectively */
¿ LeLrEeLr.j3 = po\./er supply for col_umns 1_,2, and 3. */
/* resistance : resistancé- oi the resistor * /#inc]ude <stdio . h>
#include <std1ib.h>
#íncl-ude (conio. h)
#incl-ude <process . h)
#incLude <math.h>
#incl-ude <dos . h)
#include <strinq.h>
#incl-ude <time. ñ>

#define N 21
#define PS1 1
#define PS2 9
#define PS3 ]-'r-

,/* channel-s 1, r g ,'J,j control_ po\,/er supply */#define DROPI_ 2 -

#define DROP2 3
#define DROP3 4
#define DROP4 5
#define DROP5 6
#define DROP6 7
#define C1 I
#define DROPT 10
#define DROPS 1l_
#define DROpg 12
#define DROPI_O l_3
#define DRopl-1 14
#define DRop12 15
#define C2 16
#define DROP13 l_8
#define DROP14 1,9
#define DRopl_s 20
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#define DROP16 21
#define DRopl? 22
#define DROpt_B 23
#define C3 24
/* assign data to

#define DATA
rerrì qter* /

f

/* set for fBM computer */
#def ine STATUS -0x37 

9
#define CONTROL 0x37À

#define ON 0;
#define OFF 1,;

appropriate channel_ above * /
0x378 /* printer port f/O address. Data

/* Status register *,/
,/* Control register*,/

struct bits
{
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
tlnqi anaÄ

It

bir0
birl
bir2
bit3
h.i + /'l
!¿ L=

bir5
ol_t'b

1.

union data
{
struct bits
int
j;

databits;
dataint;

union data databyte0, databytel, databyte2,.union data *byte0p, *bytel-p, *byte2p;

union status
{
struct bits statusbits;
int statusint;
] statusunj-on;

union control_
{
struct bits control_bits,.
int ¡nnl-ral i nf .v¡¿¡ru,

] controlunion;

,/* decLare g]-obal functions * //* these functions written by Matt McDonaId */woid PSOnoff (int num, char *itate),.
void ChOn (int num);
void Dataswitch (union data *dataunion, div t chnu¡n);void PSSwitch(union data *dataunion, åh"r T"tate),.
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void ChDsp (int num) ;
f l-oat ReadVm (void) ;
rznid Tñi+/"^.i^\-L \ VVIU,/ ,

/* declare functions, need prototlpe if main before funct.ions/* void decl-ared when function doèè not return a wa'r ,e */
rznirl inJ-r^¡r.'^.i ,l\. t

eÁv \ v-.J) ;

void main (void)
1

FïLE *f1 ,*f2,*f3,*f4, *f5;
/* declare variabl_es */
int test1, test2, test3,.
char namel [N] , name2 [N] , name3 [N] , name4 [N] , nameS [N] , *p, re enter [N] ,.fl-oat r¡m reading;
doubl-e

v_ps, v_rs 1 r v_rs2 , v_rs3, v_sample1, v_sample2 , v_sample3, currentl, current2 , current3,.
doubl-e resistance, zero, onea, twoa, threea, foura, f ivea, si_xa,.doubl-e onec, twoc, threec, fourc, fivec, sixä;
doubl-e onee, twoe, threee, foure, fivee, sixe;
doubl-e avg1, avg2 , avg3, avq1-, avg5, avg6 , curravg;
dorrl'll c f an È af f r- ¡L---^ ruvuv¿= L_urr, L .urr, L_cnange, t_max, t_drop, t_on1, t_dropl;time_t tlt_stãrt;
/* qÈ:rf nf nr ogram * /
byte0p : &databyteO..
bytelp = &databytel;
byte2p : &databyLe2;
databyte0.dataint : databytel.dataint : databyte2.dataint : 255;

rnit O ;
clrscr ( ) ;
i ni-rn ¡/ \ .
t¡¡9¡v \ / ,

/* function connects channel_s to the vol_tmeter *,/

/* introscreen *,/

/* input set-up data *,/
doi
clrscr ( ) ;
printf("\n\n\n\t\Input file name to store data: rrì:
scanf("8st',name1); t'
nrintf /rt\n\fRnfar l-Þra rrn¡/r¡¡¡ur \ \r¡ \e!¡¡Lvr L¡¡ç "-ltage on and off time (min) ! ,r) ;scanf ("ålf U l_f ", &t on, &t off ) ,.printf("\n\tEnter the mãgnitude of appried voltage (vott):") ì
scanf (t'%1f ", &v ps ) ;printf("\n\tEnEer the duration of experiment (min)! ,,);
scanf ("%l-f ", &t_max) ì /* &t indicates address of t max *,/printf ("\n\t¡nEer the increment/decrement oi o"zãit-Eî*u/nì-\. rt\.

\¡rr¿r¡,/ . t ,
scanf ("81-f", &t_change) ;printf ("\n\tEnter Lime i-nLervaL between

measurements (min) : ");
scanf ("?1f", &t_drop) ;

voltage drop
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printf ("\n\twouJ-d you r-ike to change this data? (y/N) ! ,,),.
scanf ("3"t'rre enter) ;printf ("\n\n\ñ"¡,.

)
while ((re_enter[0] !- 'N')) ; /* do until_ N is entered *./

t_on : t on *60; ,/* convert to seconds */t-off:Ðoff*60;
t-max : t-max*60,.
t_cnange : t_change*60;
t_drop:t_drop* 60;

/* create other file names * /
-^_ ::t.py(name2,name1); /* name2.s1 will store voltage drop data

strcpy(name3,name1),. /* 51,, etc. . Namel_ with no extensiongives * /
strcpy(name4,name1); ./* applied voltage data for three col_umns

strcpy (name5, namel ) ,.
n:il q1 rt.
E'
strcat (name2rp) ,. ,/* concentrates two stri no.s * /
n:rr qrrr. t
ry
strcat (name3rp) ;
n=[ q?rr.v,
strcat (name4, p) ,.

P:tt . âvgtt r'

strcat (nameS,p) ;
/* open fiLes * /
f 1:fopen (name1 ,,,a,,) i
f 2:f open (name2, "at') ,.

f 3=fopen (name3 ,',a',) i
f 4=f open (name4, "â" ) ,.

f 5=f open (nameS , ,, a,, ) i

/* check that files can be opened *,/
if( (f1=fopen(name1, "a") ) :=NULL) {printf ( " \nFil_e Bs cannot be opened . ", namel ) ;exit (1) ,.

]
/* "ar' - Open for append */
/* and create if the file does noríf ( (f2:fopen (name2, "a") ) ==NULL) {printf("\nFife 8s cannot be opened."
exit (l- ) ;

1

exist. *,/

, name2 ) ;

if( (f3:fopen (name3, "a") )::NULL) {printf("\nFile Bs cannot be open€d.",name3);
exit (l- ) ;
)
if ( (f4:fopen (name4, "a") ):=NULL) {printf ("\nEil-e 8s cannot be open€d.",name4) ;exit (1) ;
]
if ( (f 5:fopen (name5, "a") ) ==NU1,L) {
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plintf ("\nFil-e 8s cannot, Lre onenert r n:
exlt (1) t 

r'tr 1J-e õs cannol uç vl,çrrsu ' ' 
rràIfle 5 ) 

"
i

t_drop1= t_drop;
t_drop:g ì /* record voLtage drops before test starts * /t_on1 : t_oni

testl:0; /* test to see that "if 's" onJ-y get executed once *,/test2:0;
test3=0,.

/* echo input to fiÌe */
fprintf (f1, "\n\n Voltage on time is Z-j.Of minr:res .w r rrñri h+€ /F1 ,,rtl t-'j-l:1:t9=-:tt, :]-*", tt^ u: / ' L' "''"*-co ' , ¿ on/60) ;!¡l!r-rrLr (IJ-, "\n VOltage of f time iS s"-'l .Of mi nlltes _ " ; ;f€ñFi ñ+€ /€r ,,tt: ::t:o:=, ttt tt^:. 1s ä- / ' ur "'-..*---' t ---if /60) ;rt',rr-rLr (rar "\n Time between vo]-tage drop measurments 1s å-7.0fminutes. ", t_drop]-/ 60) ;
fnrì nt- f /ã1 |!p!rlrL! t!r-r "\n rncrement/decrement in on/off tinre is z-'t .0fminutes. ", t_change/60) ;
fnri n{- € /ãr trl,!r-rrLr (rr-, ''\n vol-tage suppLied by the power supply is z-g.2fvoÌts . ", v_ps ) ;
,/* write headings to files */
fprintf (f1,'l\n\nTrME (Mru¡ , voLT.1, CURR.1, voLT.2, cuRR.2,voLT.3, cuRR.3");
fprintf (f2, "\n Voltage drop given in Vol_ts ,,) ìfprintf (f3, "\n Voltage aroþ given in Vol_ts ,,);fprintf (f 4, "\n Voltage aroþ given in Vol_ts ,,),.

fprintf (f2,., \n\nTIME
(MrN) , DROP1, DROP2, DROP3, DROP4, DROPS, DROp6") ;fprintf (f3, "\n\nTIME
(MIN), DROP7, DROPg, DROpg, DROP10, DROP11, DROP12"),.

fnrì nf € /€, tt!¡J!¿r¡L¡ \¿:, \n\nTIME
(MrN) , DROP13, DROP14, DROP15, DROP16, DROPI?, DROplg") ;fprintf (f5, "\n\nTIME
(MIN), AvqCURR, AVG1, AVGT, AVG3, AVG4, AVGS, AVG6,, ) ;

fcl-ose (ff ¡;
fclose (f2),
fclose (f3);
fcl-ose (f 4) ;
fcl-ose (f5);

t_start = time (NULL);
test from L972 */

t = time (NUII) ;

/* Tnítialize time val_ues to start of

/* IooP */
while ( (t-t_start) (:t_max) {t: time(ñU],l,) , /Tt_íme in seconds since I9-t2 */if ( (t-t_start)::t_drop) {printfl"\n\n-Ùfeasure voltage drop and current.,,) ;printf("\nTime (min) from start of test is

%l-d", (t-t start) /60) ;
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/* measure voltage drop */
ChOn(DROPI-); /* connect channel_ to voltmeter *,/
ChDsp(DROP1); /* display channel on front of vol_tmeter *,/
r¡m_reading : ReadvmO ; /* take voJ_tage measurmeni- */onea = r¡m readinq;

zero: (t-t_starL) /60; /* time in minutes */

ChOn (DROP2 ) ,.

ChDsp (DRop2) ;
r¡m_¡eading = ReadvmO;
twoa : rrm_reading;

Chon(DROP3);
ChDsp (DRop3) ;
r¡m_reading : ReadVnO;
threea : vm_reading;

ChOn (DROP4 ) ,.

ChDsp (DROP4) ;
r¡m_reading : ReadVmO;
foura : vm_reading;

chon (DRopS) ;
ChDsp (DROP5) ;
r¡m_reading : ReadVmO;
fivea : vm_reading;

Chon (DROP6) ;
ChDsp (DROP6);
r¡m_reading = ReadVmO;
sixa : rrm_reading;

Chon (c1) ;
ChDsp (C1) ;
r¡m_reading = ReadVm O,.v_rs1 : vm_reading;

/* ^,,+^,,+ +^ ^-, vqe¡,uL -v oqjlêefl *,/

printf ("\n\nTIME (MIN) DROP_ DROP2 DROP3 DROP4

e" 4.3f z

DROP5

4.3f

DROP6");
printf("\nå7.3f

9" 4.3f" I zero I onea,
fivea, sixa) ;

8 4.3f e" 4.3f Z 4.3f
tr.Joa, threea, foura,

f 2:f open (name2, "â" ) ,.

fprintf (f2,', \n?7.3f ,% 4.4f ,Z 4.4f ,Z 4.4f ,Z 4.4f ,Z 4.4f ,Z4 .4f." , zero, onea, twoa, threea, f oura,
fivea, sixa) ,.

zero : (t-t_starL) /60;
chon (DROP7) ;
ChDsp (DROP7 ) ,.

r¡m_reading : ReadVmO;
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onec : un_reading;

Chon (DROPB) ;
ChDsp (DRopB) ;
r¡m_readi-ng : ReadVmO ;
t\+¡oc : rrm_reading;

Chon (DROP9) ;
ChDsp (DRop9) ;
r¡m_reading = ReadvmO;
threec : vm_reading;

Chon (DRop10) ;
ChDsp (DRop10) ;
r¡m_reading : ReadVmO,.
fourc = vm_reading;

Chon (DROP11) ;
ChDsp (DRopl j_ ) ;
r¡m_reading : ReadVmO;
fivec : vm_reading;

Chon (DROP12);
ChDsp (DROP12);
r¡m_reading : ReadVm O,.sixc : rrm_reading;

Chon (c2) ;
ChDsp (C2) ;
r¡m_reading : ReadVmO;
v_rs2 : vm_reading;

,/* output to screen *,/
printf ("\n\nTIM¡ (MIN) DROPT

DROPIl_ DROP12");
printf ( "\n%?.3f

4.3f Z 4.3f,, r zero, onec,
fivec, sixc) ;

DROPS DROP9

z 4.3f z 4.31 Z 4.3f
twoc, threec, fourc,

DROPlO

z 4.3f eo

f3=fopen (name3 ,,,a',) ;fprintf (f3, "\nå7 .3f ,eo 4.4f ,Z 4.4f ,Z 4.4f tZ 4.4f ,Z 4.4f ,Z4.4f" , zero, onec, twoc, threec, fourc,
fivec, sixc) ,.

zero :(t-t_starL) /60;
Chon(DROP13);
ChDsp (DROP13);
r¡m_reading : ReadVmO;
onee : rrm_reading;

Chon (DRop14) ;
ChDsp (DROP14) ;
r¡m_reading = ReadVmO;
twoe : vrn reading;
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Chon (DROP1S) ;
ChDsp (DROP15 ) ,.

r¡m_reading = ReadVmO;
threee : vm_reading;

Chon (DROPI6) ;
ChDsp (DRoPl-6);
r¡m_reading : ReadvmO;
foure : vm_reading;

Chon (DROP17) ;
ChDsp (DROP17);
r¡m_reading : ReadVmO;
fivee : vm_reading;

Chon (DRoP18) ;
ChDsp (DROP18) ;
r¡m_reading : ReadVmO;
sixe = rrm_reading;

chon (c3 ) ;
ChDsp (c3 ) ;
r¡m_reading = ReadVmO;
v_rs3 = vm_reading;

/* output to screen */
printf ("\n\nTIME (MfN) DRop13 DRopl_4 DRop15 DROP16DROP17 DROP18");
printf ( "\nå7 .3f

4.3f Z 4.3f",zero|onee,
fivee, sixe) ;

e" 4.3f Z 4.3f Z 4.3f Z 4.3f Z
t\+oe, threee, f oure,

/* output voltage drop measurments
f 4=fopen (name4 ,,'a,,) ì
fprintf (f4,,,\nå7.3f, å 4.4f ,Z 4.4f ,

4 . 4f." , zero , onee, twoe, threee, f oure,
fivee, sixe) ;

to fil_es */

z 4.4f ,Z 4.4f ,e" 4.4f ,Z

CURR.1 VOIT.2

/* Voftage measured in volts * /
,/* compute current and voJ_tage drop across samples * /resistance : 1; /* resistors have iesistance of 1000 ohms * /currentl : v rs1/resistance; /* units of mil]iamps * /current2 : v-rs2,/resistance;
current3 : vls3/resistance;
v_samplet = v_ps-v_rs1;
v_sampJ_e2 : v_ps-v_rs2 ;
v_samp1e3 : v-ps-v-rs3 ;

/* output to screen *,/
printf ("\n\nTIME (MIN) VOLT.1

VOT,T.3 CURR.3'');
printf("\nB7.3f I5.3f I5.3f U 5.3f Z5.3f? 5.3f ", (t_drop /60¡ ,v_sampJ_e1, currentl,
v_sampIe2 , current2 , v_sample3, current3 ) ;

u u.t1.f1 . z

I 5.3f

/* output to fil-e */
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f 1:fopen (name1 ,,,a',) ì
fprintf (f]-,,, \n%7.3f ,g 5.3f ,g 5.3f ,E 5.3f ,g 5.3f , Z S.3f ,Z5.3f ", (t_drop / 60) ,v_samp1el_, currentl,
v_samp1e2 , current2 , v_sample3, current3 ) ,.

cürravg= ( currentl_*current2 *r:r r rre n f ? I / ? :
avgl= ( onea+onec+onee ) /3 ;
avg2: ( twoa+twoc+twoe ),/ 3,.
avg3= (threea+threec+threee ) /3;
ãvg4= ( foura+fourc*four e) / 3 ¡
avÇ5: ( fivea+fivec+five e) / 3 ¡
avg6= (sixa+sixc+sixe ) /3 ;

/* output average to fil_e */
f 5=f open (name5, t'a" ) ;fprintf (f5,"\n%7.3frå 5.3f ,Z 5.3f,2 S.3f ,s" 5.3f,2 S.3f ,Z5.3f, U 5.3f", (t_drop/60), curravg,avg1,
avg2, avg3, avgL, avg5ravg6);

fcl-ose (f 1);
fclose (f2);
fcl-ose (f3) ;
fcÌose (f4) ;
f cl-ose (f 5 ) ;
t_drop : t_drop + t_drop1;

/* voltage on/off contro1 *,/
if ( (t-t_start) < (t_on) && (test1=:Q) ¡ {/*printF("\n\n rime (min) from start of test isEl-d", (t-t_start) /60);* /
/*printf ("\¡ VoJ-tage j-s turned ON "); *7

/* turn pov/er supply on * /
PSOnOff (PS1, "on") ;
PSOnOff (PSzt "on");
PSOnOff (PS3, "on");

/* output to fiLe */
/*fl=fopen (name1 ,',a,,) ; * /
,/*€ñÈi ¡+.t t €1 rr\/ L]PLJ-rrLr (rJ-r " \n Voltage ís ON. ") ; * /
,/*fcLose (f 1) ; * /

testl-++,'

l

if ( (t-t start):: (t on)
/*printF("\n\n rlme

3l-d", (t-t starL) /60) ;* /
/*^-T*+c ¡¡z "pr.lrru.l 1''\n Voltage

&& (test2==Q) ¡ {(min) from start of test
is ON (t=ton) ") i* /

1S

/* check and see if voLtage is on al_I the time
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if ( (t-t_start) >t_on cc (t-t_start) < (t on+t off) &e(test3::Q) ¡ T
/*printf("\n\n Time (min) from start of test is?1d", (t-t_starL) / 60) ; * /
/*printf("\n Voltage is turned OFF "); */

/* turn power supply off */
PSOnOff (pS1, "off") ;
PSOnOff (p52, "off");
PSOnOf f (pS3, "off ") ,.

/* output to fife */
/ *f 1-=f open (name1, "a" ) , * //*fprintf (f 1, "\n Vol-tage is O¡E.,,¡ ;* ¡,/*fclose (f 1) ; * /
test2:0;
icqf?-¡--¡-.

if (t_off==O) {l_on : L_on
test2:0;

i
el-se {
test2++;

Ì

testl=0,.

/* turn power off at
PSOnOff (pS1, "off") ;
PSOnOff (p52, "off");
PSOnOff (pS3, "off") i

fnitO; /* disconnects

nrì ni€ / tr\ -\ *¡r'À ¿¡¿ e! \ \¡¡ \¡¡ Powef is
from vol-tmeter ")i
printf ("\n\n\t\t

nri nl_ f ¡/ rr \ n \ + \r¡¿¿¡e! \ .r. a- at

i

if ( (t-t_staït):: (t_on+t off) ) {,/*printF("\n\n TIme (min) fromZId", (t-t_start) / 60) ; * /
,/*printf ("\n voltage is oFF (t:
t_on : t on + (t on1+t chanoe) +r-orr : E_ofr ì r .À." né';-"" 

-'
test3=0;

)

l

+ (t_on1+t_change);

start of test is
(ton+toff))"); */

end of test */

all- channel_s from the voltmeter *,/

off and al-1 channels are disconnected

********* ,r) ì
** ** rr)ì
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nri h+ €ts!+¡¡L!
ñFì ñ+ €lJr J¡¡ L!
ñri ñ+ €
¡/! ¿ ¡¡ Lr
ñeì *+ €
P!rrlLI
ñri ñ+ €
lr'r¿¡¡er
nri ñ+ €
nri ñ+€¡/¡¿¡¡ur
printf
ñr'i ñ+ €¡/t ¿¡¡Lr
ñri h+ €y! ¿¡¡ L!

( " \n\t\t_
( "\n\t\t_
( "\n\t\t_

( "\n\t\t ** 0 ô **rr\.
- It

") ì

END OF TEST ! ! !

-");
_rr);

( " \n\t\t
/rr\h\+\+
\ \¡¡ \ e \ L

( "\n\t\t

] /" end of main program *,/

r¡ni À i n+r^ ¡t \urv \,/
{
printf ("\n\n\n\trhis program contror-s the appried vor-tage and

printf ("\n\tvoltage drop measuïements of the el_ectrokinetic ,,);printf ("\n\tremediation laboratory experiments. The duration,,) ;printf("\n\tof the applied voltagã 
""n be varied along with ,,);

nni nf f I rt\ n\ f +ì.ra 'ì an¡l-tr n€ +¡J!rrrur \ \1¡\LL¡rç rçrrgLr¡ ur uime between vo]-tage drop and tt);
nrìn{-€/tt\-\+-I;! -Lr.1Lr ( \n \ Lcurrent measurments . t') ;printf ("\n\n\n\toutput is stored in four fir-es, one fil_e for ,,

printf("\n\tapplied vortage and current for alL three coJ_umns,

printf ("\n\tand three fil-es for wol t¡rrc rtr
êâ-hrr \ . 

r¡¡u u¡¿!çs r-LJ-c5 ¿vr vv¿ Le9ç urop lTl€âsurments for
nrinÈ€/tt\*\+-vrJ-rrL! ( \rr\useperate col-umn with the extensions s1, s2, andq? lr\.

printf ("\n\n\n\tpress any key to proceed: ") ,.getch ( ) ;
nrin+€/lt\-rr\.ylr¡¡Lr \ \q J ¡
rôlrìrñ.4vLU!¡¡,

)

void PSOnOff (int num, char *state)
1

int dummy = 0;

switch (num)
i
case 1:

I

PSSwitch (byte0p, state) ;
break;
I
J

case 9:
{
PSSwitch (byte1p, state) ;
break;
)

case 17:
{

I tl
il tl

oooO Oooo
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PSSwitch (byte2p, state) ;
break;
)

control_union.controlbits.bitl = 1;
cont¡ol_union. control_bits . bit2 = 0;
dummy : outp (CONTROL, control_union. control_int) ;dummy = outp(DATA, databyte0.dataint) ;controlunion. control_bits . bitl_ : 0;controlunion.controlbits.bit2 : 1;
dummy = outp (CONTROL, control_union.control-int) ;

controlunion. control_bits.bitl = 0,.
control_union . control-bits . bit2 : 0 ;
dummy = outp (CONTROL, control-union.controlint) ;dummy = outp (DATA, databytel.dataint) ;control_union.controlbits.bitl : 0;
control-union. controlbi_ts.bit2 : l_;
dummy : outp (CONTROL, control_union. control_int) ;

control-union. control_bits . bitl : l_;
control_union. controlbits . bit2 : l_;
durnmy = outp (CONTROL, controj_union. controÌint) ,.dummy = outp (DATA, databyte2.dataint) ;
cnnl-rn'l rrhì ^*vvrr u! ur urlJ-(rrr. uontrol_bits . bitl = 0;
control_union. control_bits . bit2 = 1;
9ylV = outp (CONTROL, controlunion.control_int) ;if(!dummy);
reJ-rrrn.
¡v9g!¿¡,

void Chon (int num)
{

div_t chnum;
int denom = 8;
inl- ¡l,rna" - ^r tr L Lr utLlt.ly : u ;

nlrnrrn - Å: -- | |ur¡rruu.r. : ol_v( (num - I), denom) ;

switch (chnum.quot)
{
case 0:

{
DataSwitch (byte0p, chnum) ;
break;
)

case 1:
{
DataSwitch (byte1p, chnum) ,.

break;
Ì

case 2:
i
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DataSwitch (byte2p, chnum) ;
break;
)

]

control_union. control_bits . bitl : 1;controlunion.controlbits.bit2 : 0;
dummy : outp (CONTROL, controlunion.controlint),.
dummy = outp(DATA, databyte0.dataint) ;control-union. control_bits . bitl = 0,.control_union.controLbits.bit2 = 1;
dummy = outp (coNTRoL, contror-union. contror-int) ;
controlunion.control_bits.bitl : 0;control_union.controlbits.bit2 : 0;
^rlh-rr - ^r!+-.uuluuy : ouEp (CONTROL, control_union.controlint),.
dummy : outp(DATA, databytel.dataint) ;controlunion. control_bits . bitl : 0;control-union.controlbits.bit2 : 1;
dummy = outp (CONTROL, control_union.controÌint) ;

control_union.controlbits.bitl : 1;
control_union. control-bits . bit2 : 1;
dummy = outp (CONTROL, control_union.controJ_int),.
dummy = outp(DATA, databyte2.dataint) ,.controlunion.controlbits.bitl : 0;controlunion.controlbits.bit2 : l_;
dummy : outp (CONTROL, controlunion.controlint) ;

if (dummy) ;
7ê1rrrh.

i

void DataSwitch(union data *dafarrn.i nn rt.irz r- r-hnnmt
{ 

-^eesu¡¡¿v¡r, u¿v_u v¡¡¡¡qt!¡/

'i n+ ,-¡"**'' - .l-t.tL uLunmy = u;

/* cl-ear al-1 channel_s (except povrer suppJ_y channeJ_s) *,/

databyte0.dataint l: 254;
databytel.datainL l: 254;
databyte2.dataint l= 254;

switch (chnum.rem)
{
case l_:

{
dataunion->databits.bitl : 0,.
break;
)

case 2:
{
dataunion->databits.bit2 : 0;
break;
]
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case 3:
{
dataunion->databits.bit3 = 0;
break,.
)

case 4:
{
dataunion->databits.bit4 = O;
break;
)

case 5:
{
dataunion->databits.bitS : 0;
break,.
)

case 6:
{
dataunion->databits.bit6 = 0;
break;
i

case 7:
{
dataunion->databits.bitT : 0;
break,.
ì,-oerau_Lt:
i
dataunion->dataint : 255;
dummy = outp (DATA, dataunion->dataint) ;controLunion. control_bits.bitl = 1,.
control_union.control-bits.bit2 = 0;
dummy : outp (coNTRoL, contror-union.contror_int) ,-control_union. controlbits.bitl = 0;
cont.rol_union. cont¡olbits . bit2 : 0;
dummy = outp (CONTROL, control_union.control_int) ;controlunion. control_bits . bitl : 1,.control_union.controLbits.bit2 = 1;
¡lrr--" - ,uurruuy : outp (coNrRoL, contror-union. controlint) ,-control_union. controlbits . bitl = 0,.controLunion.control-bits.bit2 = 1,.
^ir-*,, - 

.Lrulrmy = outp (CONTROL, controlunion. conJ-rc'.ì i nr I .
breaÈ; 

e¡v¿¿¡¡ç/ '
)

i
if /l.l"--"\.\ ; u4rutly ¡/ ,
return,.

l

void PSSwitch(union data *dataunion, char *st.ate)
I

inf Àrr¡-.' 
- 

¡¿rrL Lrultlmy = Ui

if (* (state + 1) == 'n')dataunion-)databits.bit0 : 0,.
el-se
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dataunion->databits.bit0 = 1;if (dum¡ny) ;
rêlrrrñ.

]

void ChDsp (int num)
1

int dummy : 0,.

ini- i ì.
--.v ¿t J,

controlunion. control_bits . bit0 = 0;
dummy : outp (coNTRoL, contror-unj-on. contror_int) ,-control_union. control_bits . bitO = 1;
lummy. 

: outp (CONTROL, controlunion. controJ_int ) ,.for (i : 0; i < num; i++)
{
control_union.controlbits.bit3 : OFF;
dummy : outp (coNTRoL, controrunion.control i ntlcontrol_union. control_bits.bit3 = ONi
dummy : outp (CONTROL, controluníon. contro.l .i nt I
) 

----- 
vÈ4¡¿e/

if (dummy) ;
rof rrrn.

]

fl-oat ReadVm (void)
1

int chrs = B0;
char rdg [80] ;
FfLE *filep1,.
fl-oat r¡mr;
system ( "readvml . exe " ),.
f i I en1 : f oncn I ttr¡l¡ arr{- rr rr-!r¿u¡rr - rr.;P--. \ !uy . vqL , .,,) ì
f gets (rdg, chrs, f il_epl) ;
fcl-ose (filept-);
vmr : (float) atof (rdg);
reJ-tr rn r*- .

w ¡rr! ,

)

void rnit ( )
{

i nl- ¡lrrnnr r - ¡'_v - J;

union data dataunion,.

control-union. control_bits . bit0 = 0;
dummy : outp (coNTRor, controlunion.controrint) 

,.control_union. control_bits.bitO : 1;
{qry : outp (CONTROL, controlunion.controlint),.
dataunion.dataint = Oxff;
dummy : outp (DATA, dataunion.dataint) ;controlunion.controLint : 3;
dummy = outp (CONTROL, control_union.controlint) ;
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controlunion.control-int : 1;
dummy : outp (CONTROL, controlunion.controlint)
control-union. control_int = 7;
dummy = outp (CONTROL, control-union. controJ_ínt)controlunion.controi_int : 5;
dummy = outp (CONTROL, control_union. control-int)
if(!dummy);
rof rr¡n.
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Appendix B:

Model Program
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/ ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //* The advection-dispersion-el-ectrokinetic anaryticar */,,: ::::1T:""t rransporr equarion is modeled usins rhis * // ^ program- vari-ous input parameters are requested and * //,i a:::^:n. concentrarión ar a specified point in rime is * /I y¿vçrr. * //

/* Variabl-es: *//.* Kh : hydraulic conductivity (cmlsec ) * //* Keo : coefficient of erectrãosmotic permeabirity */
/* (cmlsec)/(V/cm) rvÈ'lresv¿4¿ur 

*//.* Uep : electrophoretic mobility (cm,/sec ) / (V/cn) * //.* dhgrrad : hydraulic gradient idimensionless ) * //.* dEgrrad : el_ectrical gradient (V/cm) ' n //* veo : el-ectroosmotic Vel nr-i j- r¡ | ¡m / c/.* vh : Àyarauric ,r",-o..;;"i*i"j:m/sec) * /*//* veo : el-ectroosmotic velocity (cm,/sec ) * //* vw:vh+veo *//* x : distance travel_Ied in the x direction (cm¡ *//,* t elapsed time (sec) \varl/ 
* //* sol-cMC : soÌubility of the compound at the cMC (mq/L) *//* foc : fraction of órganic carbãn \¿ *//* c = contaminant conóentration in sor_ution (mq/L *//* cMC : criticar micer-re concentration (mor/L) *//* Csurf : surfacant concentration (mol/L ) * //* M = mass of contaminant added to the system (uq) * //* Km : micel-le-water partition coeffecient * //* (moIe fraction units) *//.* logKm = J-og micerr-e-water partition coef f icient * //* (mole fraction units) * //.* logKow = 1og octanor-water partition coef f icient * //.* logKoc : J-og organic carbonlsoir_ puitio' coef f icient * //* occ : mean occupancy number *//* Rf : modified retardation factor (dimensionress ) * //* Df : diffusion coeffecient (cm squared) / (sec) * //.* Dx : hydrodynamic disperision 'é" \vevt 
*//.* alpha = dispersivity l.rn) *'/

/* n: porosity *//* rho : bul-k density g/cc *'//* rhop : particle aénsity (g/cc) */
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#incl-ude <stdio. h>
#incl-ude <stdl_ib. h>
#include <math.h>
#include <dos.h>
#include <string.h)
#incl-ude (conio. h)

/ * sf a ri- nf rrrnrrr¡m * /v! y!v:j¡q¡lr Ivoid main (void)
{

FTT,tr *f,l .
L¿'

/* declare variables */
char re enter [1] , namel tBl ;double -

Kh, Keo, Uep, veo, v€p, vh, vw, x, t rC, CMC, Csurf , M, Km, Koc, Kow, logKoc
, occ, Rf, Dx, Df, n;

double
arpha, area/ outfJ-ow, rho, rhos, zetas , zetam, dhgrad, dEgrad, sol_cMC
, f oc,Iogl(m, logKow, Volw, Xmod;

doubl-e outf j-owl_, C1, prmd, checkl_ , check2;void intro (void) ;

intro ( ) ;

/* ìnnrr{- r.--.1/ r¡¿¡,uu vd.rrab]_eS */
Kh:1.00e-06;
Keo=l_. 00e-04,.
UeP:4. 1e-04;
Csurf:O. 008;
CMC:0.008;
IogKow:2.12;
occ=35.0;
foc:0. 0l-;
dhgrad=2 .12;
dEgrad=O . 0;
rho=O . B 0;
Tlf=1 ño-fìtr.vJ t

M=500 . 0;
alpha:l . 0,.
L:48399660.0;
x:6.5;

do{
cl-rscr O ,.printf ( "\n\n\nrnput
scanf (" 8s t', namel ) ;printf ("\nlnput the
scanf ("U l_f ", &Kh) ;
printf ("\nlnput the

f il-ename to stora nrri- rrrrr . ', ) ;
/* 

VUL¡JUL.

hydraulic conductivity (cm/sec) : ,,) ;

coefficient of electroo.smol.jç
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permeability (cm,/sec) / (V/cn) : ") ;scanf ("U 1f", &Keo) ;printf ( "\nlnput the eJ_ectrophoretic mobility(cm,/sec) / (V/cm): ");
scanf ("U lf ", &Uep),.
nni¡{-f/tt\-'vrrrrur r r¡irnput the hydraul-ic gradient (dimensionl_ess) :tt \ .

scanf ("81_f ", &dhqrad) ;
nri¡1-.c¡/tr\*_

'-,!r-rruL- 
r rnrnput the er-ectricar- gradient (v/cm)

scanf ("81-f ", &dEgTrad) ;printf("\nfnput the distance travelled in the1r-mì. ilì.
\ v-rr/ . I t

scanf ("81_f"r&x);
printf ("\nrnput the el-apsed tÍme (sec) : ,,);
scanf ("å1f ", &t);

--tnlT l \ I
--J.\U!J-rl 1

be opened. ",namel);

. rt\.

x direction

printf ("\nfnput the logKow of the connornrl. ,rì.
scanf ("Zl_f ", clogKow) ;printf ("\nrnput the fraction of organic carbonr ,,),.
scanf ("81_f",&foc) ;printf ("\nrnput the surfacant concentration (mor_,/L) : ,,) ;scanf ("81_f ", &Csurf ) ;printf("\nrnput Lhe mass of contaminant added to thesystem (rg) t ,,) ;
scanf ("å1f ", &M) ,.printf ("\nlnput the mean .)l-r-l.nìên.rr nr¡¡þg¡ i ,,) ;scanf ("Bff",iocc) ; 

' vvvsÌ/v¡¡u-)' rru

printf ("\nlnput the diffusion coeffecient (cm
squared) /(sec) : "),.

scanf ("Bl_f ", &Df ) ,.printf ("\nrnput the bu]k density (g/cc) z ,,) ;scanf ("8.1_f ", &rho) ; * /printf("\n\n\nwourd you like to change this data? (y/N):,r);

scanf (t'8s", re enter) ;
Ì
whil-e ( (re_enter IO ] !:

/* €.i ì ^/ vrr=¿r !-Lrc, * /
f 1:fopen (name1 ,,, a,, ) ;if ( (f1:fopen (name1, "a" ) )printf ("\nFiIe gs cannot
exit (1);
)

/*calcul-ations * /

'N')) ; /*Do until N is entered */

/* calculate porosity */
area=I1.8; /*cross sectional area of soi] */
rhos : 2.65; / * use particle density of 2.65 g/cc */
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rt=1-rho/rhos,.

if ( (Csurf-CMC) <0.00001)
{ logKoc=0 . 4047*IogKow+1 . 059 ;
Printf (" \nWater f J-usÍng Koc" ) ;

else
{ f ogKoc: 0 . 52228* J_ogKow+0 . 5353 ; }
Koc:pow (10,IogKoc) ;

/ * calcul-ate logKm (mol_e f raction units ) f rom relaf i onsh i n*/
logi(m:O . 948*logKow+O . B4 3 ;
Km=pow (10,l_ogi{m) ;
Vol_w:O.01805,.

/* find modlfied retardation coefficient * /
Rf=1+ (rho*Koc*foc) / (n* (1+ 1¡4¡n*yofw* (Csurf-CMC¡* (62+occ) / 62) ) )

Printf ("\nRf is ?8.5f: ",Rf) ;
/ * ^^h^r r.r- -/ ^ Çornpure concentration versus time or versus distance
/ *x:0 .0; * /
f=ll ll.v v.vt

C:0 . 0,'
C1=0 . 0;
outflowl=0 . 0;
prmd=O . 0,.

/* calcul_ate vel_ocites */
vh : Kh*dhgrad;
veo : Keo*dEgrad;
vep - Uep*dEgrad;
vw=vh+veo;
outfl_ow:vw*t*area; /*outflow in mL * /
/* compute hydrodynamic dispersion * /Dx:alpha*vw+Df;

fprintf (tf , "Concentration (mg/L) , Time (days) , Outfl_ow(mf,¡ , ARMD''),-

fnnin{-f /€'t tt\.rP!r-rr'Lr Irrr " \ri?B.5f ' ?8.3f ,28.5f ,zB.5f ",c,t/24/60/6oroutf]-ow,nrmÄ \ .
I'LLLrvl ,

t=t+ 86400 / I00 ;
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do{
if ( (Csurf-CMC) <O.O0OO1)
{
Xmod : x-vw*t/Rf ;
Printf ( "\nWater Flushing" ) ;
t

el- se
{
Xmod =

T--r**t,/Rf+vep*t/ (*f 
* (I+I/ (I(m*VoJ_w* (Csurf_CMC) * (62+occ) / 62) ) )

prlntf ("\nSurfactant FJ-ushing" ) ;
I
Printf ("\nXmod is ?8.5f: "rXmod) ;

C:(.14./ (2.0*sqrt (3.1415926*Dx*t/Rf ) ))*exp (- (Xmod*Xmod) / (q.O*nx*t/Þ€\\.
LT L\L I J 

'checkl=exp (- (Xmod*Xmod) / (4.O*Dx*t/Rf ) ) ;check2: (M/ (2.0*sqrt (3.14I5926*Dx*t/nil I I ;printf ("\ncheckl is: ?8.5f", checkl) ;printf ("\ncheck2 i_s: ?8.5f ", check2) ;

out f l_ow=vw* t* area,. /* outl-fow in mL */

/* Compute I Removed * /
prmd= ( (c+ct ) /2* (outflow/area-outfr-owl / area) ) /M+prmd;

/* output results */
printf ( "\nTime (sec) is: e"I2.2f,, ,t) ;/*printf ("\nDistance (crn¡ is: Ag.¡fi,,*) ;*/printf ("\nConcentration (mq/L) is : eb. Bf",C) ;,/*printf ("\nConcentration 1 is: ?8. Bf,,rCj_),.printf (" \nOutf l-ow (ml,¡ is : ?B . 5f ", outf 1ow) ;nrì nÈ + / tl \ *

'-,! 
rr.ruL- \ " \noutf low1 (mL) is: gB.5f ", outf lowl ) ; * /

fprintf (f 1, "\n?B .Sf , Zg.3f , ZB.5f , ZB.5f ,, ,c, t/24/ 60/ 60, outf low,nrmâ \ .
}JLLLLV I ,

\-I=U;
outf l_owl_:outf low;

t=t+86400/B; ¡* compute I/B every day *//*x=x+l.0; * /
/*getchO,'*/
Ì
whil_e (t<3888000);

/* Echo input and display resuJ-ts */
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printf ("\n\n\nThe hydraulic conductivity (cm,/sec) is:PR Rf II T¿'I.\.L , L\IIJ ,

printf ("\nThe coefficient of el_ectroosmotic permeabllity(cmlsec) / (V/cm) is: gB.Bf",Keo) ;

u u . Bi'Î:;J;)it^" e j-ectrophoretic mobility (cmlsec ) / (v/ cm) :

printf (" \nThe hydrauj.ic gradient (dÍmensionl_ess ) is :8B. Bf "r dhgrad) ;printf (" \nThe electrical grad.ient (V/cm) is :88.3f", dEgrad) ;printf ("\nThe distance traver-1ed in the x direction (cm¡is: 88.3f ,,,x);
printf ("\nThe eJ_apsed time (sec) is: ?8.3f ,, ,l) ;

., -p.lt tf ("\nThe fraction of organic carbon is: ?B.3f
" 1^^ ì .

, LvvL

printf ( " \nThe critical micer-re concentration (mor/L) is :9^9, qf tt a'Mrr\ .L , vL-LV) ,

printf ("\nThe surfactant concentration (moI/L) is: å8.5fttr Csurf ) ;
printf ("\nThe mass of contaminant added t.o the sysLem(ug) is: 38.3f ",M) ;printf ( "\nThe mean occupency number is: gB.3f ,, , occ) ;printf ("\nThe effective difiusion coeffecient (cmsquared) ,/(sec) is: gB.6f ",Dx) ,.

printf ("\nThe porosity is: AB.3f ,,,rt);printf ("\nThe hydrodynamic dispersion is: gB.gf,,,Dx);printf ( " \nThe 1ogltu varue (morè f raction units ) is : ze", logKm) ,.
.5f

printf ("\nThe lulk density (g/cc) is: ?B.3f,,,rho);printf (" \n\nCalcul_ated val_ues are: ,') ;

printf ("\nThe logKoc val_ue is: ?8.5f ",logKoc) ,.printf("\nThe modified retardation factor is: BB.I' Dç\ .t L\L I t

,, F:itttf ("\nThe hydrauJ-ic velocity (cmlsec) is: ?8.

printf ("\nThe er-ectroosmotic velocity (cm/sec) is
printf("\nThe pore fluid velocity (cm/sec) is:

. Bf"r vw) ;
printf ("\nThe electrophoretic verocity (cmlsec) is:

. Bf "r vêp) i
nri¡{-€lft\*mLr,rJ-rrLr ('\n1ne volume of outfIow (mL) is: gB.3f

outflow) ;
nri¡+-ç ltt \*mL.¡;rr_rrLr ( " \nlne contaminant concentration (^g/f) is: gB.5f

C);
/* Find relationship between Rf and Kow */
/ * logKow:O,'

fprintf (f I,,, \nJ-ogrKoc, logKow" ) ;
do{

tt

AB

8B

ll

il

5f

Bf

: 88. Bf
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if ( (Csurf-CMC) <0.00001)
{ ÌogKoc:0.4047*IogKow+1. 059; }
el_se
{ f ogKoc= 0 . 52228*}ogKow+0 . 5353 ; }Koc=pow ( 10, J_ogKoc ) ;
/* cal-cul_ate Iogl{m (moJ_e fraction uni1- .s,ìrelationship * / 

É4¿+ Èv /

/x

logl(m:0 . 94 B* logKow+0 . B4 3 ;
Km=pow (10, logl(m) ,.

Rf=i-+ (rho*Koc*foc) / (n* (1+ 1¡ç¡n*yolw* (Csurf_CMC)*

printf ("\n?B . 5f , È8. 5f ", IogrKow, tog10 (Rf )fprintf (f 1, "\n?9.5f , %8.5f í, J-ogKow, 1og10loqKow:IogKow+ 0.25;
getch O ;

Ì
whil-e (IogKow < j.I) ;*/

]

void intro O /* introscreen * /
{
cl_rscr O ;
printf ( "\n\n\n\tffris program model_s electrokineticremediation with a surfaètant");printf ( " \nusing the advection-dispersion-el_ectrokinetic

equation with the modified"),.
printf ("\nretardation factor. water flushing can mod.el_edby inputting the"),.
printf ("\nsurfactant concentratlon equal to the cMC.,,),.printf ("\n\n\n\npress any key to proceed:,,) ;getch ( ) ;
,/*Printf ("\â"),. */ /* beep */
roirr rn .
¡ v e s¿ ¡¡ t

i

from

(62+occ)/62¡¡]l

(Rf) );
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